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Editorial
This issue of San JoseStudies is dedicated to the people of many lands
who have contributed to the Santa Clara VaUej^sinteresting cultural rich
ness. Given the limitation of space and available research, it has not been

possible to pay tribute to every group. But the hope is that the articles,
poetry, and fiction that follow will serve as beacons for others to pursue
similar studies.

Washington Square, the home of San Jose State University, has
observed, for more than two centuries, one clear lesson of history: change

is inevitable. The chronicle of the parade of ethnic and national groups
into Santa Clara County is one of cultural diversity, accompanied too
often by conflict when change was challenged by those wanting to main
tain the status quo.

Life for the Ohlone Indians significantly changed in 1777 with the
building of Mission Santa Clara and El Pueblo San Jose de Guadalupe.
Agriculture was introduced to the valley, and Spanish and Mexicans
established ranchos for cattle-raising. In the aftermath of the Mexican
War of 1846, U.S. citizens began to arrive in substantial numbers—the
most famous of these early settlers in San Jose being several survivors of
the Donner Party. The discovery of gold on the American River in 1848
brought abrupt change to California, although the Gold Rush did not
greatly impact upon the Santa Clara Valley. San Jose, however, was
named the new state's first capital in 1850. The coming of the railroad,
canneries, and packing houses brought economic change, as Santa Clara
Valley was transformed into farms and small orchards. Farm and orchard
owners, largely of European ancestry, depended upon migrant and day
labor to harvest their crops. The Chinese, the first Asian group to settle in
the valley, soon were force-fed the bitter fruits of discrimination and
racial prejudice. By 1900, the Japanese had arrived in substantial
numbers, and they too encountered blind hatred.
Agriculture dominated valley life until World War II. In 1939, Santa
Clara County had 54 canneries and packing houses, whose cannery
workers were often first and second generation Italians and Portuguese.
The permanent agricultural work force numbered 3,000. But there were
also numerous migrant workers, drawn from ethnic and poverty-stricken
groups including Mexicans, Filipinos, and Dust Bowl refugees, the latter
immortalized by John Steinbeck's Grapes of Wrath.
Local neighborhoods were clearly defined and based on ethnicity or
economic level in those pre-war days: The Flats, South of the Tracks,
Little Italy, Little Tijuana, Goose Town, Chinatown, and Japantown. San

Jose's white elite lived in the Hester-University Avenue area, along The
Alameda, in the foothills at the end of Alum Rock Avenue, or directly
south and east of Washington Square. Nine Catholic churches served
Italians, Irish, Mexicans, Portuguese, Spanish, Yugoslavians from
Dalmatia, and second-generation Americans. There were Swedish
Lutheran, German Methodist and Japanese Methodist churches, a
synagogue, and a Buddhist Church.
Following World War II, change accelerated in Santa C lara Valley as the
economy began shifting from agriculture to industry. The emergence of
the aerospace and the electronic industries made the presence of other
ethnic groups felt: Blacks, South Asians, Koreans and, most recently.
Southeast Asians.

This issue of San JoseStudies, then, features representative articles that
acknowledge to some degree every ethnic and national group that has
contributed to the richness and the variety of life in Santa Clara Valley.
Dexter Westrum, in his analytical review of Native American James
Welch's novel. Fools Crow, provides an insightful synopsis of Blackfeet
tribal culture and gives us valuable understandings about the traditions
of these Montana Plains Indians.

The poems of Hank Lazer, who grew up in San Jose's Jewish com
munity, express his experiences and recall memories of his years in
California.

In 1942, President Franklin Roosevelt signed Executive Order 9066
which removed all persons of Japanese descent, whether American
citizens or not, from the Pacific Coast and interned them first in assembly
centers and then in relocation centers. Marjorie Matthews Fernandes in
'Japanese American Women: Immigration and Evacuation" has
conducted interviews and used some previously published memoirs to
present a short history of the discrimination and other hardships suffered
by Japanese American women.
Following the pronouncement of the Gentlemen's Agreement in 1907

which limited Japanese immigration. West Coast agriculturists
encouraged South Asian men to work in the fields until 1917 when their
comings and goings were also restricted. Karen Leonard's "South Asian
Immigrants: Then and Now" traces what happened to these men who
were cut off from their homeland. She analyzes their adjustment to life in
California and their marriages to Hispanic women, and describes the
resulting Mexican-Sikh community. Like other Asians, these people have
encountered harsh discriminatory treatment.
Kichung Kim's short story, "America! America!" recounts the difficul
ties that many from Korea have endured in the quest for higher educa
tion in the United States and the accompanying adjustment problems
encountered by these families as they have pursued the promise of a
better life. The frustrations as well as the successes were those shared by

immigrants from many other nations.
Joe Palermo's 'The Race Crisis at San Jose State College" looks at the

emerging consciousness of Blacks as well as the attitude of the college
administration in 1967. While the college was not proud of the facts
revealed by the Blacks' charges and the administration's investigation of
the matter, the peaceful resolution of the issues redounds to the credit of
all concerned, particularly when other colleges and universities were less
successful in coping with such incidents, resulting in considerable
violence during the years of the late 1960s and early 1970s.
Santa Clara County was one of the major areas that attracted South
east Asians during the 1980s. As one walks through neighborhoods

adjacent to Washington Square, the presence of this newest influx of
immigrants is seen everywhere. These people are the latest to bring
change to San Jose and to Santa Clara Valley. James M. Freeman's oral
history, "Vietnamese War Widow," recounts the moving life story of "Ba
Tam" and her trials and tribulations in Vietnam and adjustments in the
United States.

To conclude this special issue, an essay by Patricia Fagen provides a
broad overview of the continuing problem of refugees and the response
of the community of nations. One hopes that her article will encourage
other scholars into further research about one or more of the issues that
she raises.

As this issue of San Jose Studies suggests, the arrival of new groups of
people in any community calls for understanding and appreciation by all
residents of the newcomers' economic and cultural assets that are of

benefit to everyone.

—H. Brett Melendy
Guest Editor

John A. Brennan

John A. Brennan, member of our editorial board since 1980, died

January 21, 1988, following heart surgery. He was 59. An associate
professor of history at the University of Colorado, he was curator of the
Western Historical Collection and University Archives there. He
specialized in political and western history and wrote Silver and the First
New Deal. We greatly appreciate Jack Brennan's service and extend
sincerest sympathy to his wife, Ann; his daughter, Erin; and his mother,
Mildred S. Wayne.
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"I don't like Japan,
Mommy. I want to go
back to America."*

Marjorie Matthews Fernandes
Introduction

ON February 19,1942,Franklin Roosevelt issued Executive Order

9066. The order, posted a little more than two months after the
bombing of Pearl Harbor, was the result of long-standing racial hostility
and short-term war hysteria. It authorized military commanders to
exclude persons from certain areas within the United States. Backed by
Congressional Act 77-503, the Western Defense Command and the

Fourth Army issued more than 100 orders which were applied exclu
sively to persons of Japanese ancestry living in the western states. Nearly
120,000 American residents were incarcerated in 15 temporary assembly
centers and later transferred to ten relocation camps.
The job of historians is to piece together events as they existed in a
particular set of circumstances. They must consider certain influential
individuals and the nature of their actions as well as other individuals

who might have been affected by those actions. All these factors must be
studied from many angles to acquire a truly accurate picture. The pur
pose of all this is to pass on whatever is learned to those in authority—in a
democracy, the people—so that mistakes will not be repeated and socie
ties will be better prepared to meet the future. As historians strive to

create an honest account of humanity, it becomes clear that in virtually
every area of study the record is incomplete.
The wartime internment of Japanese Americans in the 1940s is an out
standing example of an event that for many years remained only partially
understood. Despite the recent work that has been done analyzing the

' Sansei child after her first day in a U.S. evacuation center

politics of the West Coast and actions of the federal government, there
still does not seem to be widespread popular interest in the plight of the
victims—the people who had to get through each day of this unjust
ordeal. Almost everyone has an inkling about who did what to whom
when the words "Pearl Harbor" are mentioned. Hiroshima produces a
definite picture in the mind. But mention of American internment camps
brings a certain fuzziness, an uncomfortable confusion. That episode in
our nation's history was allowed to remain shrouded in mystery, partly
because government officials, concerned with justifying the remarkable
orders, have been slow to acknowledge errors. Then, too, Japanese
Americans themselves, deprived of rights and respect, were reluctant to
share their experiences. Finally, the American public for more than 40
years has avoided facing up to the reality of such an un-American
occurrence.

If social history means studying the "affairs of the ordinary people
rather than the affairs of the state," which means looking at things "from
the bottom,'" then examining experiences of Japanese Americans, espe
cially the women, would surely fit the definition. From 1900 to 1940,
Japanese women in the western United States occupied a low position
within a group that was already at the bottom of the larger society. The
story of their immigration and internment, although not famous, is
extraordinary. There were no figures of overt authority and very few
distinctive acts. As in most other areas of women's history, there is barely
any record at all. Yet, as opposed to other great events in history in which
women took little or no part, the forced evacuation and internment of
American residents and citizens involved 50,000 women. Further, since

the internment was a disruption and resettlement of the family—the
undisputed responsibility of women in any society—the lack of atten
tion and information is even more glaring.
The following is an attempt partially to describe what happened to
these women from their point of view. It is a study of a unique group of
Americans during a critical point in American history. It will discuss the
circumstances of their immigration and then describe their evacuation
from the West Coast. It is a story of arrival without acceptance and of
dismissal without deportation. It is a story that needs to be told and one
that needs to be listened to. The hope is that, as historians continue to cor
rect and complete our nation's history, their service will render future
policy-makers better able to lead in our pursuit of democratic ideals.
Women Present Different Story

The immigration of Japanese women was quite different from that of
their male counterparts. Issei (first generation) women in America were
preceded by the men by as much as 20 years. Young Japanese men had

begun to arrive in the United States in the 1890s. Pushed by the
upheavals of a rapidly modernizing Japanese society and pulled by the
opportunity offered across the Pacific, Issei men hoped to make their for
tunes and eventually return to their homeland. They labored in the fields,
factories, and homes of the West Coast for years, while the possibility of
quick wealth faded and the reality of permanent loneliness surfaced. But
it was only after they had established themselves economically that they
were able to think about marrying and raising a family.
By 1907, anti-Japanese sentiment on the West Coast had heightened to
such a degree as to jeopardize U.S.-Japan relations. Groups whose mem
bers perceived Japanese immigrants as an economic and international
threat combined into one huge movement aimed at eliminating Japanese
residents from the western states. Further alarmed by increasing rates of

immigration, the exclusionists used racist propaganda to popularize their
sentiments. Theodore Roosevelt arranged a compromise agreement with
the government of Japan by which Tokyo voluntarily stopped the tide of
Japanese laborers into the United States. Only men who were returning
to America or their parents, wives, and children would be granted
permission to leave Japan. It was about this time that Japanese women
began to emigrate. Ironically, although the agreement changed the com
position of Japanese immigration, it did not substantially reduce the
quantity.

Some of the men were already married, so they simply sent for their
wives. Some returned to Japan to bring their wives over. One particular
man returned to America with his wife, but they had been persuaded to
leave their infant girl with her maternal grandparents as an assurance of
their return. Tragically, they would never return and would not be reu
nited with their daughter until 60 years had passed. ^Many men returned
to Japan to travel together in "study groups" looking for suitable
spouses.' But the majority had neither the resources nor the inclination to
return for a mate. Since marriage with any of the native population was
hardly possible or desirable, the immigrants employed a variation of the
traditional matchmaking methods of mate selection, known as "picture
bride marriage." Thousands of picture brides traveled to America over
the next several years.
Friends, relatives, or professional go-betweens in Japan arranged the
engagements with the aid of photographs. After approval was obtained

on both sides, with fathers exercising their paternal right and duty of
deciding, the daughters were placed on ships to America. The women,
chosen for youth and childbearing potential, left family, friends, and
home, bound for a new kind of life with a stranger in a strange land.
The third class voyage, assuredly uncomfortable and harrowing at
times, nonetheless stimulated a sense of freedom and adventure. Many
Issei women today remember the abundant food, the new friendships.
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and their first experience in leisure. And although the marriage arrange
ment was made without any romantic considerations, the voyage offered
an opportunity to gain some information about their forthcoming sexual
obligations. Some described themselves as shocked by the intimate
references; others were grateful for the information.
The women were brought first to Hawaii for inspection and decon
tamination. Many have said they still remember the disrobing, baths,
fumigation, and intimate physical examinations more vividly than they
remember their first glimpses of prospective husbands.''
Thousands of betrothed girls were met by anxious countrymen,
waiting nervously on the dock with pictures in hand. The scene was
invariably confusing. With only photographs to go by—many of which
had been retouched—the women tried to recognize their new husbandsto-be. The men seemed never to be all that the matchmaker had

promised; for one thing, they were considerably older. Yet there were
excitement and joy, along with disappointment. There were some lastminute swaps and some outright refusals. But most young women duti
fully went away with their prospective bridegrooms, to begin their tradi
tional roles as heir-producers and subservient helpmates. The age dif
ference was to become significant 30 years later when this first genera
tion of women found themselves in internment camps, flanked by aging
males and pre-adult children, for the middle-aged group was
predominantly female.
Most picture brides quickly lost any optimism they had carried with
them during the voyage. The living conditions were inferior to those of
their homeland, the foreign environment intensified the hardship, and
the hope of bettering their situation seemed dim. As one Issei relates:

Life was intolerable. Everything was different. My husband
was not much help. Cooking, shopping, cleaning, washing the
dishes and washing clothes, taking care of the babies—many
Issei women remember getting up after childbirth to go to
work in the fields—these are some of the things 1 remember.
Hon-to ni ku-ro shi-ta (We truly suffered.)'
City Living

In the cities, the immigrants lived in rooming houses with others from
the same ken (location in Japan). Familial roles were rigidly enforced in
the traditional patriarchical system. The extremely inferior role of the
wife required providing a male heir, managing the household, aug
menting the family income, and generally doing the bidding of her hus
band. The only ingredient missing in the new environment was the
mother-in-law to whom the Japanese wife was traditionally a servant. The
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absence of mothers-in-law in the U.S. may have been one strong induce
ment for the picture brides to emigrate.'
Just as the extreme age difference would affect Japanese American
family patterns, so too would the absence of grandparents. The tradi
tional function of the oldest generation to teach cultural roles and rituals
was missing in the new country, so that the children of the Issei lacked the
conservative and sometimes cohesive influence of grandparents. As the
children (Nisei) grew older and became more Americanized, the dif
ference in beliefs and attitudes between the two generations created
generational conflict, often with the mother caught in the middle.
Although initial disillusionment was high among the young women,
the thought of divorce was practically non-existent, because Japanese
values and customs eliminated such an alternative. Unquestioning
obedience and an extreme sense of duty permeated the entire Japanese
community. Family solidarity was a respected and protected value, and
the spirit of ga-man (duty and obligation) seemed innate. Indeed, the
sense of family solidarity extended beyond the conjugal family and
developed into a group cohesiveness in the larger community, and that
broader sense was a source of comfort to the women.

Except for the Chinese, the clustering of Japanese newcomers was
much more distinct than that of most other immigrant groups. The
Japanese may have treasured their national heritage a little more
intensely than others. This apparent pride in their "Japanese-ness" com
bined with their unfamiliar appearance and lifestyle to create fear and
disdain in non-Asian Americans. The negative environment, which
worsened with the immigrants' prosperity, probably produced in them
even more nostalgia for the homeland and thus further entrenchment
within familiar boundaries. In the cities, women at least had contact with

compatriots. On the farm, the Japanese woman faced more severe
isolation.

Many of the children of these pioneer women remember their mothers

as "great worriers" tending toward hysteria. Perhaps the strong hostility
and rejection from the outside coincided with the domination and

infidelity of their husbands to produce a group of women with
exaggerated feelings of insecurity—a condition that has been found to
cause overprotectiveness and extreme devotion to their children.' The

mark ofa successfulmarriage, after all,wasan abundance ofwell-brought
up children. The American environment made this job extremely diffi
cult. It is not surprising that their behavior might have become
excessive.

Racist hostility was a constant element throughout the next 30 years of
the Issei's life. This racism was to culminate in the incarceration of

110,000 Japanese Americans. Deep and irrational fear of people of a dif
ferent race was already firmlyin place when the first Japanese arrived at
12

HEART MOUNTAIN, WYO., SUMMER, 1943. Above, "segregees," bound for

Tule Lake internment camp, bid last farewell at the train station. (Photo courtesy of
Ernest Hioki and Japanese American Resource Center.)
Below, young people take part in the Obon, festival honoring ancestors. (Photo
courtesy of Misaye Santo and Japanese American Resource Center.)
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the end of the 19th century. But for such racism to reach the heights that it
did during World War II, a few "legitimizing" components had to be
present. The war hysteria that surfaced after the bombing of Pearl Harbor
was just such a legitimizing factor, from which the long-time exclusionists were able to build their case for removal.

The circumstances of immigration, the early days that the women spent
in the new world, and the heritage that they brought with them would all
have an effect on the way these women reacted to the evacuation. The age
difference between the women and their husbands would become

important during the days of 1941 and 1942, as many women found
themselves essentially alone—their husbands, if not in prison, either
dead or approaching old age, and their children too young to make deci
sions. The absence of grandparents during the early family period would
allow many of the Nisei to form their world views without close influence

from their elders. And perhaps most important, the women's commit
ment to cooperation, duty, and obedience as extended to the largest social
unit—namely the United States government—would bring quiet com
pliance with an unconstitutional and outrageous order.
Considered Potential Threats

After the bombing of Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941, every
Japanese was considered a potential threat to the security of the United
States. This popular assumption, together with already prevalent antiJapanese feelings, created considerable tension. Monica Sone, a Nisei

college student during those first days, remembers her uneasy feelings:
I could no more have escaped the stab of self-consciousness
than I could have changed my oriental features. ... I felt like a
despised, pathetic two-headed monster, a Japanese and an
American, neither of which seemed to be doing me any good.®

She recalls feeling uncomfortable even in her own neighborhood which
was located near a Marine hospital and a Boeing airfield—both "daring
me to take just one spying glance."'
More tangible than fear and guilt were the FBI raids to pick up
suspected enemy aliens. The first to be arrested "for questioning" were
men prominent in Japanese affairs and fishermen familiar with the

coastal areas near naval bases. As the Japanese navy pushed south to the
Philippines, Hong Kong, and Singapore, more Japanese men were
arrested; and as a consequence, thousands of women and children were
left without a family head.
Wives were ill-prepared to care for their families alone, so that, when
orders came for those families to evacuate the harbor areas within 48
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hours, panic set in. The desperate situation of Issei women was made all
the worse by their lack of facility with the English language. But many
families were given shelter by inland Japanese communities. Religious
organizations opened hostels for the larger families.'"
While news of the arrests and evacuations and rumors of more to come

swept throughout the West Coast, the government took increasingly
restrictive measures, freezing' Japanese American bank savings,
imposing curfews, restricting travel, and confiscating contraband items,
such as hunting rifles, radios, cameras, and flashlights. Nearly every
thing printed in Japanese was regarded with suspicion, and newspapers
were shut down. Among those rounded up was Mrs. Tora Miyake of
Portland, "a frail, shy, middle-aged widow who owned a debt-ridden
weekly Japanese language newspaper she had inherited from her hus
band."" The closing of newspapers shut off an important channel of com
munication for the older Issei and their limited-English-speaking
wives.

Monica Sone relates the story of a family friend, Mrs. Matsui, upon
whom authorities burst looking for her husband. She tried to explain why
he was not at home, using her rudimentary English that quickly
deteriorated into Japanese. Finally she showed them a photo of herself
and her two children, their eyes cast down, standing by a coffin, and sur
rounded by friends. The agents departed quickly and quietly.'^
Sone continues that Mrs. Matsui became an expert on the FBI, coach
ing other women on how to deal with the agents. She warned them to get
rid of anything Japanese because it might arouse suspicion; books,
magazines, wall scrolls, even knickknacks had to go. Sone's own mother
kept the family up past midnight one night feeding a lifetime's accumula
tion of goods to the furnace. Sone went to bed "filled with an
indescribable sense of guilt for having destroyed the things we loved. ...
As I lay struggling to fall asleep, I realized that we hadn't freed ourselves
at all from fear. We still lay stiff in our beds, waiting.""
A 20-year-old Salinas wife returned home one day to find the police
and FBI agents there and her house a "shambles." It had been broken into
with a hatchet, used not on the window on the top half of the door but on
the wooden bottom. She was so upset, she recalls, "because there was not
a thing that they did not touch." When her husband arrived, he was asked
to sign a search warrant—after the fact. Faced with the prospect of having
the father taken away, for there had been stories of others' not being
heard of again after refusing to sign such warrants, they complied. '•* The
outrage they felt on that day was duplicated up and down the coast as the
legal and human rights of United States citizens were breached.
Many wives took up the habit of calling their husbands every day at
work. Their families fussed and fretted over the father when he was

home, and it was not uncommon to see a packed suitcase near the front
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door. A striking illustration of the different attitudes held by one mother
and her daughter was on the issue of the packed suitcase. To the mother it
was the "least she could do." The daughter thought it was "practically a
confession that Papa was a spy.'"' The spirit of shikataga nai (it cannot be
helped) was definitely stronger in the older woman.
To answer the demands of West Coast politicians, the federal govern
ment announced a plan for voluntary evacuation from the coastal "mili
tary zones." The plan was an utter failure. If the Japanese were a threat to
the western states, reasoned other state governments, they were a threat
to all states. Some families did attempt to travel eastward, only to be met
with signs reading "Open season for Japs!" and "We kill rats and Japs
here." Many were refused service at gas stations, restaurants, and hotels
when they did go across state lines.
Executive Order 9066

The rumors and anxiety that spread throughout the Japanese Ameri
can community were put to rest on February 19,1942, when Executive
Order 9066 was issued. The order was simple:
ALL PERSONS OF JAPANESE ANCESTRY, BOTH ALIEN
AND NON-ALIEN, WILL BE EVACUATED FROM THE
ABOVE DESIGNATED AREA BY 12:00 O'CLOCK NOON.

They were to report on the assigned day to the assigned place at the
assigned time—no exceptions. Each person was to bring clothing, per
sonal items, and bedding to amount to only what each could carry. It
made no difference that most of the Japanese Americans were native
born children. The white patriots reasoned that "A Jap's a Jap, no matter
how you slice him. You can't make an American out of little Jap Junior just
by handing him an American birth certificate.""
The task for the affected families was enormous. With usually just a
week's notice, families had to dispose of homes and furniture, leave jobs,
pay bills, and store, sell, or give away personal belongings. Most, hoping
that their families would not be scattered, gathered together at one loca
tion to be assigned one family number. Sensing the need for cash, they
often sold their possessions rather than trusting the uncertainty of
government storage. "Second-hand people" swarmed around the
marked population, looking for bargains. One Issei woman, packing her
most precious possessions (pottery, silver, heirlooms, kimono, tea sets,
laquered tables, and one fine old set of china) and knowing that she
would have to sell some of them, was approached by a second-hand
dealer, who offered a "humiliating price for the china—$15 for a set
worth at least $200." As her daughter relates.
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Mama started to quiver. Her eyes blazed up at him. She had
been packing all night and trying to calm down Granny, who
didn't understand why we were moving again and what all the
rush was about. Mama's nerves were shot, and now navy
jeeps were patrolling the streets. She didn't say another word.
She just glared at this man, all the rage and frustration
channeled at him through her eyes.
He watched her for a moment and said he was sure he

couldn't pay more than seventeen-fifty for that china. She
reached into the red velvet case, took out a dinner plate and
hurled it at the floor right in front of his feet.
The man leaped back shouting, "Hey! Hey, don't do that!
Those are valuable dishes!"

Mama took out another dinner plate and hurled it at the
floor, then another and another and another, never moving,

never opening her mouth, just quivering and glaring at the
retreating dealer, with tears streaming down her cheeks.'*
Sue Tokushige and her husband sold their pick-up truck and left their
"brand new '42 Ford sedan" with Caucasian friends. Their bank savings
had been frozen by the government to be released in portions later. They
knew they would need money; and "without any assurances what
soever," they hoped they would be able to buy what they needed once
they had been relocated."
Families were dropped off by Caucasian friends for registration and
innoculation on their assigned days. Baggage and human beings alike
were tagged with numbers. It was strictly an Army-planned move (one
that officials would describe as smooth) and did not provide for the needs
of small children, nursing mothers, and the very old. Army personnel
were there to direct not to serve, so evacuees had to carry their own
things. Mothers took to carrying their children in the old-fashioned
way—on their backs; and the sick and feeble were lifted onto buses and
trains or passed through the windows on stretchers. Only the insane or
critically ill were left behind in institutions.^" At one departure station, a
Quaker group provided coffee, buttered rolls, and milk Passersby stared
in amazement. One old Mexican woman wept, saying, "Me next. Me
next.""

The forced evacuation of the Japanese American citizens and resi
dents was a two-stage operation. Temporary assembly centers, under the
control of the Army, were set up at nearby racetracks and fairgrounds.
Eventually, the evacuees were interned at more permanent camps far
from the coastal areas. The permanent camps were to be under civilian
control, and the War Relocation Authority (WRA) was hastily con
structing these camps while the evacuees were held at Army shelters for
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six to eight weeks.
Sue Tokushige, by then a mother of a two-week-old daughter, says that
the conditions at the Salinas Rodeo Grounds and parking lot were
"terrible." Barracks had been quickly constructed. Sanitary facilities were
not complete. Several families were assigned to each barracks where,
"because you could see from one end of the barracks to the other,"
occupants strung sheets for privacy. Some families were assigned to live
in horse stalls where the horse manure had been scraped out and
linoleum placed over the ground. Sue and her husband were lucky
enough to receive a small private section, "because of the baby." It was not
until a colonel came through and saw how bad things were that latrines
got built, eliminating the need for open trenches. She recalls only one sec
tion of the camp that actually had showers. She remembers having to
walk quite a distance to take a shower in a large open room with several
shower heads.

The food in the assembly centers was uniformly bad. Meals consisted
largely of canned goods, hash, weiners, beans "of an infinite variety," and
rice. During the first ten days at the Tanforan Assembly Center, there was
no milk for anyone over the age of five. There was one egg each and no
meat until the twelfth day.^^ Fresh fruits and vegetables were not served;
prices for these farm items had skyrocketed following the mass
dislocation.

It soon became apparent to one mother that the food provided by the
center was inadequate for healthful living—especially for a nursing
mother. Her husband was able to convince administrators that his wife

needed more food. Eventually he was allowed to send out for food. A taxi
would regularly arrive at the gate to deliver meals from a nearby restau
rant. It was an expensive but necessary measure.
Because the partitions in the barracks stopped about four feet short of
the ceiling, there was no real privacy. "One had to get used to snores,
baby-crying, family troubles—even jitter-bugs."^' Hundreds slept
together, ate together, and went to the bathroom together. Mine Okubo
writes: "We lined up for mail, for checks, for meals, for showers, for
laundry tubs, for toilets, for clinic service, for movies. We lined up for
everything."^^
In the interests of economy, no partitions were built between toilets—a
situation which gave rise to camp-wide constipation. After protests by
Caucasian church groups, partitions were erected between every other
toilet but nothing was ever put in front. This situation, along with the
availability only of showers and not the traditional hot baths, was espe
cially hard on the shy and self-conscious Issei women.
Health facilities were equally abhorrent. At Tanforan, during the first
ten days, only one woman doctor attended the needs of thousands.

Equipment and medicine were in short supply, and newborn babies slept
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in cardboard cartons. The following hospital notes reveal another
example of the disregard for human life:
Pregnancy cases—Dr. Fugita says there are many of them but
she had no time to contact them or get them registered for
care . .. Many cases of German measles are coming into camp
as new evacuees arrive—It is almost uncontrollable. Doctor

said she asked for an isolation building but none was given.
Dr. Harrison of the U.S. Public Health Service told the doctor,

"Well, they all have to get measles sometime so let them get
it"28

But life at the assembly centers was not all gloom. There was a certain

consolation in the sharing of miserable treatment. In traditional spirit,
many Issei women knew that others had suffered much worse depriva
tions. Mothers and grandmothers, after years of selfless drudgery, now
had leisure time. To most, there was some sense of relief at not having to
live in an unfriendly and threatening world. It had happened. They had
been totally rejected. But they had their lives and their families, and they
did not have to struggle for survival.
Routine Set

The evacuees began to fall into a routine. Eating became the primary
activity. There was not much else to do. The centers began to brighten a
bit as a result of the artistic and horticultural talents of the residents.

Crude furniture was built, and a myriad of small improvements began to
turn the stables, yards, and parking lots into a home for these people
without a country. Yet every aspect of camp life at the assembly centers
attested to the degradation of the evacuees' lives. One day they were free;
the next day they were prisoners. The search lights sweeping across the
windows at night and the 24-hour armed guard were merely the more
official signs of their new status. Some even stopped noticing the children
from the outside who regularly came to "look at the Japs."
After several months of this temporary shelter, the evacuees were
informed that the permanent camps were ready. Feelings were mixed.
People were anxious to move somewhere more comfortable, but at the
same time the thought of packing everything up again and of being
herded to some isolated destination was depressing. But once the new
orders came through, there was no time to spend worrying; for as in the
first evacuation, there was little time to get ready.
For most, the two-to-four-day train trip was a nightmare. The evacuees

were loaded onold, creaking trains jwhich seemed tobe.sidetracked con
stantly to allow "more important" trains to go ahead. The release from
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months of confinement and the novelty of a train ride soon subsided as
passengers settled into discomfort. All shades were drawn after dark, and
many became trainsick and vomited through the night. In the afternoon
they were allowed one half-hour stretch between the barbed wire that
had been strung on each side of the tracks. Military police stood on guard
every 15 feet.^' The Salinas evacuees were transferred on July 4th—
Independence Day.
Dozens of buses pulled into camps each day herding deportees to their
new homes. Hearts sank at the sight. The evacuees had been assured that
the transfer would be to resettlement areas, not prison camps. The
presence of guard towers and armed sentries was a duplication of the
assembly centers, only now it all looked a bit more permanent.
The ten internment camps were situated on desolate interior govern
ment land—hot deserts, drought-parched farmlands, distant swamps.
Evacuees underwent the harshest of winters in camps like the northerly
Heart Mountain and Minidoka and the most unbearably hot summers of
Arizona's Poston and Gila River. The spaced floorboards of the barracks
were no barrier against icy blasts of 30 degrees below or choking desert
dust storms. As Bill Hosokawa describes it:

Dust was with the evacuees at all the camps except those in
Arkansas, where the problem was mud. The desert, as the Soil
Conservation Service well knew, was not meant to be

disturbed. But bulldozers had stripped off the natural cover,
trucks had trampled down the grass and churned up the earth.
The slightest puff of wind lifted dust in suffocating clouds that
drifted into the barracks under the loose-fitting window sash,
under the doors, until the floors were gritty and even the
bedding smelled of dust. In time the restless desert winds
racing unimpeded swept the land bare, and on particularly
turbulent days sand and even tiny pebbles were picked up
and flung against the barracks.'"
In the summer. Topaz internees had the choice between being eaten by
mosquitoes outside or suffocating in the indoor heat. On the day that Sue
Tokushige arrived at Poston, it was 120 degrees. She only remembers
waking up in the clinic—having passed out in the heat.
The camps were all basically the same. Housing consisted of
monotonous rows of uniform barracks arranged in blocks intended for
200 to 300 people. For each block there were a mess hall, latrines, laundry,
and a recreation center. Each barracks, built cheaply with a minimum of
"critical" materials, was 20 by 120 feet. Families were assigned to one of
six rooms within the barracks. Tarpapered on the outside, with exposed
studs on the inside, the barracks held steel army cots, a pot-bellied stove.
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and a single hanging light bulb in each "apartment."

The latrines, like those at the assembly centers, had long troughs for
washing, doorless toilets, and community showers. A few small bathtubs
were placed in the women's latrines for fhe bathing of small children, but
many of the Issei women took advantage of the opportunity to create
there a semblance of a relaxing hot Japanese bath. They usually walked
away, however, in shivering dissatisfaction, because the hot water supply
was never dependable.

The laundry was adjacent to the latrines. It consisted of three rooms:
the washing room with tubs and washboards, the drying room, and the
ironing room. Most women preferred sun-drying their clothes, in spite of
the dust, and so there were clotheslines everywhere—certainly not

adding to the aesthetic value of camplife. One woman remembers having
to let her clothes thaw before taking them down. The temperature was so
low in the Wyoming winters that the clothes would break if they were
folded too quickly.^'
Meals, for the most part, were adequate but uninteresting and not

particularlysuited to the Japanese palate. They featured too much starch
and canned food, especially in the beginning. Things improved con
siderably after the internees began to cultivate gardens. Families ate in
communal mess halls—a practice that was to do real harm to the family
structure. Children, eating food neither provided nor prepared by their
parents, eventually drifted away from the family "spot" to eat with their
friends. Rarely did mothers and fathers line up together. Table manners
deteriorated as mothers lost control over their children at the table. "It

was guzzle, guzzle, guzzle; hurry, hurry, hurry."'^Many ofthe teenagers
would rush from mess hall to mess hall trying to see how much food they
could get. As Jeanne Wakatusuki Houston remembers it:
Now in the mess halls, after a few weeks had passed, we

stopped eatingas a family. Mamatried to hold us together fora
while, but it was hopeless. Granny was too feeble to walk
across the block three times a day, especially during the heavy
weather, so May brought food to her in the barracks. My older
brothers and sisters, meanwhile, began eating with their
friends, or eating somewhere blocks away,in the hope of find
ing better food."
The traditional family hour over the evening meal, so vital in almost every
culture, vanished for the Japanese American family during the intern
ment. This aspect of the breakdown in family patterns was one more
factor in the generational problems that plagued the camps.

Schools, kindergarten through 12th grade, were established in every
camp with an attempt to meet state standards. The actual education was
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uneven, though, because the quality and training of teachers varied from
class to class. At first Caucasians and qualified internees staffed the

schools, but as Nisei were released to jobs and colleges on the outside,
these early teachers were replaced by internees without degrees.
"My younger brother was really bright," remembers a former internee,

"and we always thought it was such a shame that his diploma was from
camp. We knew that the education there didn't mean much."'"*

Despite the shortcomings, the camp schools did provide opportuni
ties that had never before been offered to the students. Almost every
thing in a regular school was duplicated in the camp schools—clubs,
sports, dances and yearbooks—and for the first time the young Ameri
cans were able to participate on an equal basis with their classmates.

Those who rose to positions of leadership and responsibility acquired
experience and confidence that they might not have developed other

wise. For these young Nisei and Sansei (third generation), the camp
experience actually increased the chances for acceptance and "success"
on the outside.'^

Recreational activities, although makeshift like everything else in
camp, were also offered with an eye toward Americanizing the camp
population. Issei women filled some of the vacant time with English
classes, choir practice, prayer meetings, and art classes. Everything had to
be in English unless a Caucasian was present. Some of the camps had
small libraries with books donated by outside communities. There were
camp newspapers and movies. Religious needs were met by ministers
among the camp residents as well as from the outside.
Except for the administrative staff, evacuees made up the entire labor
pool. Surveys were immediately taken to discover abilities and interests.

Women worked as secretaries, nurses, and teachers. Some people
worked in the mess halls, washrooms, and fields. Others found jobs in
community service programs or internal policing. Unskilled workers
were paid $8 a month. Skilled workers earned from $14 to $18 a
month.''

Just as the school experience may have improved the futures of stu
dents, the availability of jobswas somewhatliberating for women. Freed
from many household chores and with their children cared for, some
women were able to work and draw the same salaries as their husbands

and fathers. The situation definitely meant a loss of prestigefor men but

perhaps a small upgrading of women's status compared to the pre
viously oppressive system.

Hospitals had been set up in each camp and the medical care seems to

have been good. Most interned doctors stayed with their people long
after they could have been released. One former internee reports that
many people had elective surgery while in camp that previously they
probably would not have chosen or been able to afford."
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The preparation for the evacuees' arrival, however, fell short of ade
quate, at least where women were concerned, as Esther Rhoads reports:
The Army architects planned the hospitals and the first one
erected lacked a delivery room. The Japanese doctor in charge
pointed out the need and chose a suitable place, only to find
carpenters fixing shelves to receive the delivery of hospital
supplies there. Apparently, it never occurred to the architects
that babies would be born in the camps.

Conclusion

America's camps did not become death camps or even approach the
abuses of those other World War II concentration camps. But the United

States did take that first step of rounding up a population within the
nation and putting it behind barbed wire. The camps were and are a dis
grace to our national honor. The camps were suited to troop use, not to
families. They were organized in classic military style. Innumerable rules
and pointless alterations became a way of life as people got used to
bureaucratic frustrations.

Seen through a woman's eyes, what may have been adequate for
soldiers fell far short of that term for families. Young mothers had a diffi
cult time with infants. Standing in line was often too strenuous for the
elderly. The lack of privacy eroded everyone's sense of dignity. Whether,
it was the Army slacks that grandmothers were forced to wear on cold
winter days"*" or the lack of sanitary napkins in the assembly centers,'"
whether it was the difficulty of explaining to one's child why the soldiers
had rifles or the uncertainty about the future, the entire experience was
degrading and frightening.
That this humiliating assault on a population did not become a
catastrophe is a miracle that the evacuees themselves performed. For
without their stoic acceptance and quiet recovery, the fate dealt those
Americans would have resulted in far worse injury to our national honor.

But the injury remains. And however one may seek to justify the action or
point to its benefits, it will continue to threaten the health of this
democracy. Until our government acknowledges and corrects this dis
graceful event, historians will have failed to do their job, and the
possibility of a recurrence will persist.
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ORAL INTERVIEWS

Honda, Matsuko. Interviewed May 2, 1984 and May 3, 1984, Sunnyvale, Cali
fornia. San Jose native who was newly married at the time of the intern
ment. Evacuated to Santa Anita and then to Gila River.

Murata, Ross. Interviewed May 1, 1984, San Jose, California. Bom near

Castroville, California. Stationed at Fort Ord when discharged to join his
family at Gila River. Later sent to Tule Lake.

Tokushiga, Shuziku (Sue).Interviewed April 4,1984, SanJose, California. Young
married with two-week-old baby at the time of evacuation. Sent to Salinas
Rodeo Grounds Assembly Center and then to Poston.

Wakayama, Lorraine. Interviewed April 28, 1984, San Jose, California. Salinas
native, a first year student at Hartnell College at the time of the order.
Moved out of the military zone, then later interned at Poston.
Anonymous. Interviewed January to May, 1984, San Jose, California. San Jose

native who was interned at Heart Mountain. Was married in camp and
moved to Gila River.

HLM

"Guilty by Reason of Race" (55 minutes). An NBC documentary, recalls the
internment era through interviews, still photographs, newsreel footage.
Available through the Santa Clara County Office of Education.

Afterword

The following narrative is based on an interview with Shizuko
Tokushige at her home in San Jose, California, on March 30, 1984. Mrs.

Tokushige, who is hereafter referred to as Sue, is a 62-year-old Japanese
American woman who agreed to discuss part of her experiences during
World War II. A quiet but articulate woman, she is unlike many Japanese
Americans who prefer to keep their memories private, in that she showed
the willingness—indeed, the need—to tell her story. It is a story that is
mostly sad, sometimes horrible, and yet always wonderful; because it is
the story of one human being, caught in an overwhelming historical
event, who refused to be beaten.

This part of her story concerns only the first six months of 1942 and
describes the day that Sue, married less than a year, found her cottage
broken into and ransacked by the FBI. After recounting the days between
the posting of Executive Order 9066 and the actual evacuation, it covers
the eight weeks spent at the Salinas Rodeo Grounds until transfer to the
more permanent internment camp at Poston, Arizona. And finally, the
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story ends with Sue's terrible experience on the train to Poston and her
first day at camp. The story on paper will be inadequate; for it is not until
one hears the words, slowly issued, and sees the face, so full of memories,
that one can begin to appreciate the suffering and the anger and the
outrage.

Sue was just 20 and newly mafried when Pearl Harbor was bombed. A
native of San Jose, she lived on a farm with her husband and his family in
Salinas. Every Japanese was considered a potential threat to the security

of the United States, and this popular assumption together with tradi
tional anti-Japanese sentiment in that farming community created con
siderable tension.

One day in January, 1942, as Sue was driving off the farm property, she
noticed a "Black Maria" and some other police cars at the main gate.
Frightened, she decided to turn the car around and stay home that day.
Soon the authorities were following her and finally pulled her over with
red lights flashing. Where was she going, they wanted to know. She told
them she was going back home. No, they said, she must go wherever she
had been planning to go. And unless she wanted to be arrested, she had
better continue on away from the farm.
She returned to her home about noon to find the police and FBI agents
there and her house "a shambles." It had been broken into with a hatchet;

used not on the window on the top half of the door, but on the wooden
bottom. She recalls that "there was not a thing that they did not touch."
When her husband arrived, he was asked to sign a search warrant—after
the fact. Faced with the prospect of having him taken away (there had
been stories of others not being heard of again after refusing to sign such
warrants), there was little else they could do but comply.
On February 19, 1942, when Executive Order 9066 was issued, all
Japanese were to be evacuated from the coastal "Military Zones." No
exceptions. Each person was to bring clothing, personal items and
bedding amounting to only what each could carry.
Sue and her husband, who were expecting their first baby in a few
weeks, thought about moving "voluntarily" to an inland state. They even
tually decided against such a move because of the impending birth. They
chose, instead, to move themselves and all their belongings to the farm
where her parents lived and worked. By gathering together, the family
hoped they would not be "scattered" during the relocation. The owners
of the farm had offered the use of a small cottage for the entire extended
family to store their possessions. Sue remembers "second-hand people"
coming around with trucks offering them fifty dollars for everything. Her
husband angrily refused, saying he'd rather "take it out and burn it before
I'd sell it to you and give you a chance to make a hefty profit!" They did
sell their pick-up truck and left their "brand new '42 Ford sedan" with
Caucasian friends. Their bank savings had been frozen by the govern-
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ment to be released in portions later. They knew they would need money
and "without any assurances whatsoever," they hoped they would be
able to buy what they needed once they were relocated.
The family reported as ordered. It had expanded to include Sue's twoweek-old daughter. They were dropped off at the Salinas Armory for
"processing" then bused to the Salinas Rodeo Grounds, where they
would stay for two months.
The conditions at the temporary assembly center were "terrible."
Barracks had been hastily put up. Sanitary facilities were not complete.
Several families were assigned to each barracks where, "because you
could see from one end of the barracks to the other," occupants strung
sheets for privacy. Some families were assigned to live in horse stalls. Sue

and her husband were lucky enough to receive a small private section,
"because of the baby." It was not until a colonel came through and saw
how bad things were that latrines got built, eliminating the need for open
trenches. Sue thinks there was only one section of the camp that "actually
had showers."

Sue recalls that her health was not good during this time, partly from
just having had the baby and partly from lack of food. To the extent that
she could breastfeed, her baby was "all right." But it soon became
apparent that the food provided by the center was inadequate for health
ful living—especially for a nursing mother. Dinner and breakfast were
meager, she remembers, and she draws a blank when she tries to recall

lunch. "Isn't that funny," she says, "And none of my friends can remem
ber either!" In time, Sue's husband got a job as a guard and was able to
convince administrators that his wife needed more food in order to nurse

the baby. Eventually, he was allowed to send out for food. A taxi would
regularly arrive at the gate and hand in meals from the nearby Santa Lucia
Inn. Though spoken of with humor now, after 42 years. Sue notes that this
all cost money, and many Japanese were not able to afford such
measures.

After eight weeks in the assembly center, it was learned that the reloca

tion camps were ready for the internees. Families,once again, had to pack
up all their things and report to buses for transport to the train that would
takethem to Poston,Arizona. Thedate wasJuly4th—Independence Day.
"Some independence," Sue notes.
The three-day train trip was a terrible ordeal for Sue; one that would

affect her well-being. Separated from her husband for the journey, she
shared the trip with a girlfriend who had also recently given birth. The
baby had been born just ten days before,but remained in the hospitalfor
a hernia operation, which had been performed on just the day before the
trip. The new mother was on the train, sitting across from Sue, but the
doctors had refused to release the baby from the hospital.
What happened on the train went far beyond the "disconcerting,"the
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word Sue uses. A few minutes before departure. Sue recalls, the baby was

brought to the train car. The young mother pleaded with the soldier to
return the baby to the hospital. She said she did not want the baby to
make the trip. Despite the serious danger to the infanf s health, he was
placed on the seat next to his mother, and the train left the station.
In her mild and sorrowful way. Sue goes on with her story. Through
out the trip, she says, her girlfriend, knowing that Sue had some medical
experience, kept begging her to "do something to help the baby." At
every stop. Sue tried to get out of the car to find her family doctor who
was on another car. She hoped he could help the baby or at least persuade
officials to take the baby to a hospital along the way. But she was never
allowed out of the car. The mother, all the while, simply "hung on to that

baby." Over time, the baby stopped vomiting, stopped crying, and then
stopped moving.

When the group finally arrived at Poston, "the mother got offthat bus
and just walked down the road. She was goingto find a hospital for the
baby." Anarmycarpicked her up and brought her toa hospital where the
baby was declared dead.
Sue doesn't remember much else about the trip, "aside from trying to

get out."She remembers that she didn't eat.Fortunately, localfriendshad
come to the train station and handed lunch boxes into the windows for

their departing neighbors. And that was the food that sustainedthem for
the trip. The food provided at Fresno had been left on the platform in the
sun. Milk cartons the children opened "exploded and sprayed every
body" and the meats in the sandwiches had gone bad.
Parker, Arizona, where the long rail trip finally ended, wasthe scene of
another incident that Sue remembers clearly. Having trouble trying to

carry her baby and all of her things to the bus, she was approached by a
soldier who offered to "help" her. After telling her to hold out her arms,
he proceeded to neatly stack blankets, clothing and "baby para

phernalia"—placing thebabyontop. Hethen nudgedher withthebuttof
his rifle and said, "Move." Fearing that she would surely drop the baby.
Sue, with a boldness that can now be readily imagined, refused to move.

'Put your bayonet through me ifyou wantto.I'm not moving." Her family
and friends knew that she was in trouble but no one was allowed to go

back to help. Everyone had to "get moving, get moving." Soon a
lieutenant who had been checking the car "heard the commotion, right
now sized up whathad happened,"and told the soldierto givethe babyto
the mother, to carry her things for her, and to report back,after seeing that
she was seated and comfortable. Here, and at many other parts of her

story. Sue states that it is alwaysthe individual, not the order, that can be
the most harmful. Individuals can make the difference. They have the

power to make a situation better or worse.
From the train station at Parker, there was a short bus ride to Poston, a
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newly constructed military camp in the middle of the desert. It was to be
the family'shome for the next three and half years. The first thing that Sue
remembers at Poston is waking up in a clinic, with her family doctor
handing her her baby. She must have passed out, she says. Lackof food,
the desert heat, and the trauma of the last few days—any one of which
could overcome even those of the strongest constitution—had taken
their toll. Eventually, her husband found her and they went to their new
"home," a small cottage (about 15 by 20 feet) among "rows and rows" of
identical structures, to be shared with another woman and her grown
son.

During the next few days, Sue's rage began to crystallize. After
enduring a sandstorm on that first day, exhausted and hungry, she found
herself unable to breastfeed her baby. The milksupplied by the campwas
not acceptable to the baby"s tender stomach. The panic that only a mother
can know of in not being able to feed her baby began to set in.
The canned milk didn't agree with her. It would shoot out of
her mouth like a geyser. She just couldn't hold it. Can you
imagine having no food? I'll never forget that first night.

It was two full weeks before Sue's baby began to receive proper
nourishment. Her husband wrote to a friend back in Salinas to have

formula shipped to the camp.Justas he had at the assemblycenter,he had
to purchase food from the outside to assure his family's survival.
One can see in Sue Tokushige'sfacethat those days will remain forever
fresh in her memory. "It was then," she says at the end of the interview,
when my baby starved for two weeks that I determined: the

day I get a chance to speak out, I'm going to speak out. This
should never happen to anybody. We were citizens. We did
nothing wrong. And our own people did this to us—our
American people.
—Marjorie Matthews Fernandes
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Black Power

on Campus:
The Beginnings

Joe Palermo
Introduction

INSeptember,
1967,SanJose State College' and the nation asawhole
were in the midst of a social revolution spearheaded by America's
youth. The stirrings of minority students combined with the growing
anti-Vietnam war movement to ignite a wave of student protest across the
nation unique in American history. Given San Jose State's location in the
San Francisco Bay Area, one of the country's pre-eminent regions of
social discord, and its proximity to the University of California at
Berkeley and San Francisco State—two colleges that had already become
notorious for student turbulence—it was perhaps only a matter of time
until SJS became the South Bay's bastion of student unrest.
That fall San Jose State experienced a "racial discrimination crisis,"
characterized by then SJS President Robert D. Clark as "extraordinary"

and "historic."^The purpose of this piece is to present an overview of the
events at San Jose State during the week of September 18-22, 1967,
which began with the formation of that college's first Black students'
organization: the United Black Students for Action (UBSA). After briefly
describing the context of the crisis and the professor who led the move
ment, I will outline the week of events beginning with the rally held by
Black students on September 18.1 will then detail the contents of the
three days of hearings held by the SJS administration, as well as Presi
dent Clark's remedial proposals and the events surrounding the resolu
tion of the conflict.

The ^ontext
Like other California institutions of higher learning, San Jose State in
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the 1960s had been suffering from a series of stressful trends. Increasing
enrollment combined with budgetary constraints led to overcrowded
classrooms and curtailed student services. The growth in enrollment con
tributed to an annual housing "crunch," which disproportionately
victimized SJS's Black student minority. In the fall of 1967, SJS had a total
enrollment of 23,095 students,' with only 200-300 Black students, fewer
than 100 of whom were full-time.''

Most of these full-time. Black students had been recruited by the
college's nationally recognized sports program and were on athletic
scholarships. In 1967, Black athletes at SJS were encouraged by coaches
and counselors to major in Physical Education and purposely steered
away from the more "academic" disciplines.' This practice tended to rein
force the notion on the part of Black athletes that academic pursuits were
subservient to the athletic needs of the college, the end result being "an
almost criminally fraudulent deal educationall)^' for Black athletes.'
The situation for these students remained relatively unchanged in
regard to athletics, academics, and housing, until a Black sociology
professor, himself an SJS alumnus and former athlete, was hired to teach
in the fall of 1966 and provided the necessary leadership for Black stu
dent organizing. Harry Edwards utilized his first-hand experience with
racism at SJS, his legitimacy as a professor, and his organizing skills to
become the most articulate spokesperson for San Jose State's
increasingly discontented Black students.
Edwards' Background

Harry Edwards grew up in the Southend of East St. Louis, in what he
refers to as the "underfooting" of American society's "underclass."'' His
family, like thousands of indigent Black families across America, had a
daily struggle for survival. Because the Edwards children were sur
rounded by "chaos, filth, running rats, and rampaging roaches" and "had
to ... do battle everyday," they aptly referred to their three-room shanty
as "the Fort." Edwards refers to his childhood family structure as a "pediarchy," where "children by default had come to wield almost total
authority over themselves and total responsibility for their own survival."
His parents separated under the pressures of poverty, and Edwards and
his seven siblings were virtually left to fend for themselves. In short,
Harry Edwards spent his childhood in the "other" America. And while
the American intellectual community was celebrating "the end of
ideology," Edwards and thousands like him were

trapped in the underfooting of American society, [where]
humiliation and degradation were taken as givens as life
deteriorated into a perpetual struggle for elemental necessi-
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ties and against utter spiritual collapse.

Edwards played sports in junior high and high school, not because of
any overwhelming interest on his part but mainly because his friends,
teachers, and particularly his father had a passion for organized sports.
Athletics came easily to the six-foot, eight-inch basketball and track star,
and in the fall of 1960 he accepted an athletic scholarship to San Jose
State. He looked forward to working with SJS's track team, and because it
had so many famous Black athletes, he "anticipated no problems of a
racial sort in the sports program." He quickly discovered that he was
wrong in this assumption. On several occasions during his first semester
at SJS, he encountered teammates, and even assistant coaches, who care
lessly hurled racial slurs or expounded racial stereotypes.
Edwards also suffered open discrimination in housing. As an under

graduate at SJS, he was forced to share cramped quarters with other Black
athletes on several occasions, and even to sleep on the lobby floor of a

men's dormitory. And to top it all off, whenever he found it necessary to
walk down 11th Street and through "Fraternity Row,"he was assailed by
shouts of "Nigger!" "Jigaboo!" "Coon!" and other racist epithets. Thus,
Edwards experienced first-hand the racism and discrimination that
lurked beneath the liberal veneer of San Jose State.

Edwards, too, was expected to major in physical education and was
steered away from the sciences and humanities. He was accepted as a
Sociology major only after convincing his basketball coach to plead his
case to the department chairman for close to an hour.' He also had to
submit "satisfactory work" sheets to the athletic department. He said that
Blackathletes were generally viewed as ignoramuses by the department,
which kept a much keener eye on the academic standing ofBlack athletes
than on that of their white counterparts. However, racism at SJS did not

prevent Edwardsfrommaintaining a "B"average, settingrecordsin both
the discus and basketball, and eventually winning a Woodrow Wilson

Fellowship to do graduate work at Cornell University'
Upon completing his master's degree in sociology, Edwards returned
to San Jose State to teach in the fall of 1966. After teaching a total of six
courses during the 1966-67 academic year," he had a casual conversa
tion that summer with a sociology graduate student and former athlete.
Ken Noel. In this conversation, it became evident to them both that

the same social and racial injustices and discrimination that
had dogged [their] footsteps as freshmen at San Jose were still
rampant on campus—racism in the fraternities and sorori
ties, racism in housing, racism and out-and-out mistreatment
in athletics, and a general lack of understanding of the
problems of Afro-Americans by the college administration.
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So Edwards and Noel began compiling documentary evidence of
discrimination on campus and in the environs of SJS. Their next step was
to approach the administration with their findings.
After attempting without success to see various administrators, the two
men were referred to Dean of Students Stanley C. Benz. When they went
to his office and began explaining their concerns about racial injustice at
SJS, the "faint smile" that the Dean flashed upon greeting them at his
office door "broadened into a toothy grin and finally into a shameless
chuckle.'"^ When the Dean of Students heard their complaints, Edwards
later recalled, "he literally laughed in our faces";" and
it did not take him long to make it crystal clear that, where the

interest and desires of the majority whites were concerned,
the necessities of black students were inconsequential."

When Edwards went public with the allegations of racism at SJSshortly

FACULTY AND STUDENT INITIATION—Professor Harry Edwards and Ken
Noel, a student, spearheaded the actions to draw attention to unjust treatment of
blacks on campus. Here they are pictured at a rally in the Music Building's concert
hall.
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thereafter. Dean Benz denied to the press that he had ever heard any
complaints about housing or any other issue from Blacks. According to
Edwards, Noel and he subsequently made several attempts to see Presi
dent Clark and even tried to enlist the help of some white, reportedly
liberal faculty members—but their efforts were to no avail.'® They then
realized that they had no alternative but publicly to denounce the situa
tion and demand redress."

The Rally

Edwards went to the local press decrying discrimination at San Jose
State five days before the 1967—68 school year was to begin. He told The
San Jose News that he felt that segregation was worse in San Jose than in
Mississippi, because in San Jose "you don't see the steam-roller till it's hit

you," whereas "in Mississippi at least you know it's coming."'® He went
on in the interview to name five Black SJS football players who were
forced to live in a motel and assailed discrimination in housing for creat
ing such a situation, as well as administrative slowness in addressing the
problem. Finally, he announced for the first time a planned rally on
campus to protest these abuses, set for the following Monday, the first day
of classes.

The next day Edwards once again spoke to the press—this time more
candidly and angrily about racism at SJS, the upcoming rally, and the
proposed protest tactics. Under the alarmist headline: "Militant AntiPrejudice Move Threatens SJS Sports Program," Edwards was quoted as
saying that Black athletes were "exploited," and for the first time in public
he promised that Black students would "picket, disrupt and bring to a
halt" the San Jose State—University of Texas, El Paso, football game
scheduled for the next Saturday night. After saying that Black students
would erect peaceful "protest tents" at select locations on campus,
Edwards warned: "Let me make one thing very clear, I'm not asking the
people who picket to remain non-violent if they have bottles and gar
bage thrown at them as if they were dogs." Given the violence that had
racked Black communities across the nation during the preceding
summer and the racial confrontations that were commonplace in the East
Bay and at San Francisco State, these words coming from this angry
South Bay Black professor had considerable power.
The next step was to organize the rally itself. Edwards and Noel did this
by drafting a circular announcing the rally and outlining its aims and then
personally distributing copies around campus."
The rally began at 11 on a bright Monday morning amidst the hustle of
students adjusting to the first day of classes. It started with only about 35
students, but soon grew to a crowd of well over 700, including Dean Benz,
President Clark, and interested representatives from various Black com-
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munity organizations.'" Edwards, speaking through a bullhorn and sur
rounded by curious students, read a list of grievances, while Noel passed
out supporting documentation." Edwards attacked discrimination in
housing once again and outlined the various forms of discrimination
practiced by local landlords." He then told the swelling crowd:
the housing situation is so bad that we have football players—
athletes on this campus who give up their sweat and blood
and broken bones and everything else for the glory of San Jose
State—playing football out of a damn motel.
In addition to reiterating the problems of racism in housing, Edwards told
the generally receptive audience that SJS Black students, most of whom
were athletes, were issuing a public statement to all Black athletes nation

wide who might be interested in coming to SJS for the purpose of
athletics: "If you have another alternative—take it, because any place is
better than here." This had a strong impact on the coaches whose com

petitive edge depended on Black athletes and marked the first time that
Black students used athletics as a lever to attain social justice." However,
the students offered to rescind the statement and even to help recruit
Black athletes, if the administration "cleared-up" and "cleaned-ouf
discrimination at SJS.'"
Edwards then went on to address the blatant racism of the fraternities

and sororities to which he directed his most cutting remarks. In the fall of
1967, none of the 16 fraternities or 11 sororities had a Black member,"
and no one could recall a time when they did. In his animated style,
Edwards illustrated the racist attitude of fraternity members who

routinely sat at pledge tables on campus looking for prospective mem
bers, saying that one of the definitive expressions of discrimination on
campus was going by one of those "racist fraternity tables and having
them look at you like you're crazy. .. like 'we're sorry, no niggers
allowed.'

Edwards and the Black students formally declared that if "something
isn't done about those fraternities, we are going to see to it that some
thing is done about it—and we'll take whatever means we think neces
sary." The phrase "by any means necessary" had become by 1967 a
veritable slogan among militant Black leaders able to strike fear in the
hearts of whites. Edwards chose his words carefully to attain the
maximum effect. But despite its violent overtones, he saw "by any means
necessary" as a cry of desperation from a group of people cut off from the
democratic process by an uncaring government and an unhearing
public.

Finally, Edwards issued the demands. He and the Black students
presented three fairly specific goals. First, they wanted evidence by 11
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a.m. Friday "that something has been done to keep student organiza
tions from functioning as racist groups." Second, they wanted a pledge
from President Clark and Dean Benz that all campus area housing would

be open to all students or not open to any students under 21 years of
age.^' And third, they wanted the college to make an effort to increase
Black student enrollment and to hire more Black faculty.
After the demands, Edwards issued the threats. He declared that "there

will be no football game at San Jose State this week" if racial prejudice
persists. And he also promised that Black students were going to set up
pickets if necessary on fraternity row to protest housing discrimination,
with the caveat: "If some Neanderthal fool is crazy enough to throw a

bottle or some garbage on somebody out there he'd better have his
hospitalization paid up." The threat to force the cancellation of San Jose
State's opening home game did not sit well with Athletic Director Robert
Bronzan, who shortly after the rally declared that the game would indeed
be played.
In the final moments of the rally, Edwards admonished the liberal
white faculty for not acting against racism earlier; and a representative
from the Black Students Union of San Francisco State told the crowd that

his organization was behind the efforts of SJS minority students "onehundred per cent." President Clark then took the bullhorn and told the
crowd that his administration was going to take action against discrimina
tion. And then, in an attempt to solve the problems before the weekend,
he announced that a room in the engineering building would be open
each day that week for any one who wished to air grievances.
The rally had been a tremendous success and had two immediate
effects: it served as an organizing lever for the Blackstudents who shortly
after the rally formed the UBSA and it succeeded in pressuring President
Clark and the administration to begin taking remedial actions. To his
credit. President Clark wasted no time in scheduling hearings on the sub-

ject of discrimination, with the first one to begin that very afternoon.^'
The Hearings

President Clark gave Executive Vice President William J. Dusel the
responsibility for conducting hearings on racial discrimination at San
Jose State.'" At the insistence of UBSA,these hearings were to be open to

the public. Beforethe first hearing. Vice President Dusel asked Edwards
to outline the major problem areas that he wished to see addressed.
Edwards then reiterated the areas that he and the Black students felt

needed immediate attention, and Dusel established a three-day discus

sion schedule: problems in housing were to be heard that afternoon,
fraternities and sororities were the topic for the following day, and
athletics and the recruitment of minority faculty and students were to be
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on the agenda for the day after that.

As the first hearing got under way, Edwards' opening remarks were
that his fundamental concern was the enforcement of already existing
rules against discrimination in housing. He said that he knew as well as
any administrator that SJS could not legally be a racist institution and that
there were more than enough existing rules and regulations, guidelines,
and codes to insure that students were not treated differently on the basis
of race. What Edwards wished to do, he said, was simply to bring the de
facto social reality more in line with the anti-discriminatory rules that
existed on paper. Moreover, Edwards wanted to show the administra
tion, the student body, and the public that a stance of benevolence while
pretending ignorance about the deteriorating racial situation at SJS
would no longer suffice.

At the hearing on housing, Edwards, track-star and future Olympic
gold medalist Tommie Smith, and other Black students cited numerous

examples of blatant discrimination in off-campus, approved student
housing. The practices cited ran the gamut from placing Blackstudents on
"priority lists" for rentals in what seemed to be invisible ink to some

landlords' explicitly saying: "We don't rent to any colored." Discrimina
tion in housing approved by the college had a long history at SJS. For
example, in February, 1962, the local chapter of the Congress of Racial
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OUTDOORS—Students gather on Seventh Street to hear speakers address the
issues.
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Equality had told then President John T. Wahlquist of widespread
discrimination in such housing. Dean Benz, who had served under Presi
dent Wahlquist before Clark's appointment, was also notified of CORE'S
findings.
Edwards and other UBSA members made suggestions for the
amelioration of discrimination in housing. They suggested setting up a
booth on Seventh Street where students could air any complaints and

establishing a Housing Authority on campus to keep students informed
on the status of vacancies in approved housing, thereby preventing apart
ment managers and landlords from discriminating by falsely claiming
"no vacancies."

The first hearing, like the rally before it, was a great success. San Jose
State's Assistant Director of Public Relations John Simmons, who took

official notes at the hearing for the administration, concluded in his
"G eneral Observation," that the hearing was "very mature" and that "one
left with the feeling that this problem can really be settled without fear of
demonstrations, etc." Surely the administration was concerned about
receiving a bad press in the affair and wished to manage the potentially
explosive situation in a manner that protected the integrity of the institu
tion. The next hearing, however, did not receive such a glowing report
from Simmons.

The hearing the following day, September 19, focused on what were
perceived as the most racist organizations officially affiliated with the
college: fraternities and sororities. The hearing on the practices of the
Greek system was so emotionally charged that President Clark charac
terized it in his report to the Board of Trustees as "angry and explosive."
The hostile tone of the hearing was understandable, given that it was
obvious to anyone who wished to see, that these national organizations—
officially recognized by the college—practiced de facto segregation.
Despite signing yearly affidavits subscribing to the Board of Trustees'
policy of non-discrimination, none of the 27 fraternities and sororities
had a Black member.

In one striking example of Greek discrimination, a fraternity had been
documented in a May, 1967, hearing as having a "policy of review permit
ting the national organization to deny membership based on race, reli
gion, or national origin." This "whites-only" fraternity received full
recognition from four California State Colleges with local chapters,
including San Jose State. It was not until November, 1967, when its
discriminatory review policies were made public by the Chancellor's
Office, that recognition was "regretfull/' withdrawn. A Board of Trustees
policy against State College participation in activities that would subject
students to discrimination had been in place for years; and similar regula
tions were contained in the California Administrative Code, which all State
Colleges were charged to obey.
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During the period in question, what was taking place behind the scenes
was an extremely slow process of negotiation between the SJS adminis
tration and the national fraternity. Efforts were being made "to persuade
the national officers to relinquish their traditional powers of review" that
were proven to be discriminatory. These efforts were unsuccessful and
became testimony to the intransigence of the national organization,
which saw SJS's inquiries as an infringement upon its rights as a private
group. The State College legal counsel finally held that recognition could
not legally be continued, "so long as the college chapters were bound by
the discriminatory review policy of the national fraternity" and advised
the colleges to withdraw recognition.
Nevertheless, the fact remains that for nearly six months—from May
17 to November 10, 1967—San Jose State recognized a documented

racist fraternity in clear violation of Title 5, Section 41500 of the California
Administrative Code which forbids State Colleges from recognizing "any
fraternity, sorority, living group, honor society or other student organiza
tion which restricts membership on the basis of race, religion, or national
origin." This was an excellent example of the lackadaisical enforcement of
existing anti-discrimination regulations, the type of regulations which
Edwards and UBSA wanted to see adequately enforced. It happened that
the deliberations between the SJS administration and this national

fraternity coincided with the anti-discrimination moves of SJS's Black
students. President Clark perhaps best summed up the administration's
sluggish moves against discrimination: "The simple bald fact is that we
tolerated discriminatory behavior against the blacks that as a civilized,
democratic, intellectual community we should not have tolerated."
With this background, it is understandable why the hearing on fraterni
ties and sororities became the most emotionally charged event of the
entire tumultuous week. President Clark had hoped the hearings would
"drain off emotion," but instead they provided an arena for confronta
tion and, more importantly, for a public expose of the extent of racism at
SJS and in the San Jose community. Present at the hearing, in addition to
UBSA members, students, faculty, and administration officials, were the
local president of the NA ACP, officials from the Inter-Fraternity and PanHellenic Councils (who represented fraternities and sororities, respec
tively), alumni, concerned citizens, and off-campus ministers.
Early on in the hearing, fraternity and sorority spokespersons openly
admitted the existence of discrimination in their groups." They revealed
that in some instances it was the national organization that was respon
sible for forcing discriminatory policies on local chapters, while in others,
such as the case involving Valerie Dickerson (later Valerie Coleman of
Bay Area television and radio fame), it was the local chapters that decided
not to pledge Black students." The Valerie Dickerson case provided the
focus for the most heated exchanges, and her statements had the most
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impact at the hearing. When the Pan-Hellenic official, who represented
the sororities, admitted that in Dickerson's case the national organiza
tion had okayed her acceptance, "but a group of girls within the sorority
said no," Edwards pursued the matter, directing his question to Dean
Benz. But according to the official notes of the hearing, "There was no
response from Dr. Stanley Benz other than a side comment to Vice Presi
dent Dusel that he had not known of this."

Then came Valerie Dickerson's turn to speak. She was an extremely
popular student who had been "Snow Queen" of the annual "Winter
Carnival" the previous winter, had her own popular radio show on the
college radio station (a prelude to her future career), and would later that
fall become San Jose State's first Black Homecoming Queen. She had

been reared in a military family and had been sheltered from the more
virulent forms of discrimination most of her life. And unlike the stance of

the Black male students, who by and large saw fraternities as
nonsensical—but fought their policies on principle—she genuinely
wished to be part of a sorority.^' And she had better qualifications
academically and socially than most white women. It was this combina
tion of factors—her inexperience with racism, her popularity and
intelligence—that led President Clark to refer to her statement as "the
most poignant incident of our hearings."
Dickerson had been rushed by several sororities but turned down each
time. She was unaware that any type of discrimination would prevent her
from being accepted. It later surfaced that it was the intervention of
parents of sorority girls that had prevented her selection. Dickerson
shared her story with those present at the hearing:
I could tell in a visit at one house that I was not welcome

because I was black and several persons (all Caucasian) who
went through rush with me commented on the same thing. It
was very evident. Two or three houses should be com
mended for their efforts, but even they told me, "I'm sorry, we
cannot pledge you—you understand." The damage has
already been done; 1 want to make sure it doesn't happen to
someone in the future.

When she closed her remarks by saying "but I did achieve friendship
despite the color of my skin," the 150 students, faculty members, and
administrators responded with a long ovation. Vice President Dusel later
told President Clark that he "sat there and cried" upon listening to
Dickerson's story. Clark was forced to concede that the Greek system was
"clearly in violation of Board policy." Edwards lamented at the hearing
that "in the racist fraternity system" lie "the seeds of racial destruction
and conflict on our college campuses."
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Following this emotional display, the time came for the Inter-Fraternity
Council representatives to make their statements. One man, after saying,
"Yes, we do discriminate—against those whom we do not want to asso
ciate with," added in a manner greeted as patronizing that his group
wished "to get to know the Negro on campus." The other IFC spokesman
was regarded as exposing incomprehension of the issues at hand as he
prefaced his remarks with statistics about the numbers of Congressmen
and Presidents who had been fraternity men. Predictably, these remarks
gained general ridicule from the audience, and this put him in a bad light
for the rest of his statement. The two fraternity members showed insensitivity to the suffering caused by the racial discrimination practiced by
their organizations. Their presentations led the local president of the
NAACP to say: "if fraternities and sororities cannot be operated without
prejudice and discrimination they should be eliminated."

This time the Assistant Public Relations Director had a less optimistic
"General Observation" of the hearing:

This was an extremely emotionally charged hearing, so much
so that the positive contributions of. .. [IFC representatives]
were completely overlooked. The attitudes of the leaders of
UBSA, particularly Harry Edwards, were completely dif
ferent than on Monday. We had the feeling after leaving the
meeting that there was nothing the administration could do
that would prevent something from happening this weekend.
What was meant by "something happening this weekend" was the
promised protest at the SJS-UTEP football game scheduled for that
Saturday night at Spartan Stadium. The administration apparently
realized that the 11 a.m. Friday deadline could not be met. However, the
faculty took its own action in the form of an Academic Council resolution
proclaiming "unequivocal support" for the efforts of minority students
on campus "to further their fundamental rights to equality and justice."
The third and final hearing on September 20 focused on racism in
athletics and the recruitment of minority students and faculty. At this
time, Edwards said that he was convinced that racism in the athletics pro
gram was not intentional but had "just become a bonafide mode of insti
tutional behavior." The complaints from UBSA revolved around the dif
ferential treatment of Blackathletes in regard to locker room groupings,
rooming while on road trips, social events, and housing.
Athletics Director Bronzan said in his opening remarks that he felt as if
he were "on trial" and "being prosecuted." He denied the existence ofany
form of "structured discrimination in the department" and said that he
had never received "any charge, claim, or protest from any person or
group" regarding racism. But this statement was strongly disputed by a
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JOINT PRESENTATION—President Robert D. Clark and Professor Harry
Edwards appeared at platforms together several times during the campus
turmoil. Below is shown Executive Vice President William Dusel with Professor

Edwards. Dr. Dusel, as President Clark's deputy, filled in when prior commit
ments called the President away from campus.
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Black graduate student who recalled that he had participated in a 1965
racial protest involving Black members of the track team. This student

said that the complaints leveled by Black athletes were "stalled" by the
department and later dismissed. A member of the coaching staff
interjected a reminder that Harry Edwards had termed life at SJS
"heaven" when he was brought there from East St. Louis and wondered
why the definition had apparently changed to "hell." Edwards retorted
that compared to East St. Louis, "hell would seem like heaven." Bronzan
then continued; he warned that "grave and serious consequences" would
result if Black students attempted to disrupt Saturday nighfs game and
concluded by saying, 'Tt will take many years to recover the damage that
has been done to our program this week."
Athletics dominated the hearing, which was characterized by one
observer as a "confrontation between Edwards and Director of Athletics

Bob Bronzan." The issue of recruitment of minority students and faculty
was given scant attention at the hearing. The Athletics Department had
had a good deal of time to prepare for the hearing, since its time in the
spotlight came in the middle of the week. The department was able to
provide a variety of innocent-sounding excuses for the differential treat
ment of Blacks. This time Simmon's "General Observation" about the

hearing, like the first one, was generally optimistic from the administra
tion's point of view, and he portrayed Edwards as losing the verbal battle:
Bob Bronzan did an excellent job refuting the charges of the
UBSA. It was obvious from the way Harry Edwards reacted
that Bronzan had completely cleared the athletic program.
Harry rambled a great deal in his closing statement obviously
looking for something to say in answer to what Bronzan had
just said. What started as a very emotional meeting, ended up
on a positive, mature note.

With the hearings completed, the problems had been aired, and now it
was up to the administration to respond with deeds. Meanwhile, the
Friday morning deadline rapidly approached.
Game Cancelled

The first administration action soon came. That evening (Wednesday
September 20) President Clark decided to cancel the Saturday night foot
ball game. He cancelled the game after several consultations with
Edwards, wherein they both agreed that neither of them could insure that

off-campus groups would not disrupt the event.There were no threats
of violence from Edwards and UBSA, but the San Jose Police Depart
ment, using informants from Oakland, had relayed some documented
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threats of violence to President Clark. Edwards himself had received 12

death-threatening letters from white extremists, some promising that he
would not live through the weekend. Clark envisioned a confrontation
similar to that of a soccer riot, saying that "if violence is to occur and I have
a choice of the place, I don't want it to be a football stadium."
President Clark's decision to cancel the game received generally wide
spread support from SJSfaculty and students, most of the San Jose com
munity, the Board of Trustees, the local NAACP, the Association of
California State College Professors, local church groups, and other
organizations.

However, the game cancellation was condemned by persons and
groups representing California's ascendant right wing. State Superinten
dent for Public Instruction Max Raffertyfired offthe first attack on Clark's
action, indicating that he would have used all available force to prevent
the game's disruption: 'TfI had to ask the President to call in the whole
United States Marine Corps, that game would have been played." Later
that same afternoon, then-Governor Ronald Reagan said that he agreed

with Rafferty and referred to the game cancellationas"yieldingto a threat
of force" and "appeasement." Local Republican State Assemblyman
Clark Bradley called for President Clark's ouster, and the SJS Young
Republicans proclaimed that"Clarkdecidedto sacrifice the football team
upon the altar ofblackpower."Manyprivate citizensalsowrote lettersto
President Clark excoriating his "weakness" and offering hard-line
advice."

The day after the game cancellation, Thursday, September 21, Presi
dent Clark announced the administration's proposals for ending racial
discrimination at San Jose State. Although not in final form, these

proposals included both long-term and immediate actions. Clark's
proposals were: 1) the creationand filling of a college ombudsman posi
tion designed "to conduct a continuous and aggressive campaign against
racial discriminations practiced against our students"; 2) the placing on
probation of all fraternities and sororities recognized by the college,
effective September 22, "pending the development of procedures that
will more fully guarantee that discrimination will not occur"; 3)
reforming the routine practices of the Athletics Department, e.g. assign
ment of lockers by number, assistance in finding housing, etc.; 4)
empowering the ombudsman with official responsibility to a) help find
housing for minority students, b) set up a staffto work with off-campus
agencies to give legal aid to students victimized by discrimination in
housing, and c) callupon the Student Councilto help in thisarea;and 5)
significantly expanding the college's two per cent admissions quota for
disadvantaged and minority students. Clark concluded his written state
ment:
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We have been dealing with politics this week—with the hard
reality of discrimination and what it has done to our stu
dents ... I hope we can close ranks. Whites and Blacks alike,

and other minorities as well, and make this an exemplary
community.

Thus, the proposals had been made, and now it was up to UBSA's 59
members to either accept or reject them. The deadline for the administra

tion to take action was now only hours away, and it was questionable
whether or not the game cancellation would lessen or heighten
tensions.

That evening, while UBSA members were deliberating over Clark's
proposals, a new wave of violent rumors led to a panic on fraternity row.
Most of the 11 sorority houses were hastily evacuated, with the women
going home for the weekend because they feared violence from "outside
agitators." The fraternities decided to stay, but the Dean of Women
advised the sorority members to move out.
Later that evening, after five-and-one-half hours of consultation, the

members of UBSA voted 56 to 3 to accept President Clark's proposals.
Rather than publicly announcing their acceptance of the plan that
evening and having it disseminated via newspaper and airwaves, UBSA
decided to save the news for the scheduled meeting/rally at 11 a.m. the
next day.

This Friday morning meeting was held before an overflow crowd in the
school's Concert Hall, with some 700 students inside and hundreds more

listening to the proceedings from loudspeakers outside. Edwards
announced UBSA's acceptance of the proposals and outlined the new
course of actions, which included the formation of UBSA committees to

aid the administration in combatting discrimination in fraternities and
sororities, athletics, housing, and recruitment. In addition, Edwards gave
an invitation to any group or individual to join the effort to bring a con
structive solution to racial problems at San Jose. After this announce
ment, he received a long, standing ovation. He went on to thank and com

mend the administration and the community for their support and
cooperation in solving the crisis, saying "It could not have happened if
23,000 students and 432,000 people in the general community were not

backing us." President Clark then reiterated his previous proposals,
which the audience warmly received, and also thanked and praised
everyone who was involved. Thus the most tense, explosive, and con
frontationalopening week in the 110-yearhistory ofSanJoseStatecame
to peaceful resolution.
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Conclusion

This study, designed as an overview of the events surrounding the
racial discrimination crisis at San Jose State in September, 1967, has
detailed the key events of that historic week that, according to one
observer, "could have taken a turn which would live in academic infamy."
The peaceful resolution of the crisis was a victory for all concerned.
Creative innovations were made in both the realm of student protest
and administrative action. It was unprecedented for Black students to use
athletics as a lever to pressure a college administration into righting cer
tain wrongs that had long been present but never before officially ack
nowledged. This phenomenon foreshadowed and laid the groundwork
for the attempted boycott by Black athletes of the 1968 Mexico City
Olympic games, an effort that Edwards led, along with several SJS track
stars. The manner and rapidity by which the college administration
responded with its own concrete solutions, such as the appointment of an
ombudsman whose primary responsibility was to work for racial
equality, were equally unprecedented. The peaceful resolution of this
potentially explosive conflict set a standard for dealing with racial crises
at other colleges and universities throughout the nation. And the signifi
cance of that tense week at San Jose State lies in the fact that justice was
attained before violence erupted, thus providing an excellent example of
how fundamental problems can be solved in ways that are creative,
cooperative, and mutually beneficial.
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James Welch's
Fools Crow:
Back to the Future

Dexter Westrum

SPEAKING
at the University of Minnesota in the spring of 1984,
Blackfeet' novelist James Welch explained the conscious choice he
made to write about the country of his childhood, the high plains of
northeastern Montana:

My relationship is the love-hate one that we all have toward
the places we grow up. So right away there was a built-in ten
sion going on, conflict in my emotions. I think the people
there are different from any people I've run across. The con
flict between [Indians and whites] was always there and I

watched that as I was growing up. [It] shaped my conscious
ness towards that country. By the time it came for me to look
for things to write about, I had a built-in world. And it hadn't
been written about much. It was open territory. But I didn't
know if I could write about my country and make it inter
esting and significant. Through the act of writing, the land
scape, the people, the flora and the fauna all came together.
And it seemed to me that I could create [work] out of [my
country], and if I did it well enough, it would be significant.^
A brief look at the reception of Welch's first two novels shows that they
were indeed significant. Roger Sale in TheNew York Review ofBooks called
Winterin theBlood "an unnervingly beautiful book." Reynolds Price in The
New York Times Book Review said it "deserves more notice than good

novels get." Writing in The Nation about TheDeathofJim Loney, Frederick
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Turner called Welch "one of our more promising writers. .. writing
about life in America, about our shared moral and physical landscape." In
Saturday Review, William Logan observed that "the specter of Heming
way hovered over Welch's moody first novel..., but [in Loney] his
lean prose is richer while his dialogue retains the ache of overheard
conversation."'

Fools Crow, Welch's third novel, differs from the previous two. While
they are quiet, spare, and finely crafted works about individual Blackfeet
protagonists. Fools Crowis fat, rambling, and almost loud, although no less
nicely done. It is a long historical novel that captures Blackfeet life just
before and after the Massacre on the Marias in January of 1870 in which
nearly 200 Blackfeet—women and children among them—were killed by
United States cavalry and which signaled the end of Blackfeet resistance
to the ever-multiplying white men.
Welch pushes himself in FoolsCrow. Rather than limit himself to a small

cast of characters as he has previously done, he provides us with a society.
Wehave not only the hapless protagonist White Man's Dog who earns his
honor and the name Fools Crow, but also the stories of his father and

mother and his father's other wives, one of whom has designs on Fools
Crow but has to settle for his brother. Running Fisher. We have Fools
Crow's wife. Red Paint, and her family. And there are many others
including renegades and friendlies and hostiles and, of course, the relent
less white men hell-bent to rid Montana of the Indian and his culture. We

have, essentially, James Welch working, for the first time, with subplots.
And his supporting characters—notably the Jim Loney-like Fast Horse
and the luckless Yellow Kidney—spring to a life of their own, command
ing our attention and concern.

For Welchwatchers, however. Fools Crow does something more impor
tant than display Welch's first steps toward literary spectacle. It builds the
foundation on which the earlier novels rest because we find also in Fools

Crow insights into Blackfeettraditions, descriptions of the ancestral daily
life, and the myths and legends which give that life meaning. Fools Crow
himself is the spiritual archetype of the contemporary Welch pro
tagonists, the almost aimless unnamed narrator of Winter in the Bloodand

the all but purposeless Jim Loney. In the character of Fools Crow we see
the life force that drives his contemporary counterparts onward. We
understand more concretely how the mere self-knowledge of Indianness can serve as a sustaining force.

Early in the novel White Man's Dog is ashamed of himself: "He had
little to show for his eighteen winters.... His animals were puny.... He
owned a musket and no powder and his animal helper was weak."" In this
way he resembles the unnamed narrator of Winter. When we first see the

hapless 32-year-old narrator, he is returning to the reservation beat up
and worn out after a period of debauchery in a nearby town. He is
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physically in bad shape, but more important, he is spiritually empty. Jim
Loney of The Death of Jim Loney is spiritually empty as well. Loney, a
mixedblood living a pointless existence in small-town Montana, has no
cultural identity. He never knew his Indian mother, and his white father
refuses to have anything to do with him. Both of Welch's modern
protagonists suffer the same plight as White Man's Dog. They have done
nothing to achieve a sense of personal identity.
White Man's Dog establishes personal identity when he is a member of
a party of Blackfeet who attack a Crow village. In the process he
encounters the famous Crow chief Bull Shield who wings him with a
short-gun. Stunned, White Man's Dog appears dead. The Crow is fooled
and off guard; White Man's Dog instinctively rises up and kills him. He
takes his hair and his best war horse. In this way, then, White Man's Dog
earns his sense of self as a Blackfeet warrior. He becomes "a man of much

medicine," (151) the kind of man others ask about. The modern

protagonists, of course, no longer have opportunities to take the hair of
their enemies. It is in the further adventures of F ools Crow that we see the

foundation for the forces that lead the Winter narrator and Jim Loney
toward a sense of themselves.

Sacred Medicine

The Blackfeet medicine man Mik-api undertakes to instruct Fools
Crow in the ways of the sacred medicine. His plan is, of course, that Fools
Crow will succeed him as tribal medicine man. As Fools Crow begins to
learn the secrets of the medicine's healing and spiritual powers, he begins
as well to take on more depth as a person. His own mother sees a power in
his dark eyes that she has never seen before. He is essentially beginning
to learn what it means to be Blackfeet, to have the good of the people, not
just himself, uppermost in his mind.
As the days of free Indian life continue to be numbered and the
encroaching white men become more and more numerous. Fools Crow
begins to doubt the medicine. When a massive epidemic of smallpox
threatens to obliterate the entire tribe, he goes on a seven-day journey to
the lodge of the mystical Feather Woman's prediction, who spends her
time in the afterlife mourning for a wrong she committed against the
tribe. Even though Fools Crow dreams that his people have become a
pitiful people he cannot recognize, Feather Woman tells him that one day
the Indian world will be whole again. She tells him, "There is much good
you can do your people."(359) She explains that the Blackfeet must make
peace within themselves and wait for life in an all-Indian afterlife where
they will return to the traditional ways and there will be no white men.
Not content. Fools Crow is unhappy that his children will not live by the
true Blackfeet ways, and he wonders why his people are being
punished.
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But when Fools Crow learns of the Massacre on the Marias, he begins

to realize that the successes of the white men are due to powerful designs.
He knows that fate is with the white men and that the Blackfeet will

"never possess the power to make them cry."(383) He does not, how
ever, give up. When he sees that the Blackfeet have endured this winter of
death and are looking forward with hope to the spring, he feels "a happi
ness that sleeps with sadness."(390) When he feels the beat of the
ceremonial drum in his heart, he knows the people, as well as himself,
have grown stronger. He begins to trust Feather Woman that his people
will survive "for they were the chosen ones."(390) We see from this, then,
that the only Blackfeet choice is to know and believe of themselves that
they are a unique and hardy people. Only with such self-knowledge is
endurance possible.
This tribal identity is exactly what the contemporary protagonists lack.
And it is not until they achieve self-knowledge that they begin to face
their lives with hope. The Winter narrator is of uncertain lineage. He
knows that his grandmother is Blackfeet, but he doesn't know who his
grandfather is. His grandmother was married to the great chief Standing
Bear, but Standing Bear was killed before there were any children. The
narrator's life begins to have meaning when he learns his roots from
Yellow Calf, a blind and ancient Indian who lives alone in the hills with

only the animals for friends. He learns that Yellow Calf is Blackfeet and
that years ago the narrator's recently dead grandmother, then a beautiful
young woman and the youngest wife of Standing Bear, was banished
from the tribe because of her beauty. The Blackfeet had been driven from
their traditional mountains by the white men's soldiers. The winter was
cruel and the people starved and died. Standing Bear was killed in a raid
against the Cros Ventres, who had meat. Since the narrator's grand
mother had been with the band for only a month or so when bad times
began to befall the people, they began to think she was responsible for
their misfortune.

The narrator begins to understand his exact relationship to Yellow Calf
when the old man tells him that in spite of the soldiers, the Blackfeet went
home. The narrator wants to know why Yellow Calf stayed, but the old
man continues to tell the story from the beginning. He explains that the
grandmother lived, exiled, in an abandoned teepee on the outer circle of
the village. When the narrator wants to know who hunted for her, who
brought her food. Yellow Calf is evasive, taking refuge in the world of the
past, safe behind the permanent distance of his blindness. But the nar
rator will not be put off. He thinks for a moment and at that precise
moment Bird, his horse, farts: "And then it came to me, as though Bird
had had it in him all the time and had passed it to me in that one instant of
corruption."^ That enlightenment should come from such a source is not

surprising.® Welchhimself declares that his fondest childhood memory is
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of the sharp smell of manure down in the corral at six o'clock in the
morning; he saysthat thissensoryperceptionmadesucha lasting impact
on him because children are more likely to be open to such things. It is
this same sort of openness for which Bird serves as catalyst.
Thanks to Bird, the narrator correctly identifies Yellow Calf as the
hunter and begins to laugh "the laughter of one who understands a
moment in his life, of one who has been let in on a secret."(179) He has
discovered the vein for his own rich mine of life. In discovering who his

grandfather is, thenarrator discovers hispast. Inasense, henowshares in
that bitter winter that brought his grandparents together and led to his

being: "he becomes wholly Blackf[ee]t."'' Yellow Calf's story "has given
him a family, a tribal identity."® The traditional "Blackfeet ways taught
survival in a severe northern climate, to grow stronger in seasons of
loss.'"

This idea of growing stronger in seasons of loss infuses the narrator
with a resolve to make sense of his life. We understand that he knows who

he is when he imagines "it was [Yellow Calf's] blood in [his] veinsthat
had told [him] ."(181) Thathe carries the blood of this respectedgrand
father gives hima newand more respectful sense ofhimself. Hefeels an
integral part of his surroundings, surroundings he shares with Yellow
Calf and his grandmother: "[T]he cottonwoods and willows, the open

spaces ofthe valley, the hills tothe south, theLittle Rockies, hadall been
here then; none had changed." (182) He belongs. Immediately he begins
to behave in a more decisive fashion. He bluffs his nosey neighbors to a

standstill, wrestles fate by attempting to free a cowstuckin the mud,and
vows once again to wed Agnes, a Cree woman with whom he once
lived.

The idea of marriage is crucial in Fools Crow because the institution

provides a stability thatleads to a sense ofself worth and contributes to
the survivalofthe tribe.FoolsCrow givesevidence that he is one who will

eventually lead when he marries Red Paint. Red Painfs father Yellow
Kidney has been disgraced, and Fools Crow takes over the job of
providing not only for his wife butfor her entire family. Heacts for the
good ofthe tribe aswell ashimself. Inessence. Fools Crow and Red Paint
develop a healthy marriage based on trust and respect. Red Paint is a
woman who can makeFoolsCrow forget that his bones ache (103), who

prays for his safe return whenever he isaway from the lodge, andseems
not to be able to live without his love (130). As an act of affirmation, the

couple have a son. The birth coincides with the Massacre on the Marias
andthe smallpox epidemic which signal thenearobliteration ofthetribe.
His family becomes Fools Crow's strongest reason for maintaining a
sense of himself as a Blackfeet: "We must think of the moons and winters
to come. Our son must survive."(369)

Even before Yellow Calf gives the Winter narrator a sense of tribal
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identity, the idea that family membership should provide meaning for the
self seems to lie in his subconscious. We know that his mother Teresa,

who is newly married to a fresh husband, does notreally want the nar
rator around the ranch any longer. Wealso know that the narrator misses

his dead father and brother, both ofwhom died senselessly and left him
alone. This impulse to feel whole, to feel that he is a part of something
larger than himself drives him after the Cree woman, Agnes. He finds
himself thinking of Agnes. In spite of his protestations that she is "not

worth adamn,"(41) he can't rid her from his mind. "I saw her standing in
the moon by the window and I saw the moon on the tops of her breasts
and the slight darkness under each rib."(28) That he remembers her

breasts, of course, could be construed to mean that her memory arouses
him sexually, butbreasts also connote nurture, life-giving forces, and new

life itself. They are not the rich mine of life in themselves, but they are an
initial necessary ingredient.

Mention ofribs suggests the concept ofAdam's rib and ofmating, the
idea thata lonely man is completed by uniting with a wife. Ribs in this
sense connote a new beginning. Eventhough the narrator admits that the

imagined Agnes is more real than the real Agnes, (28) what is most
important here is that the idea of"wife" looms larger in the narrator's

mind than he has been willing to admit. He has anidea ofpossible life
which is larger than the life he is now living.
The narrator goesto town afterher, and when he first sees her, he tells
us: "I wanted to buy her a drink and sit with her and talk about whatever

we had talked about

I wanted to be with her."(112) We understand

that seeing her awakens in him the possibility of a relationship because
when heapproaches herinthe Palace Bar, the juke box is"belt[ing] out a
brave old song: Trom loneliness toa wedding ring/I played anace and I
won a queen.' "(122) We understand that queen winning seems to be
uppermost onhismind when hetells her: "Ifyou settled down you'd bea
lot better off; youd be happier."(124) He means, of course, that if she
settled down with him, he would be happier.
Agnes is bored with his suggestion,but he tries to talkher into it.As he

speaks, he specifically touches "her ribs,"(l 25) suggesting the concepts of
mating and the beginning ofa life together. Sadly, theirconversation is
interrupted by violence, and the narrator is thrown out of the bar. The
incident illustrates the sheer helplessness of an individual without a
strong sense of personal identity.
New Energy To Carry On

Once he has talked with Yellow Calf, he vows to go after Agnes again:
"Next time I'd do it right. I'd buy her a couple of cremes de menthe,

maybe offer to marry her on the spot."(199) We see the Winter narrator!
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then, determined at novel's end to "care about life in general and the
woman he has been searching for in particular/"" Thanks to Yellow Calf,
he has been reborn in the firm knowledge of his Indianness. He sees hope
of a rich mine of life in an all-Indian relationship with Agnes; this hope

gives him newenergy to carry on in an effort to bring orderto the chaos
that has been his life.

This sense of survival through Indianness is more subtle, although no

lessapparent, in Welch's second novel The Death ofJim Loney. Jim Loneyis
a part-time agricultural laborer whodoes not seemto care aboutanyone
or anything, but whowill admitto concern forhis ancestry: "Itwould be
nice to think that one was one or the other, Indian or white. Whichever, it

would be nicer than being a half-breed."" honey's three closest
benefactors—his woman friend Rhea, his sister Kate, and his high school

buddy Myron Pretty Weasel—try to bring meaning to his life and,
withoutplan or resolve, Loney seemsto render their efforts ineffectual.
He refuses to leave town for a new life in Seattle with Rhea, likewise he

will not live in Washington, D.C., with Kate. He kills Pretty Weasel in a
freakish hunting accident. Throughout the novel, Loney is troubled by

recurring dreams ofabird which he sees as"avision sent by [his Indian]
mother's people."(105) Although Loney never articulates aknowledge of
his own Indianness, the bird leads him forward to his death and back
ward to his mother's people." The bird

was a large bird and dark It wasneither graceful nor clumsy,
andyetitwasboth. Sometimes the powerful wings beattheair
with the monotony of grace; at other times, it seemed that the
strokes were out of tune, as though the bird had lost its one

natural abilityand wasdestined to eventuallylose the air.But
it stayed up. (20)

Like the bird, Loney is not a set and constant entity. Even though he is
clumsy with hisemotions, he moves gracefully with Rhea. Having noidea
who he really is, he is out oftune with himself. He is neitherIndiannor
white, yethe is somehow both. Andbeingbothhe cannot manage to be
one or the other. Like the bird, Lone/s actual identity remains "real and
elusive."(21) The visionary bird, even though it looks as if it will fall,
manages to remain in flight. It does not crash.
One romantic eveningwith Rhea, Loneysees his visionary bird in the
fire. He wants to show the bird to Rhea, but knows she is not open to this

world of visions. Thus, he watches "the bird getting smaller"(30) as if it

wereflying away. Later whenLoney forces his estranged white father to
speak to him, he feels asifhis life "had been nothing more than a bird
disappearing inthenight."(l-^O) The bird, like theBlackfeet inFools Crow,
is diminished in the presence of whites.
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After accidentally killing his friend Pretty Weasel, Loney becomes a
fugitive. Even though hehas lived his life intown, without tribal identity,
he goes to thereservation--to a place called Mission Canyon—to die. As
he stands at the entrance to the canyon, Loney seesthe scenesof his life
come "like dark birds"(168) until he opens his eyes "and the birds are

gone."(168) Referring tothe bird-like scenes, Loney thinks "they brought
me here."(168) He is right because the scenes or events of his life have

brought him tothis place while atthesame time thevisionary birds have
brought him on this mission. And the scene-birds are gone when he
opens his eyesbecause when he enters Mission Canyonhe leaves hislife
behind.

But the bird from his mothePs people is not part of the life he leaves
behind. Indeed, as he falls, shot fatally, he feels"a harsh wind where there

[is] none [andsees] thebeating wings ofa darkbirdasitclimb[s] toadistant place."(l 79) The wind indicates his movement into a new reality, no
doubt the Indianafterlife Feather Woman speaks ofin Fools Crow. He has
symbolicallyaffirmed his Indianness in that he dies—indeed, has a mis
sion to die—on Indian land.

In Fools Crow, Welch provides a clearly explained counterpart to
Lone/s large dark bird. The anthropomorphic Raven lives with his
wives and children high in the Rocky Mountains, which the

Blackfeet call the backbone oftheworld, andcomes toMik-api indreams.
He is "one who flies far and sees many things."(250) In his own estima

tion he is"one ofgreat power."(56) He has lived among many peoples
and speaks many languages; he is "very wise."(56)"

Raven has discovered a wolverine caught in a white man's trap and
asks Mik-api tosend White Man's Dog, who hehas heard is"both strong
and true of heart,"(52) to release him. Raven tests White Man's Dog's
courage byleading him onatortuous trail ofsnow and ice tothe trapped
wolverine. Raven tells the young Indian that Wolverine will be his

medicine animal and that only the bear has more power than the
wolverine. (52) The young Indian will fear nothing and have many horses
andwives. But hemust listen toMik-api because Raven will speak tohim
through the aging medicine man. Mik-api then schools the young man in
wisdom, andRaven spends thenovel fluttering around theedges ofPools
Crow's life. Heknows, for instance, thatWhite Man's Dog became Fools
Crowonlybecause he fooled Bull Shield by accident, not because ofthe
quickthinkinghe isgivencreditfor. He promisesnot totell, but wesense
thatRaven's realconcern isthatFools Crow not begin to take himself too
seriously. In these ways. Raven serves asa presence which guides Fools
Crow to the wisdom of self-knowledge and resolve to maintain his

Indianness. Because he is schooled in the Blackfeet ways. Fools Crow
knows and respects the dark bird's medicine. Jim Loney, on the other

hand, can only react to the bird from out ofa sort ofinstinctual urging
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housed in his mother's genes. Like Fools Crow, he knows he is right in
seeking to assert his Indianness, but unlike FoolsCrow, he does not know

why. Theunnamed narrator in Winter does knowwhy and,in spiteofcon
tinuing failures, pursues a meaningful life.
We see, then, in James Welch's most recent novel the foundation for

previous work and work to come. He has made the Montana highline
country his Yoknapatawpha and provided us with the visionand wisdom
necessary to followhis protagonists on their rocky and oftenbewildering
questsfor self-assertion as Indiansin analien world.Welch's protagonists
discoverpurpose when they discoverwho they are. Like FoolsCrow, his
contemporary counterparts must take heart from Wolverine "who always
faces into the wind." (379)

Notes

' Although Welch stresses his Blackfeet connection, he is actually a mixedblood: Blackfeet, Gros Ventre, and white.

^"American Indian Literature Today," panel discussion with James Welch,
Gerald Vizenor, and Dexter Westrum, University of Minnesota, May 16,1984. All
comments attributed personally to Welch are from this presentation.

'Sale, December 12, 1974, p. 20; Price, November 10, 1974, p. 1; Turner,
November 24, 1979, p. 538; and Logan, November 10, 1979, p. 54.
*Fools Crow (New York: Viking, 1986), p. 3. All subsequent references are to
this edition.

' Winterin the Blood (New York: Bantam, 1975; orig. pub. 1974), p. 179. All suh)sequent references are to this edition.
^That the horse should be named Bird becomes significant in light of Welch's

use of mystical and mythical bird symbolism in The Death ofJim honey and Fools
Crow. It is a bird in each novel that contributes to the protagonisTs achievement of
enlightenment.
' Don Kunz, "Lost in the Distance of Winter: James Welch's Winterin the Blood,"
Critique, 20(1978), 96.
®Kathleen M. Sands, "Alienation and Broken Narrative in Winter in the Blood,"

American Indian Quarterly, 4(1978), 102.

'Kenneth Lincoln, "Back-Tracking James Welch," MELitS, 6(1979), 37.
" ElaineJahner, "QuickPacesand a Space ofMind," Denver Quarterly, 14(1980),
47.

" The Death ofJim honey (New York: Perennial Library, 1981; orig pub. 1979),
p. 4. All further references are to this edition.

" For a more completeanalysisofthe bird symbolismin Welch's second novel
see Dexter Westrum, "Transcendental Survival: the Way the Bird Works in The
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Death ofJim Loney," James Welch, ed. RonMcFarland (Lewiston: Confluence Press,
1986), pp. 139-46.

13 Welch's choice ofRaven here, indeed his reliance on the importance ofthe
"large dark bird"to lead hisprotagonists to self-awareness, isfirmly grounded in
Blackfeet traditions: "Ofall the above animals, ofall the flyers, where is one so
smart? None. The Raven's eyes are sharp. His wings are strong. He is a great
hunter and never hungry." George Bird Grinnell, Blackfoot Lodge Tales (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1962; orig. pub. 1892), p. 110.
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Vietnamese War Widow

James M. Freeman
Introducing "Ba Tarn"'

During
the course of my biographies research with Vietnamese
refugees, I came to hear of a 73-year-old woman named "Ba Tam"
who was scheduled to arrive in America in 1984 through the Orderly

Departure Program. Through this program, a small number of Viet
namese people are allowedto emigrate to America. Thesepeople are not
refugees and they receive no refugee assistance; their relatives in the
United States must agree to sponsor them and provide all care and
maintenance for the first three years that they live in America. Ba Tam
would go to live with her daughter.
Ba Tam was a widow; her husband had been killed in 1946 during the
Viet Minh revolution. From that time, as a single mother, she had reared

her children, supporting them by working as a school teacher. When I
met her, she readily agreed to tell her story.

Myinterest in the Vietnam War isless on its heroes than itsvictims, the
effects that the many years of intermittent conflict had on ordinary Viet
namese people. The tragedy that befell Ba Tam, her husband, and their
children was one repeated tens of thousands of times throughout
Vietnam, on both sides of the conflict: villages burned; civilian hostages
taken and shot; in one fateful day a tranquil farming community
devastated; lives shattered.

I wanted to know how Ba Tam had responded to the atrocity that left
her a widow. What effects did this event have on her throughout her life?

What aspects of her personal outlook and character helped her to cope
with this and other hardships? What values did she instill in her children
as she reared them alone?

These were for me not merely academic questions. My own mother,
who is one year younger than BaTam,had as a young child been a victim
of war, her house occupied by enemy troops, her father missing in action

for seven years, her familytraumatized. Bysome miracle, her father, who
had been captured and sent to a Siberian labor camp, escaped, made his
waybackto his own home country and village, and subsequently brought
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his family to America. But those war years had a lasting effect on my
mother's outlook on the world and the way in which she reared my
brother and me.Despitetheir culturaldifferences, I clearlysawin BaTam
and my mother a common tragedyset in the wartime disruptionof their
families.

1 also saw in Ba Tam's narrative the opportunity to compare com
munist Vietnamwith my own country.How are the elderly treated in the
Socialist RepublicofVietnam,and how does this compare with the treat
ment ofthe elderly Vietnamese in America? Whatare the expectations of
newly arrived elderly Vietnamese immigrants: how quickly and in what
ways do they change their views and their life styles? How do they view
the prospect of living out their days far from their native land?
During the month of June, 1984,1 met with Ba Tam for four interviews

that lasteda total ofnine and a halfhours. Ba Tam, short,sharp-featured,
and alert, with,sparkling eyes,spoke and acted with a vigor usuallyseen
in women many years younger, a trait she shared with my mother. She
took great interest in telling her story. Her account of the death other hus
band made one ofthe most movingand emotionallydraining interviewsI
have ever conducted, for as she told it, she relived the experience with
tears in her eyes: the terror, the uncertainty,the discoveryof the dreadful
truth that her husband would never return. Withmy eyes misty, I told her
that she need not go on; she replied that she must, to honor his
memory.

She explained, eloquently and articulately, the early problems of
adjustment that she encountered in America. I was amazed at how

quickly she sized up, with uncanny accuracy, the plight of the Viet
namese elderly in America: the forgotten people, leftat home while their
children go to work and their grandchildren attend school; isolated,
without the ability to travel about town as they did in Vietnam; unable to
speak English and, if educated like Ba Tam, unable to find Frenchspeaking Americans; feeling abandoned; unable to visit churches or

Buddhist pagodas; and finding out that they are no longer obeyed or
given the respect that they had associated with being elderly.
Ba Tam had been in America less than one month; already she was
disillusioned, and she chafed at her enforced idleness. "At their house I

do nothing," she said. "My daughter won't let me do anything because
she thinks everything is strange for me. She tells me to rest. But I cannot

stay doing nothing." She is very happy to be in America,to see her grand
children, to be free of the communists, to live the easy life of Americans,
but she already realizes that the Vietnamese concept of what it means to
be an elderly person does not fit easily into American culture. She faces
an uncertain future, in that the guidelines and values upon which she
built her life now must be adjusted to survive in an alien environment for

which, despite her education, she was not prepared. Here is her story.
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Ba Tarn's Story

I was born in 1911, the youngest of four children of a poor family that
lived in a town in the Mekong delta. We lived in a thatch and bamboo
house close to the market and the elementary school. When I was three

years old, my father died; andmymother supported thefamily byselling
oranges, jacWruit, andbananas inthe market. Intheafternoon, whenstu
dents passed by, she'dsell themcandies andcookies infront ofourhouse.
I had to help my mother.

I startedfirstgrade when I wasnine yearsold.Since I likedto playa lot
and did not remember my lessons, the teacher punished me by making
me kneel on the thorns ofthe jackfruit skin; sometimes she beat my hand
witha ruler.Bythe time1reachedfourthgrade,Ihad begunto studywell;
and at the end ofthe fifthgrade I won a four-year scholarship to study in a

girl's school in Saigon. I went on to become a schoolteacher.
I wasonly19whenI taughtmyfirst class; mystudentswerearound 16,
soI could not punishthemlike small children. I'dtellthemto stand and
face the wall for about ten minutes, with their hands clasped behind them.

When they were lazy, I'd get mad at them, tear up their notebooks and
throw them away, and tell them to kneel on the floor. Because 1got it
when I was a student, they would get it now.

In the old days, teacherswere very cruel;they'd beat the hands ofthe
students with a ruler; they beat them on the buttocks with rattan hard

enough to leave marks. Students cried from the pain. Even so, theydid
not hate their teachers, but respected them like their parents. Wehave a

phrase, "King, Teacher, Father." [Quan, Su, Phu.] It means thata person
shouldgive respect first to hisking, second to histeacher, andthirdto his
father. Parents did not sue the teachers, for they thought that the teachers
loved their students and wanted them to study harder. That's why

teachers beat lazy students, out of love, just like parents do. At home, I
used to beat my children with rattan. Nowadays we cannot follow these
old ways either at school or at home.
In 19321married a man five years older than 1, and in 1933we moved

to Saigon. Bothofus workedasschoolteachers. Thefollowing yearswere
the happiest ofmylife. During that periodI gave birth to four children,
the first in 1934 and the last in 1946.My three sons and one daughter got

alongwell; theyplayed witheach otherandtheyrarely fought. They love
one another. During those years, my husband and I worked; we had an
easylife, andwe often tookvacations at the seaside resortofVung Tau.
In 1945,while we were in Saigon,the Japanese occupied Vietnamfor a
short time. I remember that every morning for one hour the Japanese
forced us to attend Japanese language classes.They were not polite to us.

When theycame toVietnam, theyburned allthe ricestalks, also materials
and clothing; people starved to death. Life was really hard for a few
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months. Then the Americans dropped theiratomic bomb in Japan, the
warended, and theFrench returned to control the country. Even though
we were under their domination, the French were much better than the

Japanese, who were quite cruel: they would cut offthe hands of thieves or

sometimes beatpeople to death. We were soafraid during those days!
Laterin 1945, the Viet Minh revolutioncameto Saigon. The Viet Minh
mixed secretly with students and persuaded them to demonstrate. Also,

people listened to them. Then Vietnamese soldiers of the French army
shot some demonstrators, after which the Viet Minh ordered all schools

to be closed and told the people to evacuate the cities and return to the
countryside.

My husband and I, along with our three children (the fourth was not

born until 1946), wentbackto myhusband'shomevillage and livedin the

house ofmy in-laws. There we hadrice and chickens. My husband spent
his time husking ricestalks; I cultivated a vegetable gardenand cooked
meals: boiled vegetables dipped in fish sauce; fresh lemon grass salted
and fried. We also ate salted shrimp sauce with boiled bamboo shoots

which we collected in the forest. We remained in that village until
February, 1946. At that time I was six months pregnant.
Inthose days, theViet Minh lived intheforest, soIdidnotknow anyof
them. Butone of their leaderstooka room from my in-law's house; he'd
come only late at night and would leave well before dawn. I saw him

briefly only once. The Viet Minh tried to recruit the villagers to their
cause. Because I was well educated and could speak easily, one of their
people asked me to jointheir women's organization that carried informa

tionto the Viet Minh. I wasableto refuse because I was pregnant at that
time. They were very polite in trying to persuade us, and they treated
people very nicely. Because of this, the countryside people were
nurturing to the Viet Minh and often helped them.

Now we know their cruel nature. From north to south everybody
knows that they telllies. Even in the countryside people nowhatethem.
Thevillagers remember how they helped the VietMinhand laterthe Viet
Cong; nowtheyseethatthe communist government tells people to cul
tivate rice; then at harvest time, they take most of it away, and so the
villagers do not have enough money to buymaterials for clothing. The
officials arenolonger polite. One time I heard an oldwoman yell, 'Tn the
old days, we helped and nurtured you; why then do you make suchdiffi
culties for us now?"

Because the Viet Minh livedin the forest, the French armycould not
find them, so they attacked and burned all of the villages where they
assumed the Viet Minh lived. In our district, as well as the next one, the

French destroyed every single village. InFebruary, 1946, around eight in
themorning, Vietnamese soldiers oftheFrench armycame up theriver to
our village. For about 30 minutesthey fired mortars. Myhusband and I
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were at home; we were afraid, so we and our three children hid in our

basement cellar, located in our garden. Every house in the villagehad one
of these. The soldiers started to burn the houses. Then 1 heard a French

soldier say, "Let's throw the grenade in the basement to kill everybody;
I've searched and see nobody in the house."
We climbed out of the cellar, and one of the soldiers asked, 'Ts there

anybody else in this family?"

Since my husband was afraid to speak, I replied, "No, this is our
family."
"Where are the Viet Minh?" he asked.

I replied in French, 'T don't knowanythingabout the Viet Minh; they
order us to stay inside our houses at night and not look outside."
The French officerasked with surprise, "How come you speak French?
What is your occupation?"
"I am a teacher; that's how I learned French."

"You lie!" he shouted. "You can speak French, you remain in the

village, soyou mustbe helpingthe VietMinh!" He ordered us tomarchto
a field, and his men set fire to our house. At the field the soldiers

separated the menfrom the women and children. Thentheyledmyhus
band away. 1never sawhim again. Later I heard fromother villagers that
the soldiers had shot him down by the river. I was never even able to have
a funeral for him.

From the field I watched my house burn, until late in the afternoon it

collapsed. Idid notknowwhatto feel. ThenI heardthatmyhusbandhad
been killed, but the French would not let me search for him. Some men
who were witnesses told me that the soldiers took them and my husband

to a military post alongthe river. There they questioned him,"Whereare
the Viet Minh?"

He said, "I don't know."

But then one of my husband's relatives who worked for the French
said, "A Viet Minh leader has been living in that man's house."

Myhusband said, "Yes, but if we did not let him stay, he'd kill us."
After that, the soldiers shot my husband and six other men. The rela
tive who informed on him was later arrested by the Viet Minh and
beheaded in the village.

My husband was gone; the village was burned to the ground; my
children and I had nothing with us but the clothes we wore. The soldiers
ordered us to to go somewhere else, so we walked to a nearby village and
stayed overnight with relatives. The following morning we walked to a
town, where some other relatives gave us enough money to return to
Saigon.
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Saigon

In Saigon I lived with mythirdsister. Friends helpedmebygiving me
clothes. Two months laterI gave birth to my youngest boy. About four
months after that, in September, 1946,1 returned to work. My French
supervisor saw my difficult situation, so he helped me in many ways. I
became both a teacher and a concierge.I wasallowed to livein the school

director's oldhouse, located next toa classroom. For thenext 20years, I
remained there without having to pay rent or utilities bills.

The French caused me much trouble in my life, yet they also helped
me. I think that they were basically good people. Because of military
events, they did what they had to: they shot my husband. But when they
sawmysituation asa widow, theyhelped meand theywere politeto me.I
do not hate them.

My children grew up without a father. I was their sole means ofsup
port, so they were afraid of me and did not cause me any suffering. To
earn extramoney, Iseweddressesafterschool. I spent that moneyon my
children: on food, private lessons, clothing, books, and medicines when
they were ill. Theylovedme becausethey sawthat I sacrificed forthem.I
told them, 'Tryto study so that you willhave careers to survive because I
cannot support you when you are older." They studied very hard. Also,I

taught them to be polite with other children and to get along well with
others.

So everything was all right. We hadan easy life. Two ofmy sons joined
the military; my daughter won a scholarship to America in 1962 and
never returned to Vietnam. My youngest son became a university
graduate and took a position in a Saigon bank.
By the time I retired, the Americans were in Vietnam. I did not know

any Americans; I sometimes saw them on the street. I saw that they
dressed well andthat their behavior was all right, respectable. The funny
thing about them was the way they bought things. They did not bargain;
they were very generous. Ifan item cost one, the Americans paid two.
And they were very polite. That'swhy many Vietnamese liked them.

While the Americans were in Vietnam, the country had economic
prosperity. Rich people mainly didthe trading, exporting, andimporting
of materials; many buildings were constructed to let to Americans; and
many restaurants, food, beverage, and barber shops opened. That's

talking about rich people: they had cars, lived inbig houses, dressed very
nicely, and life was very comfortable for them. For me, too, material life

was good inthose days. We lived well. Some ofthepoorVietnamese girls
sacrificed themselves to help their families by working for American
officers; others worked in the bars, teased Americans, and made friends
to have dollars. Those who followed the traditional customs disliked

those girls who sell themselves at the bar; they were considered not
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respectable. Still, life was much better than what followed when the com
munists took over.

I was in Saigon during the New Year's celebration [1968] in which the
V.C. [Viet Cong] attacked the radio station and were defeated by the
South Vietnamese army. The V.C. also came into the area where I lived
and threw bombs near my house, but the South Vietnamese soldiers

stopped them. Who knows, otherwise thecommunists might have killed
and buried thousands of people like they did in the city of Hue.
In 1975, when the Viet Cong [she uses this term to refer to the com

munist government] came to control the South, the people at first
thought it was a nice thing. They greeted them happily, pleasantly. For
about a month, liferemained the same; we went to the market as usual.
Then in June of 1975, the Viet Cong ordered all high officials,

employees of the old government, and military officers to turn them
selves in to go and study politics for one month. Ifthey went, nothing

would happen to them; if they refused, they would be arrested and
imprisoned. Some of the men who reported have never been returned.
All three of my sons went, my two eldest for four years and my

youngest for six years. He was taken to aharsh camp in the very far north
ofVietnam. Soonafter, I lostallofmy retirementthat Ihad savedup forso

many years. Ispent itinorder toeat. Simply togetfood, Isold my jewelry
and household things. Thecommunists devalued our currencyand con

fiscated money, jewelry, and gold that people held in banks. Since 1had
very little money, thecommunists returned most ofmy money tome. But
people became unemployed and hungry; they began to hate the com
munists and seekways to escape. My daughterin America sentmegifts. I
sold them to help my youngest son who was in a reeducation [prison]
camp. My two eldest sons received help and food from their wives.
When my sons were sent off to reeducation camps, I heard nothing
from them for one-and-a-half years, and Ithought they were dead.ThenI
received a letter frommyyoungestson saying that I wouldbe allowed to
visit him. He wrote, "They have treated me very nice during the time I
have been in the Long Khanh camp. The daily activities are easier here
than in other places. Aftera year they transferred me to GiaRia campin
eastern Xuan Loc,South Vietnam. They do not have enough water here,
just dirty water from the mud."
I visited himat thatcamp twotimes. Ihad to presenta permitissued by
the V.C. and sent to me by my son.I met him at a place outsidethe camp,

andIwas given 30minutes to talk with him. Because mysonhadasthma,
he had lighter work than others, who cut trees. To help him survive, I
brought him ten kilograms of noodles, rice, preserved meat, dried
shrimp, salt, and lemon grass. That was all I could afford to buy.
He was very happy to see me. Many prisoners were malnourished;

they lacked vitamin C, and some were unable to walk. Most ofthem.
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includingmy son, were very skinnybecausethey did not have enough
foodtoeat.Iwantedto cry, but the officials had warnedmethat ifIdid,my
son would be forced to miss a meal. The V.C. staff remained in the room
with us.

Third Visit

The third time I went to see my son, the officials told me that he had

been transferred to the north: by ship to Haiphong harbor, by trainpast
Hanoi, and finally by truck to Lao Cai, next to China. Later I found out that

the prisoners selected for this journey had been handcuffed together to
prevent them from escaping.
During the year that my son remained in Lao Cai, he was not allowed to

write home. Thecamp itself was one of the nicest, since it was set up to
show overseas visitors who wanted to see the condition of the camps.
When Chinaand Vietnam had their border conflict, myson and the other
prisoners were transferred to other camps.
In September, 1979, three months after he had been transferred to

Vinh Phu camp, I received a letterfrom himalongwitha visitor's permit.
In the letter he said that he suffered from beri-beri and asthma. It took me

seven months to prepare for this trip to the north. I bought flour, sugar,
dried shrimp, Vietnamese sausage, and rice. I filled out a short applica
tion for permission to visit him. I said that 1wanted to see him because of

hisillnesses. Theofficials wereverypolite, butslow. Iwaited; theydidnot
issuethe permit. Later 1found outwhy: theywere corrupt; theyexpected
me to give them some extra money. Instead of doing this, I asked a friend
with some connections to tell these officials to issue the permit. One
month later they did.

The ticket-seller at the train station also wanted a bribe. One of my
friends paid a little extra and bought the ticket for me; without the bribe 1

wouldhave had to stand in line for up to ten days. Thetrains werevery
crowded; there was no room, unless you bribed the ticket seller.

1traveledto the north with twofriends. We did not dare to go alonefor
fear that we would be mugged or have our goods stolen. I know many
older people who lost everything, particularly at night when thievestook
advantage of the crowding and the darkness. We guarded our luggage
closely. Despite the difficulties of the long journey, I was happy inside
because 1was going to see my son. Although food was sold on the train,I
brought fruits and water with me.

Toreach Hanoi, we traveled forthree daysand nights.1remained over
night with a relative and bought some condensed milk and butter on the
black market. We traveled overnight to another station. From there, we

walked to a ferryboaton the Red River; our luggage was carried by cart.
After a three-hour trip by boat, we alighted and walked about six
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kilometers to the visitor's house, located some distance from the camp. It

was quite cold; there were not enough rooms for everybody and not
enough blankets or beds.

The next morning, the prisoners were led to the visitor's house. When
we saw our loved ones we were happy; but when we saw their physical
condition, we started to cry. The soldiers waved their rifles at us and
warned us to stop. We were given one to two hours to see our relatives,
depending on their behavior in the camp. We were allowed to hug and
touch them. We spoke softly but did not dare to say much because we
were being watched. The only thing my son had said was that 1should
bring him as much food as possible. On the way back home, we cried a
lot.

In 1981, after six years in reeducation camps, my youngest son was

released. Only then did he tell me about lifein the camp.Eachmorning he
received two pieces of sweet potato for breakfast. The prisoners had to
cultivate fields or cut down trees. Some of them cultivated vegetables, not

for the prisoners but onlyforthe staff. Theworksiteforprisonerswasfive
or six kilometers from the camp, and at the work site they received
Russian cake made of flour. Sometimes prisoners stole vegetables

because they were starving. Sometimes they ate manioc, although this
was very dangerous; for if they ate too much, their skin would swelland
turn yellow. Dinner consisted of one bowl of rice with salt. Once a week
they were given political lessons. On Sundays, they did not go out for
daily work, but stayed home and did their own cooking.
Because of the way we have been treated by the communists, many
people have tried to escapefromVietnam. Eventhough they have a high
risk of dying along the way, they dare to try an escape. In 1980,my first
son escaped; he disappeared and has not been heard from since.We now
assume that he is dead. My other sons remain in Vietnam but want to
leave, using the Orderly Departure Program. But it is a long process. My
case took four-and-a-half years.

Actually, 1tried to get out beginning in 1975.Since my daughter lived
in America, 1hoped to be able to leave; but the soldiers at the American
embassy refused to let me board the airplane. From that time on, my
daughter tried to get me out. Because 1 am old, the Viet Cong did not
make any difficulties for me. They give a hard time only to the young
people and to big families.
Mydaughter saysthat she doesn't mind helping me with food, but she
is afraid for my health; she cannot afford to pay my health coverage, and 1
do not qualify for Medicare since 1 am not a refugee.
1was happy! America! It is just like heaven! Because people live here in

freedom. You can goanywhere. Yoq-can live richer. Over here 1seepeople
go by in cars, but in Vietnam people ride bicycles and are poor.
1 remember that when 1 first came here 1 could not recognize my
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daughter, whom I had not seen since 1962.Butshe recognized me, even
though I was old and very skinny. Because of the difference in hours, it
took me about a week to adjust to night and day in America.
Ialsogot used to American food; I caneatAmericanfood! Mydaughter
cooks American food, and she and her Vietnamese husband live and eat

like Americans: salad, canned food, barbecued chicken, no soup.
I'm sad, though, because my daughter's children speak only English.
Also, at my daughter's house, I do nothing. My daughter won't let me do
anything because she thinks everything is strange for me. She tells me to
rest. But I cannot stay doing nothing. My daughter does not let me cook;
she does the cooking, and I water the garden. I help them clean house
after eating. On Saturday my daughter turns to the Vietnamese broad

cast because she thinks that I am sad. I regret I don't know how to speak
English. I can speak French, and I will learn how to speak English.
In Vietnam, every family, even Christians, must have an altar to wor
ship ancestors, and the Buddha too. But not here in America. I never see
any houses with altars here.

My religion is Buddhism. Iwent to pagodas all the time. In Vietnam, we

have monkswho preachBuddhist religionon Sundaysand formal days,
and I went to the pagoda at those times. I've not yet visited a pagoda in
America.

I notice that Vietnamesepeople in America don't go to the pagoda a lot
becausethey livefaraway. Theyrarelyhavefree time. I miss not goingto
the pagoda because I have just arrived here. In Vietnam I used the bus to
visitfriendsand the pagoda.It'scheaper. Over here, mychildrenmustgo
to work. They don't have time to drive me. This is my major concern; I am
very sad.

In Vietnam, we went by pedicab or Lambretta—the three-wheel

cycle—which could carry several people. We moved around a lot, either
with these vehiclesor by walking. Overhere inAmerica, I canwalkonlya
couple of kilometers; then I get tired.
In Vietnam, under the communists, people like me who were over the
working age of 60 could wander freely all about the town. Nobody
bothered us; no one created trouble as long as we didn't involve our
selves in politics. It was easy for us to travel. I went all over, sometimes to

coffee shops, sometimes to big restaurants. At first these were reserved
only forthe V.C., but laterthey letin everyone.Thepriceswere cheap. My
friends and I would buy beer, cola, orange, and sweet cakes, sometimes
even ice cream.

In Vietnam, in a village,from the top to the end, everybody knows each
other. Even in the city where I lived, we knew each other and visited one
another. If I was sick, my friends visited me, and I did the same for them. I
would see my friends at the market. When I think of that, I miss not
having people I know nearby; it's very sad. Over here I live at home and I
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cannot go anywhere. In Vietnam, if I felt sad, I'd go to visit my friends, my
fellow "sisters."

Older Vietnamese people who come to America write letters back
home. They don't have work or jobs to do, even though they are active
people, so it is sad for them. Because there are lots of cars here, they do
not walk. My daughter warns me that I may be run over by cars, so I am
afraid to walk. In Vietnam, we went to the pagoda or to friends; here we
stay at home. I want to find something to do, but cannot find anything
suitable. I am very sad, and I have nowhere to go.
Hearts of Sorrow

In 1986, Ba Tam moved out of her daughter's house to a town several
hundred miles away. At the age of 76, she has decided to live out her
remaining days, not with her family, but with several elderly friends who,
like herself, embody a life style and values no longer shared with the
generation of their adult Vietnamese children.
In 13 years or less, many Vietnamese refugees and immigrants, most of
them starting with little or no resources, have already made the transi
tion from mere survival in the unfamiliar society of America to economic
strength and self-sufficiency. Americans frequently hear about the stun
ning successes of the Vietnamese. Often overlooked is that the Viet
namese have not adjusted to America without costs. Many Vietnamese
Americans have experienced devastating losses of relatives and friends,
have personally undergone terrifying ordeals during the war, as
prisoners in reeducation camps and jails after the war, or as boat people
fleeing Vietnam; virtually all have experienced a sense of guilt at leaving
behind loved ones in Vietnam whom they well may never see again. They
know that the communists in Vietnam are deliberately dismantling
society as they knew it.
In America, too, they find that many of the values and social arrange
ments that they cherish wither when confronted with the American
leveling process. Vietnamese parents have much difficulty rearing
children in the permissive society of America, in which the authority of
adults is undermined; children distance themselves from their parents.
And the elderly find themselves psychologically if not physically aban
doned. For many elders such as Ba Tam, who sacrificed greatly for their
children, these changes are almost as devastating as the loss of their
homeland.

Ba Tam, like Vietnamese Americans of many ages, reveals in her life a
distinctive predicament: beneath the surface of success lies sorrow. One
young man said, "On the outside, lam like an American; I drive to work in
my car; I eat hamburgers at lunch. But on the inside, I am Vietnamese; I
cannot forget my mother, hungry in Vietnam, while I have it easy here."
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He would like to be reunited with his mother. For Ba Tam, however,

family reunification did not bringhappiness, but the senseofa deep loss.
She, like many other Vietnamese in America, says, "Life is not at ease
here." ["Song khong thoai mai."] Although they are deeply grateful for
the basic freedoms ofAmerica,they feel in, but not of,this culture; there is

no homeland to which they can return. They realize that they represent
the end of an era, a way of life that will never again be seen. The deep
tragedy of their lives is best highlighted in this poignant passagein The
Tale ofKieu by Nguyen Du, Vietnam's greatest poet:
Trai Qua mot cuoc be dau,

Nhung dieu trong thay ma dau don long.
(Those vicissitudes we have experienced,
cause our hearts to break.)

This is part of the opening verse of a long narrative poem about ThuyKieu, a heroine who, over many years, retains her chaste outlook and
purity while being betrayed, dishonored, and subjected to terrible
ordeals and suffering.
In literal translation, that passage reads, "To experience the events of
the mulberry-covered sea, while watching over these events, causes
sorrows of the heart." The "mulberry-covered sea" refers to the time it
takes for the sea to transform itself into a mulberry field and vice versa;
this is a poetic expression for momentous transformations that occur in

the lives of a people, for a grief so deep that it transcends political or
partisan boundaries, for a mourning for the sufferings endured by the
Vietnamese people over the centuries.

Many Vietnamese Americans are visibly moved when they hear the
recitation of the opening lines of The Tale ofKieu, for they, like Ba Tam,

likentheir own experiences to the heartbreak and suffering epitomized
in Nguyen Du's immortal poem. Ba Tarn's "heart of sorrow" is a Viet
namese tragedy in its cultural expression, but it is also a wider human
tragedy that engages us all.

Note

' Copyright, James M. Freeman, 1988. "Ba Tam" isapseudonym. Portions ofBa
Tam's life story will appear in another form in my forthcoming book. Hearts of
Sorrow: Vietnamese American Lives. My biographies project was funded by a
National Endowment for the Humanities Summer Stipend (1982), bya National
Endowment for the HumanitiesFellowship for College Teachers (1983-1984),
and a Sabbatical Leave from San Jose State University (1983-1984).
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South Asian

Immigrants:
Then and Now

Karen Leonard

SANTAClaraCountyissecondonlytoLosAngelesCountyasaCali
fornia destination for immigrants from South Asia. In the 1980
Census, Asian Indians numbered 5,659 in Santa Clara County,' and the
number is growing rapidly. The South Asian community is large and its
members come from all over India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh. Most are

recent immigrants, members of the most affluent, highly placed Asian
immigrant group in the U.S. at this time,^ and they have settled in upper
class, urban, residential neighborhoods. Most have come in family units.
Often both father and mother hold good jobs, while the children already
know English from their schooling back in India.
Not only have these immigrants moved into the American economy at
a level that allows them to maintain a stable family life, they also have
established a whole infrastructure of economic, social, and religious insti

tutions geared to the South Asian community. South Asian restaurants,
sari shops, jewelry stores, and other ethnic businesses cater to the new
immigrants' needs. Associations have developed based on the many dif
ferent regional languages and religious and sectarian groups. These
smaller groups celebrate distinctive regional and religious occasions in
Santa Clara County today. Even the restaurants are beginning to reflect
the diversity of the South Asian subcontinent by specializing in Gujerati,
Hyderabadi, or other regional cuisines.
These South Asian immigrants are the beneficiaries of the liberalized
U.S. immigration laws after 1965 (LaBrack 1982). They come as needed
professionals, and their relativescome under the system ofpreference to
close relatives. Although there may be an underclass now developing in
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this prosperous new immigrant community, most of these South Asian
immigrants are faced with opportunities rather than constraints in their
new home.

Few of these new immigrants know much about the earlier immi

grants from India to California. Not many of the so-called "old Hindus"
are still alive but they are remembered in many parts of rural California.
Those pioneers were very different in their personal characteristics from
the newcomers; their experiences as Asian immigrants in the U.S. were
very different too. Largely illiterate men from farming backgrounds in
India's northwestern Punjab province, they faced discriminatoryfederal
and state laws which severely limited their opportunities here.
Contrasting the experience of the Punjabi pioneers with that of the
newcomers from South Asia reveals the impact of state policy on the

formation and maintenance of ethnicgroups (Brass 1985). Thisimpact is
felt with special force even at the level of marriage and family life.
Discriminatory public policies affected marriage choices and landholding patterns for the earlier immigrants; later, the revocation of those
discriminatory policies allowed other choices to be made that
dramatically affected their family life.
A recounting of the earlier experience will show how individual life

cycles, family life cycles, and state policy interpenetrated to create
problems for the pioneer South Asians.
Earlier Experience

South Asians began to come in numbers in the second decade of the

20th century, when the situation for Asian immigrants to California was
deteriorating. The Chinese ExclusionAct had been passed in 1882, and
Japanese immigration was heavily cut by the Gentlemen's Agreement in
1907.Many of the early Punjabi immigrants were former policemen and
soldiers, coming from service in BritishEmpire posts throughout the Far
East. They had heard that there was work for them in California, but they
began to encounter discrimination at the point of entry. As the numbers
of Punjabi men working in California grew, so did the prejudiceagainst
them; and after close scrutiny of their health and resources, many were
turned back as they tried to disembark in San Francisco or Seattle (Millis

1912: 381;Jacoby 1978: 162).Thosewhogotintookjobsinlumbermills,
on the railroads, and in agriculture, working overseas to supplement
family incomes back in the Punjab.
These South Asian men who came to California in the second decade

ofthis centurywerea homogeneous group, particularly when compared
to today's immigrants. They were nearly all from the Punjab province,
mostly from the three districts of Ludhiana, Jullunder, and Hoshiarpur.
They came as young men, aged 16 to 35. Most were Sikhs, Jat Sikhs (a
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landholding caste), although some 10 per cent were Muslims and per
haps 1 per cent were Hindus. These early Punjabi immigrants found that
while Anglos dominated political life, immigrants from many places
worked in California agriculture. The Punjabis stuck together, forming
partnerships and work gangs, leasing land or travelling around the state
for seasonal work. They were referred to as "Hindus," meaning those
who came from India (Hindustan).

In California, these Punjabi men found some continuities with their
homeland in India. Most obvious was the continuity in their relationship
with political authority. Both in India and in the U.S., they were subject to
non-Indian rulers who denied them political rights. This perception
developed slowly in California. For at first those who applied for U.S.
citizenship got it, and learning about the American Revolution stimu
lated organization of the Ghadar party here to fight for the indepen
dence of India from Great Britain (Vatuk and Vatuk 1968). But with the

enactment of legislation essentially to halt Asian immigration (the 1917
Barred Zone Act) and the denial of citizenship to South Asians in 1923
(the Thind Decision, which held that they were Caucasian but not white),
the Punjabi men realized the extent of the legal constraints on their
opportunities. California's Alien Land Laws, originally designed to
prevent the Japanese from leasing or owning agricultural land on the
basis of their status as aliens ineligible for citizenship, were applied to the
Punjabis as a consequence of the Thind Decision.' This was a particularly
telling blow, because most of the Punjabi men were from farming back
grounds in India and were doing well in California agriculture (Das
1923).

These men's experience as immigrants in the United States, then, ulti
mately sharpened their sense of disenfranchisement. They fought back.
To obtain political rights, they organized to lobby for U.S. citizenship and
organized the Ghadar party here to fight for their freedom in India, too,
contributing much time and money to these efforts.
Another continuity lay in similarities between the British colonial
system in which the Punjabi men had grown up and the Anglodominated system to which they had moved. These men were used to
dealing with English-speaking white men in positions of authority; they
also had considerable experience with a legal system like that in Cali
fornia. Although largely illiterate, they had political skills that proved
useful in dealing with the constraints placed upon them. They developed
relationships with Anglo landowners, bank officials, and lawyers who
helped them stay in farming; and many Punjabis did well (Leonard
1985).

But the discontinuities were equally striking, and none more so than in
the area of personal and family life. U.S. restrictions on Asian immigra
tion prevented all but a handful of Punjabi women from joining their hus-
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bands/ and miscegenation laws (on the books until 1951 in California)
prohibited marriage with women of other races. Hispanic women, like
the Indians technically Caucasian but viewed as non-white, became the
major source of wives in the U.S. for the Punjabi men. These women
included many recent immigrants from Mexico, Mexican Americans
from all over the southwestern United States, and Puerto Ricans. Faced

with such a couple, county clerks generally filled in the blank for race on
the marriage license applications with "brown" for both man and
woman.'

First Marriages

The first marriages between Asian Indian men and Hispanic women
occurred in the Imperial Valley, along California's border with Mexico.
From about 1915, large numbers of Mexicans moved across the border
from Texas to California, displaced by the revolution and taking agricul
tural work. The cultivation of cotton brought together Punjabi cotton
farmers with Mexican families picking cotton in their fields. Often these
families had young, unmarried girls. Characteristically, sets of sisters or
sometimes a mother and daughters married Punjabi men who were part
ners. The partners and their wives lived in joint households out along the
canals and dirt roads of Imperial County. These couples and the children
born to them were called "Mexican-Hindus," perpetrating the erroneous
term for the men and terming all of the women "Mexican"because they
were all Spanish-speaking (Leonard 1982).
Southern California was the heartland of the Mexican-Hindu com

munity. By the late 1930s, there were at least 500 Mexican-Hindu families

in the American southwest, most of them based in the Imperial Valley.
Approximately one third of the men from India who had elected to stay in
California married and formed families in the U.S.* This decision

undoubtedly estranged them to some extent from their relatives back in
India, where society placed strong prohibitions on marriages outside
one's own caste. These marriages were not only outside caste but also
outside religion and language boundaries.

The Mexican-Hindu community had some unique cultural and struc
tural features that caused problems. For one thing, at least half of the
Punjabi men who married in the U.S. had been married before leaving
India. Thus there were families in India who were either wholly deserted
or to whom the men sent money regularly throughout their working

lives. Two other immediately obvious problems in the majority of the biethnic marriages were the different languages spoken by the men and
women—Punjabi and Spanish—and the systematic differences in their
ages at marriage. The Punjabi men were significantly older than the
Hispanic women they married, which became increasingly important as
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the couples aged.'
Cultural accommodations and conflicts within these families were

many (Leonard and LaBrack 1983). Initially, it seemed that the men
adapted to the language and culture of their wives. As more and more
children were born, this orientation to Mexican-American culture

became more pronounced. Most of the Mexican-Hindu children were
born in the early 1920s and came of age in the early 1940s. The children,
through their names, language, biological, and ritual kin (the compadrazgo or godparent system) were strongly socialized into their
mothers' Hispanic culture. Almost all of the names given to the children
were Hispanic: Jesusita Singh, Mario Singh, Angelita Chand, Jose Akbar
Khan. Some of the Punjabi men also took Spanish names or nicknames:
Maghyar/Miguel Singh, Inder/Andreas Singh, Sawarn/Salvador Singh.
A few fathers insisted on putting an Indian name on a son's birth certifi
cate but proved unable to put that name into use: "Kishen? Oh, you mean
Domingo."

However, the children grew up proud of their hard-working,
independent-minded fathers. Favorite Punjabi foods, notably chicken
curry, vegetable curries, and roti (a tortilla-like bread) were prepared in
all these households. The sound of the men's voices speaking Punjabi
was familiar. But because the men worked long hours, they had little time
to teach their children the Punjabi language.' Whether Sikh, Muslim, or
Hindu, there were few religious specialists among them, and they were
generally broadminded about religion.' They did encourage the reli
gious education of their children, primarily in the Catholic Church; and
they participated in the compadrazgo system, standing as godfathers
to each other's children in baptism, confirmation, and communion
ceremonies."

The limitations and opportunities set at the highest level of the political
system by the laws governing immigration, citizenship, and access to
economic opportunities had an impact on family and community life. The
marriages to Hispanic women owed much to legal constraints: the
closing down of immigration to Asians, so that the men who came and
worked here could not bring their families over or easily travel to and
from India; the miscegenation laws that prevented them from marrying
anyone whom the County Clerk perceived to be racially different from
themselves; perhaps even the Alien Land Law, which may have
encouraged these men to marry women eligible for citizenship, as were
Mexican immigrants."
While state law originally made it hard for the men to marry as they
pleased, it also provided ways to get out of marriage. Divorce was open to
their wives as well. The men were initially unfamiliar with divorce law.
American divorce law was undoubtedly an unpleasant surprise for some:
the first wife in the Imperial Valley to request a divorce was shot dead by
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her husband on the way to the lawyer. And divorce petitions often fea
tured a wife's request for the children, community property, and alimony.
But many of the Punjabi men came to believe in love as the basis for
marriage and conceded that when love was gone it was better to give up
on the marriage and try again (Leonard 1987). A number of the men and
women involved in these couples married several times.
Furthermore, the state continued to pose a threat to marriages through
the miscegenation laws. For, while initial opposition to the first few
Punjabi-Hispanic marriages receded'' so that at least 200 such marriages
had occurred in the Imperial Valley by the 1930s, the miscegenation law
could be resurrected and applied in times of heightened prejudice. In the
Imperial Valley, such a time came in the 1930s. Imperial County charged
violation of the Alien Land Law, when in 1933 the District Attorney filed
conspiracy charges against four Punjabi farmers and five Anglo lan
downers. At the same time, it appears that the Imperial County Clerk
attempted to hinder Punjabi marriages to Hispanic women: in 1933 and
1934, a number of the marriage license applications were accompanied
by affidavits of "Indian descent" from the brides.

Another state policy that affected family life was informal rather than
formal. As the Mexican-Hindu children grew up, they suffered from

segregation condoned by the local and state governments. In the Imperial
Valley and elsewhere in rural California, the schools reflected the racial
and ethnic residential segregation of the towns. Regardless of where the
Mexican-Hindu families actually lived in the countryside, most of their
children were sent to the elementary and secondary schools in the socalled "foreign" or "Mexican" sections of town, despite a few fathers'
success in protesting this practice. Wherever they went to school, these
"half-and-half" children met with prejudice from their schoolmates,
according to numerous interviews with second generation men and
women. The prejudice of teachers as well can be inferred from a remark
made in the 1920s that the Japanese-Mexicans and Mexican-Hindus in
the Imperial Valley were "the meanest children the teachers have to deal
with.'"'*

American Citizens

Yet another legal provision profoundly affected family relationships
for these families. Because the Mexican-Hindu children were born here,

they were American citizens. That meant that they, unlike their fathers,
could lease and own agricultural land. Their fathers were not slow to see

the advantages of that power. Following the lead of Japanese farmers
throughout California,the Punjabi men became guardians of their minor

children, acquiredland, and managed it on the children'sbehalfthrough
county probate courts. But as the children came of age in the late 1930s
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and early 1940s, tensions arose over land ownership. In one notorious
case, an older Punjabi man married the 16-year-old Mexican-Hindu
daughter ofanother Punjabi, and bride and bridegroom claimed the land
that was in her name. Her father protested, but, although a minor in age,

she prevailed because she was married.''
Continuing U.S. discriminatory immigration policies interfered with
the Punjabi men's plans for their children's marriages. When most ofthe
Mexican-Hindu children came of age, legal immigration from India was
still restricted, so fathers were unable to arrange marriages with partners

from India, of full Indian parentage. (The author was informed that a
number of fathers had picked out spouses in India for their children.)
Some Mexican-Hindus married others like themselves, but more often

they married Mexican-Americans or Anglos. And the families and
descendants dispersed throughout California and diversified
occupationally.

Among the reasons for this dispersal and diversification were the
depression and the advent of large-scale mechanized farming in the
south, which pushed some of the poorer Mexican-Hindu families to
Fresno and further north, to the vineyards and orchards where their
children could continue to earn needed income from agricultural work.

After World War II, access to agricultural land posed a problem for these
families. As Hatch has shown (1975), inheritance of land became the

majormeans ofaccess to agriculture. ThePunjabifarmers, however able,
had had to overcome legal obstacles, which slowed their acquisition of
land. Also, by the 1950s (as we shall see shortly) some sons were not
inheriting land from their Punjabi fathers because of disputes, or, after
the immigration laws changed, because relatives from India suddenly
appeared as rivals. ThusMexican-Hindu sonsmoved out offarming and
into California's cities, including San Jose.

But wherever they moved, and whomever they married, the MexicanHindu children remained highly conscious of their unique ancestry and
of the Mexican-Hindu community in which they had grown up. Descen
dants of the Punjabi-Mexican couples remained in touch with each other,
and even today news of a death or marriage in these Mexican-Hindu
families travels quicklyby telephoneand letter fromSanJosetoFresnoto
Holtville or vice versa.

Policies at the state level changed the context dramatically in the 1940s

for the Punjabi pioneers,affecting their lives and the livesof their family
members. In 1946 the passage of the Luce-Cellarbill made South Asians
eligible for U.S. citizenship and therefore for the leasing and owning of
agricultural land. This change meant that the new citizens could bring
immediate relatives, a small number of immigrants, from India. Then in

1947British Indiagavebirth to twoindependent nations, Indiaand Pakis
tan, arousing tremendous pride in the early immigrants. A number of
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them resumed connections with relatives, went for visits, or planned to
retire to South Asia. The trickle of new immigrants became a flood with
the changes in U.S. immigration laws in the mid-1960s. The surviving
pioneers were virtually overwhelmed by new Punjabi immigrants to
rural California, particularly in the Yuba City/Marysville area (La Brack
1982).

These developments produced strong emotions. Pakistan was a sur
prise to many California Punjabis, not in close touch with the Muslim

League movement for an Islamic state which would split the Punjab in
half between Pakistan and India. The League's success in the 1946 elec
tions forced the concession of Pakistan from the British, and the partition
of India ensued. Great enthusiasm for the two new nations and the hor

rendous bloodshed which accompanied partition in the Punjab resulted
in divisions between Sikhs and Muslims here. In earlier decades these

men had come to accept the American misnomer "Hindu," but to some
the term now became an insult. The Muslims devised a new name for

themselves, "Spanish-Pakistanis," to distinguish them sharply from the
other "old Hindus," who were mostly Sikhs, and from the MexicanHindus; and they established a mosque in Sacramento (Khan 1981). The

Sikh temple in Stockton began to bring over more specialized priests.
New Sikh temples were founded around the state.

Access to U.S. citizenship and to India and Pakistan again released
strong and unpredictable emotions in the arena offamily life. ThePunjabi
homeland and Punjabi relatives were suddenly available to the men in
California. Some ofthe men enthusiastically took their Hispanic wivesto
visit their native villages in India or Pakistan, and a few Mexican-Hindu

childrenwentaswell. Other men sponsorednephewsor sonsand grand
sons from their earlier marriages to immigrate to the U.S.;sometimes this
sponsorship was at the expense of further investment in their Mexican-

Hindu children. The long-awaited legal right to own land in their own
names coincidedwith the sudden availability of relatives in Indiaas part
ners or heirs, and all too often these new options coincided with and
exacerbated growing tensions within the Mexican-Hindu families.

These families provide a dramatic illustration of the important ques
tion raisedby Wolf (1984) as to how individual life cycles and the family
lifecycleare correlated and, beyond that, of the waysin which individual
lifecycles, family life cycles, and state policyinterpenetrate. Thefamilies
were big ones,'® and the children's socialization into the Hispanic cul
ture oftheir mothersand the dominantAnglo society hadbeenthorough.
As the men aged and the children became adolescents, disagreements
between husband and wife increased. Daughters andsonsbegan dating,
usually with the mother's approval but not the father's. Frustrated fathers

tried to arrange marriagesfor their children or, belatedly, to educate them

about the proper caste and regional origins for spouses. The age dif78

ference between husband and wife also became important because the
women wanted to continue an active social life when the men were

becoming too old to do so. Then, just as most of the children were coming
of age, U.S. and British policies changed to give their fathers access to U.S.
citizenship and to their homeland once again. Some of the men divorced
or left women here and brought over their first wives or journeyed to the
Punjab to bring back a young Punjabi bride.
Not surprisingly, property and inheritance issues proved most explo
sive within these families. It is hard to separate material interest from
emotion when analyzing these family experiences (Medick and Sabean
1984: 11). Father-son relationships were the most difficult. As noted, to
avoid the Alien Land Law, most Punjabi farmers had put land in the
names of their minor children. The Mexican-Hindu sons worked in

farming alongside their fathers. Upon reaching adulthood, the younger
men tried to take more active roles in running the farms but were often
denied such roles by the Punjabi men who had just obtained title to their
own land and did not wish to give up any control. Then, when Punjabi
nephews or even closer male relatives suddenly became available as
alternatives to these rather alien Mexican-Hindu sons who spoke

Spanish, were Catholic, and dated and married whomever they pleased,
some men became ambivalent about their American families. One man

sold all his land and retired to South Asia, leaving his son and grand

children with nothing. Some brought relatives over from India, little
suspecting the disputes which would break out after their deaths
between the new arrivals and the Mexican-Hindu widows and descen

dants. One man tried to become executor of his partner's estate, even

before his partner's death, to prevent its going to the man's Hispanic wife
and children.

But what of the Punjabi-Hispanic couples whose relationships were
successful and long-lasting? Even for these families, deeply proud of their
Hindu pioneer founders, the changes in U.S. immigration and citizen
ship law after 1946'^ have led to unsettling encounters with new immi
grants from South Asia. The "old Hindus" were all from one province, all
Punjabi-speakers. Furthermore, they were rural people, largely
uneducated in any language. They had made many adaptations to live
and farm in the U.S., changing their dress and diet, learning new lan
guages, depending upon bankers, farmers, and storekeepers of diverse
nationalities for their very livelihood. The new immigrants and their
expectations have turned out to be very different.
Lack of Continuity
The Mexican-Hindus and Asian Indian newcomers do not display the
continuity deemed characteristic of the immigrant experience, espe-
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cially the help extended by those who arrived earlier to newcomers in
regard to residence, jobs, and credit." There is a relative lack of interac
tion; for here the transmission of ethnic identity has been interrupted, in
that the descendants of earlier immigrants have been so transformed by
adaptation to Mexican-American culture and by their eventual Ameri
canization that they are not recognizably Asian Indian. The MexicanHindus see themselves as exemplifying a positive trend towards
assimilation into the larger American culture. Mexican-Hindu descen
dants in Santa Clara County today, for instance, intermarry with Blacks,
Koreans, Anglos, and others, although they recall their South Asian
ancestors with pride (Kakar 1983). To most of the new immigrants, how
ever, such assimilation is alarming. The descendants of the "old Hindus"
know little about India and its culture, as is immediately apparent to
newcomers, who look down on them for this ignorance.
But the newcomers are ignorant, too. While there has been some
material published about the Punjabi pioneers, Hispanic wives are not
prominently mentioned, which conveys the impression that only a hand
ful of men married here. New immigrants are surprised to learn of the
numerous marriages; and, because they do not understand the con
straints of earlier decades, their reaction is often one of disapproval.^®
Many of them come from parts of India where the caste system is far
stronger than in the Punjab, particularly with respect to issues of purity
and pollution. They have come as families, with children; and one of their
greatest worries focuses on their children, who will be brought up bereft
of direct immersion in the culture of South Asia. Anxious to maintain

their own culture here, learning about the earlier immigrants and their
descendants

arouses

not

interest

and

admiration

but

fear

and

apprehension.
But, as has been shown, the historical circumstances of the early 20th
century, in particular the state and federal policies regarding immigra
tion, citizenship, marriage, and access to agricultural land, determined
the bi-ethnic constitution of families and community by the Punjabi
pioneers. The emphasis here has been on the impact of state policies on
the early South Asian immigrants and the community they constituted,
b ecause these policies go a long way in explaining the striking differences
between the old and new South Asian immigrant communities.
For the Punjabi pioneers, a relatively small group of homogeneous
men,^' political constraints dominated their lives. Despite an ideology of
justice and equality for all groups in a multi-ethnic society, the United
States and California in the early 20th century distributed resources and
privileges unequally to different racial and ethnic groups. State strategies
and policies adversely affected the formation and persistence of family
and community by the South Asian pioneers. Not only did government
intervene directly in these matters, the political component of their self-
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image wasimportant to the Punjabi men and played a major role in the
emotional life of the Mexican-Hindu families. The case of the Mexican-

Hindu community illustratesthe need to investigatecarefullythe waysin
which individual life cycles, family life cycles, and public policies
interpenetrate.

Policy issuesconcern the new immigrants, too.Forexample, whatwill
be the impact on their lives of questions involving relations betweenthe
U.S.,India, Pakistan,and Bangladesh, ofquestions concerning hi-national

citizenship and taxation, and of questions about which associational
leaders will gain official recognition as representative of South Asian
interests? But the new immigrants from South Asia have come to reside

in a polity morenearly fulfilling its ideological goals, lessa distributor of
privileges and more a promoter of justice and equality among groups
than the polity that faced their immigrant forebears. The opportunities
open to the new immigrants, not onlyto pursue their chosenlivelihoods
but also to direct their own family and community life, contrast greatly
with the limitations on the earlier immigrants. The Asian Indian
newcomers are entering an entirely different opportunity structure, one

that may allow them to achieve through their families goals of cultural
continuitythat were beyondthe reachoftheir predecessors. ThePunjabi
and Mexicanpioneers were, even if not by their own choosing, pioneers
in every aspect of their lives.

Notes

' India West, Feb. 11,1983, citingthe 1980 Federal Census. LosAngeles County
had 18,562 Asian Indians. "Asian Indian" is the term used to designate "race" for

persons from India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh, aterm used for thefirst time inthe
1980 Census as the result of petitions. Race classification in the census is deter
mined by self-identification or according to one's mother.

^RobertW. Gardner,Bryant Robey, &Peter C. Smith, Asian Americans: Growth,
Change, and Diversity, Population Bulletin, Vol. 40, No. 4 (Population Reference
Bureau, Inc.: Washington DC, 1985), pp. 30-34. See also comparative data in

Jacqueline Desbarats, "Thai Migration to Los Angeles," Geographical Review, VoL
69, No. 3 (1979), 302-318.

' These laws are reviewed in articles by S. Chandrasekhar and Gary R. Hess in

Population Review, Vol. 25, Nos. 1and 2 (1981) (aspecial issueon Indian immigra
tion); HaroldJacoby, "MoreThindAgainst than Sinning" Pacific Historical Review,
Vol. 11, No. 4 (1958), 1-2, 8 (BhagatSingh Thind was appellant). See also the

Supreme Court Reporter, April 1,1923, Vol. 43, No. 10,338—342. Most ofthe early
citizenships that had been granted were revoked.

'' Some sixalready-married womenfrom IndiawhohadenteredtheU.S. before
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1924 showed up in California county records.

' If an fiispanic woman was too white or "Spanish-looking," it was difficult to
get a license, according to Moola Singh (Selma, 1983).
' 1,873 men from India lived in CaUtornia in 1930 and 1,476 in 1940: H. Brett

Melendy, Asians in America (N.Y., 1981), 255 (citing U.S. Census figures).
' The mean difference was 12 years and the median 14 years between the men
and women in the marriages. These figures come from computer analysis of 111
first generation couples for whom I found marriage licenses in county record
offices in California.

*Older boys who worked with their fathers and other Hindus in the fields or on
the migratory labor circuit learned some Punjabi, primarily for farm work; these
boys included some Mexican stepsons.

' A Sikh temple in Stockton was a social and political, as much as a religious,
center for all the Punjabi men and the site of fund-raising efforts for the Indian
nationalist movement back in India. The farmers also contributed money to sup
port lobbying efforts by the few educated, urban Indians working to change the
U.S. immigration and citizenship laws.
In this system of ritual kinship, the godparents were usually drawn from
within the Mexican-Hindu community. But the influence of the godmothers was
heavier than that of the Sikh, Muslim, and Hindu godfathers, who did not con
vert to Catholicism, regardless of their designation as godfather on the baptismal
or other certificate in the church.

" I have argued elsewhere, however, that circumventing the Alien Land Law
was not the primary motivation for the marriages: Leonard 1982, 70.

For this 1921 case, see the Brawley News, April 16,1921, and Imperial County
death certificate no. 44:4 (April), 1921.

The first marriages got newspaper headlines in the local papers, and not only
Anglo society but also Mexican men objected to them; there were several cases of
fights between Punjabi and Mexican men and one case in which the brides were
kidnapped, taken to Mexico, and beaten.

Elmer Heald, District Attorney of Imperial County, said this in 1927 or 1928:
Paul Taylor, Field Notes for his book, Mexican Labor in the United States, 1927-1930,

ed., Abraham Hoffman, 74-79. Bancroft Library, University of California,
Berkeley.

" See the Post Press, August 13, 1939, for the story.
"A subset of mothers for whom fertility records could be assembled had 6.4
children each. These were 66 women for whom the author could compute
"maternal fertility"; 24 of them brought children into their relationships with
Punjabis.

" Obviouslythe reassertion of claimsfrom the Punjabi families is responsible
for some of these developments. Sources here include Imperial County Probate
cases and interviews with four descendants.

" See LaBrack's article in Population Review, op. cit. The 1965 law allows20,000
immigrants a year from each nation.

" Thisis shown for the Chinese and Japaneseby Ivan Light, Ethnic Enterprise in
America (Berkeley, 1972).

Many longtime Americans do not know or have forgotten about the many
laws discriminating against Asians. Often new immigrants do not learn about
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these matters.

At any Census, there were under 2 000 Asian Indians in California until 1980,
when there were 60,000: Bureau of the Census, 1980 Census of Population, PC80Sl-12, Asian and Pacific Islander Population by State, Table 4.
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Mass Movements

of Refugees and
World Responses

Patricia Weiss Fagen

Refugees,
although they may not have been designated as such,
have been on the historical scene as long as there have been states
and rulers from which people have had to flee. The flows of earlier times
were considerably less complicated—even if equally wrenching for the
individuals involved—than they have been during the 20th century.
People in earlier times did not need documentation to move; in many
instances, exiles were welcome additions to their adopted countries

because they brought needed manpower and skills.
This situation had markedly changed by the time Jews and other

groupsdesperatelysearched forasafehavenduringthe 1930s, andfound
closed doors nearly everywhere. After World War II, however, it was

impossible—morally, politically and physically—to fail to respond to the
plight ofthe massive numbers ofhomelessrefugees. Within a shorttime
the survivors of that war had left their makeshift camps for new homes in

Europe, the Americas, Palestine, and elsewhere.
In the 1950s, even before the European refugees of World War II had
been fullyresettled,other refugeeflights were under wayfromthe Soviet
Union, Eastern Europe, and China. During the 1960s, as country after
country in Africa struggledfor independence, thousands ofrefugeesleft,
although, happily, most of these later were able to return.
The refugee flights ofthe 1970sand 1980shave been massive, as willbe
described, and repatriationor return to the country of origin more often
than not has been problematic. Worse, as existing emergencies remain
unresolved, others follow, adding to the strain and once again generating
closed-door responses reminiscent of the 1930s.
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International Mechanisms

By treaty and through the United Nations High Commissioner for

Refugees (UNHCR), the international community singles out one
category of migrants, political refugees, forspecial attention and protec
tion. Because of the post-World War II refugee crisis, the UNHCR was

createdin 1950, supplanting the weaker mechanisms forrefugee protec
tion previously in existence. The UNHCR was charged to protect
refugees and to provide for their assistance and material maintenance. In
1951 and 1967 respectively, the United Nations Convention and the UN

Protocolrelatingtothe StatusofRefugees werepromulgated. Signatories
of one or both, whichcomprise 104nations includingthe UnitedStates

(which has signedthe Protocol), are bound to applythe principle ofnon
refoulement to persons determined to be refugees; i.e. whensuch persons
have crossed international borders, they cannot be sentback forcibly or
unwillingly to the place where they profess to fear persecution on
account of their race, religion, political, or social identification.
The Demography of Refugee Movements

The refugee populationis estimated internationally to constitute about
ten million people; that is slightly higher than the number of people
living in Florida. They come from and are present in large numbers in
every continent and represent every class,race,and ideology. When indi

viduals attemptto flee theircountries because ofhumanrights violations
and fear of persecution, they often find themselves unwanted and unwel
come in other countries where they hope to make a new future. In the
20th century it has not been uncommon for tens of thousands—or even

hundreds of thousands—of people to take flight and seek refuge in
neighboring countries. The nations that receive them must share the

enormous human, economic, and sometimes politicalcost of the events
that precipitated their flight.

Themajority ofthe world's refugees todayoriginate in poorcountries.
In a major study on Human Rights and Massive Exoduses, the former High
Commissionerfor Refugees, Sadruddin Aga Khan, drew attention to the
fact that two thirds of the 36 countries listed in the World Bank's low

income category eitherproduced or received major refugee populations
during the 1970s.' He concluded that the ongoing refugee movements
among poor countries were augmenting human suffering, increasing
regional instabilities, and straining scarce resources.
The refugee burden remains heaviestin poor Third World countries.
During the 1980s, however, refugees from poor countries have also

bypassed the equally poor neighboring countries where only bare
survivalis possible; large numbers have managed to reach the wealthier
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countries of Western Europe and North America.
In these wealthier, industrialized countries, the mechanisms for inter

national assistance and protection established for refugees in the poorer
countries of first asylum either operate very differently or do not operate
at all. For example, Afghans who cross the border into Pakistan are recog
nized as a group to be under UNHCR protection, and they receive
refugee assistance. By contrast, Afghans who arrive in the United States
are obliged to present their refugee credentials to the U.S. government
for individual determinations. Moreover, even if their credentials are

accepted, they are not permitted to remain in the United States ifthey vio
lated U.S. immigration laws in arriving or if they are believed to have
been settled in another country previously.

Consideration of refugee problems, area by area, follows:
Africa

The largest refugee groups—a conservatively estimated three and a
half million—are in Africa. Some of the poorest countries on the conti
nent host the greatest numbers of refugees. While international agencies
and governments continually debate the accuracy of the figures, recent
UNHCR estimates show the following:
The Sudan is host to nearly a million refugees, of which the UNHCR

presently assists just over 500,000. The majority, about 700,000, are from
Ethiopia,and the remainder are from Chad, Uganda,and Zaire.Another
estimated 500,000 Ethiopians are in Somalia. Neither Somalia nor Sudan
have the resource base to support large refugee populations, and both
have suffered from severe drought in recent years. Not surprisingly, the
refugee population has been a factor in provoking political instability,
especially in Sudan. Of the 300,000refugees in Zaire, more than 230,000
are Angolans. The remainder are Ugandans, Rwandans, Burundians, and
Zambians. There are about 112,000 refugees in Uganda, 220,000 in
Tanzania, and 150,000 mainly Mozambican refugees in South Africa.
Indeed, well over 400,000 Mozambican refugees have fled to neigh
boring countries of southern Africa and are among the most desperate in
the world. ^

Many of the refugee-generating countries are also refugee-host coun
tries. For example, Ethiopia is host to 164,000,mainly Sudanese; Angola
shelters nearly 100,000 refugees, mainly from Namibia; Burundi has
about 200,000 refugees, mainly from Rwanda, which, in turn, hosts
refugees from Burundi.
Southeast Asia

The exodus that followed the end of the war in Indochina continues.
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from Vietnam, Kampuchea (Cambodia), and Laos; and an estimated
145,000 remain dispersed among the countries of the Southeast Asian
region. Thailand has been the major host country for this area's refugees,
particularly for Cambodians and Lao. The majority of the latter, nearly
60,000, are comprised of the highland Hmong, who were closely identi
fied with U.S. forces during the Indochinese war.
About 11,000 Vietnamese refugees remain in or have recently arrived
in Thailand usually by boat. The largest number of Vietnamese refugees
is in China which has accepted about 275,000 over the years, while the
Philippines, Hong Kong, Indonesia, and Malaysia each has from 9,000 to
12,000. Of course, hundreds of thousands of Vietnamese have been

resettled out of the Southeast Asian region, the largest numbers in the
United States.

Among the Kampucheans have been two distinct groups: those in
refugee camps under the auspices of the UNHCR, the majority of whom
have been resettled in the United States, Canada, Australia, etc., and the

much larger number—about 200,000—who live along the ThaiCambodian border among the various military factions fighting the
present Kampuchean government. Although the border population does
receive assistance from the United Nations Border Development
Organization, these people are not considered to be refugees, nor even to
be residing in Thai territory. Nor are they considered eligible for resettle
ment in other countries.

Unlike the refugees in Africa, who as a matter of international and
regional policy are assisted, and largely remain, in the region, the
Indochinese have sought to leave the region for other countries. Indeed,
the host countries' willingnessto continue to receive them is contingent
on the continued operation of third country resettlement programs.
While the refugee flight has substantially abated in recent years, these
resettlement programs, for many reasons—such as a perception that the
newcomers are immigrants rather than refugees, and humanitarian

"burn out"—have not kept up with the numbers wishing to migrate.
Those who criticize the slow-down in resettlement efforts fear that the

Thai and other governments will create increasingly harsh "disincen
tives" and even turn the refuge-seekersback,as has happened in the past.
Critics are dismayed by the presence of a growing, residual camp-bound
population with no apparent alternatives. Those who favor a slow-down

in resettlement to the United States and other western countries argue
that resettlement opportunities have created a magnet, attracting people
who are not under compulsion to leave their countries of origin but who
cannot return once they have done so. The dilemma is that a mixture of

people—some legitimate refugees, others discontented and anxious to

rejoin families—continue to travel, at substantial risk, to unfriendly
territories from which they find no exit and in which they may be worse
off than at home.
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The Middle East

More than two and a half million Afghans are registered as refugees in
Pakistan. They live, for the most part, in the Northwest Frontier Provinces
bordering Afghanistan and ethnically similar to it. The impact of so many
newcomers, who were allowed to bring their livestock herds with them,
has brought near-ecological devastation to this once sparsely settled
region and aroused some resentment among the generally sympathetic
local population. Another 1,000,000 Afghans are said to be in Iran.
At the same time, elsewhere in Pakistan, are an estimated 25,000

Iranians, of whom fewer than 3,000 are registered and receiving assis
tance as refugees. Iranians have fled in large numbers to Pakistan, Turkey,
all the countries of Europe, and North America; and more often than not
they are without secure safe haven.
The longest-standing, unresolved refugee situation is that of the
Palestinians in Jordan, Syria, Lebanon, the West Bank, and the Gaza strip.
The refugee population now includes the grandchildren of the original
group that left Israel in 1948. Out of a population estimated at over two
million, only some 350,000 are registered with the United Nations Relief
and Works Agency (UNRWA). UNRWA is responsible for assisting them,
but the UNHCR does not have jurisdiction to protect them. Living in
hostile environments in virtually all the countries where they have taken
refuge and therefore involved in continuing violence, the Palestinians
have now been 40 years without an established homeland.
Eastern Europe

Since the 1950s, Eastern Europeans have been leaving their countries
to be resettled as refugees in Western Europe, North America, Australia,
and New Zealand. The largest number today come from Poland, which as
many as 100,000 are said to have left in recent years. It is perhaps an irony
that, while most efforts seek ways to reduce refugee flows, the interna
tional community persistently criticizes Eastern Europe and especially
the Soviet Union for refusing to allow their citizens to leave and hence
become refugees. The outflow from the Soviet Union, once more than
50,000 a year, fell to under 2,000 in the 1980s. Only in 1987, thanks to new
Soviet policies, are the numbers again rising; now, as before, Soviet
refugees are primarily Jewish, headed for Israel or the United States.
Latin America

More than 700,000 Cubans found refuge in the United States during
the 1960s and early 1970s, in a process that did not involve the interna
tional refugee organizations. Other Cubans went to Spain, Venezuela,
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and elsewhere. The major refugee flight from Brazil, Chile, Uruguay, and
Argentina was directed mainly toward Europe, with important numbers
in Mexico and Venezuela as well. This exile—uniquely—is being
reversed, following major political changes in Brazil, Argentina, and
Uruguay.

From 1980, Haitians, Cubans, and Central Americans, numbering
probably more than a million, have fled to neighboring countries
including the United States and Canada. The UNHCR assists only some
120,000 of these. The UNHCR protects and assists refugees in camps and
settlements in Central America and Mexico. In Canada and the United

States, there is no group protection for Central Americans, and the
respective governments make individual refugee and asylum determina
tions.' More than two thirds of the Central Americans who have fled have

gone to Mexico or the United States. Mexico recognizes 45,000
Guatemalans but another 150,000 or so Guatemalans and Salvadorans

are without legal status.
Only a tiny per cent of asylum seekers from El Salvador and Guatemala
have been approved in the United States. Until late 1986, more than three
quarters of the Nicaraguan applicants were rejected. But at the present
time, the approval rate is about 80 per cent, the highest for any group. For
the first time, governments in this region are faced with large numbers of
people who are already in their countries and claim to be refugees. These
governments must decide whether to allow the newcomers to remain or

to return them to places where they may face persecution or danger.
The Character of Today's Refugee Population

The United Nations Convention and Protocol Relating to the Status of
Refugees defines a refugee as a person who
owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of
race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social
group or political opinion, is outside the country of his
nationality....

This definition, which is also the basis of the U.S. 1980 Refugee Act,
excludes persons who leave their countries because of war, civil strife, or
generalized violence; and it requires that each individual be able to estab
lish that he or she is fearful on the grounds stated. The definition also
specifically excludes from refugee status persons who are involved in
combat and who have been guilty of the persecution of others.
In practice there is considerable flexibility on the issue of whether

refugees may participate in combat activities, as demonstrated by the
presence in refugee camps of Afghan refugee Mujahadin and by the pre90

vious activities of refugee Nicaraguan Contras.
More significant, only a minority of those presently receiving protec
tion and assistance as refugees by the UNHCR have established indi
vidual refugee credentials in conformity with the Convention definition;
and a majority of those who do establish credentials probably would not
strictly meet the definition because they are fleeing danger and conflict,

not persecution. A series of UN resolutions during the 1950s and 1960s
have permitted and encouraged the UN High Commissioner to extend
protection and assistance to defacto and prima facie groups in situations
where individual determinations are not feasible. It is worth noting that
among the countries receiving major refugee groups and permitting
large scale UNHCR and other international operations are many govern
ments (Thailand, Pakistan, Mexico, Honduras, etc.) who have ratified

neither the UN Refugee Convention nor the Protocol.
Most large-scale movements contain a mixture of people, some of
whom are refugees and others not. But emergency responses cannot
await, nor even be contingent upon, individual determinations about
which individual is a refugee and which is not. The UNHCR has estab
lished camps and contracted with international voluntary agencies where
refugee flights have occurred in Southeast Asia, the Middle East, and
Central America. A large portion of the people in refugee camps in these
areas, like the people in Africa, are also defacto rather than "Convention"
refugees.
The terms de facto or prima facie refugees refer to persons in "refugee
like situations." They may not be able to establish individualized fear of
persecution but are in politically-generated situations of danger and are
unable to avail themselves of the protection of their own governments. In
short, de facto refugees are presumed to be refugees, even though their
bona fides have not been individually established.
Not counted in calculations of refugee numbers are people who claim
to be refugees but whose refugee credentials are not recognized by the
host governments. These are principally (1) people who have fled their

places of origin but have not crossed a border into another country; (2)
people who have gone into exile but have not registered themselves as
refugees; and (3) millions of people whose primary reasons for migra
tion are economic rather than political.

During the 1960s, the largest refugee movements have occurred in
Africa as several nations fought for and achieved independence. In the
1960s, finding the refugee definition in the UN Convention/Protocol to
be too restrictive to assure a response to the ongoing massive move
ments, which were driven by war, civil strife, and violence, the Organiza

tion ofAfrican Unity (OAU) f^mulated anexpanded refugee definition
in a 1969 Refugee Convention:
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The term "refugee" shall also apply to every person who,
owing to external aggression, occupation, foreign domina
tion or events seriously disturbing public order in either part
or the whole of his country of origin or nationality, is com
pelled to leave his place of habitual residence in order to seek
refuge. ..
In the 1980s, the largest refugee populations are still in Africa, although
the reasons for flight are now different. The broad OAU regional defini
tion assures that people in flight will not be turned away and allows the
UNHCR, with massive international assistance, to help a large portion of
the Africans who have fled to neighboring countries on the continent.
The presence of international assistance is essential. Without this help,
few countries in the Third World could admit more than a handful of

refugees. Even with international assistance, however, the governments
of most refugee-receiving countries would like to see their guests leave,
and there are tensions in all the countries with large refugee
populations—even where one finds ethnic affinities and political
sympathy for the newcomers (e.g. Afghans in Pakistan). Except for South
east Asians who still are being resettled in Western countries, few
refugees can look forward to leaving the countries in which they first seek
refuge. Arriving refugees outnumber repatriating ones, and several
groups risk becoming communities of permanent exiles.
In sharp contrast to what occurs when large groups of poor people flee
situations of danger or repression by going to neighboring poor coun
tries is what happens when the same or similar groups attempt to flee to
the United States or other industrialized countries. Although the United
States not only has ratified the Protocol but also has its own refugee law
and the world's largest refugee admission program, it provides minimal
first asylum relief. Other industrialized countries offer asylum slightly
more liberally, but in the past decade most have been adopting
increasingly restrictive measures.
The procedures, criteria, and international involvement are entirely
different in industrial countries from the procedures in the developing
world. In effect, virtually no Ethiopian will be turned away from a refugee
camp in the Sudan or Somalia on grounds that he or she is not a refugee;
nor, with few exceptions, are Salvadorans turned away from camps in
Honduras for that reason. However, Ethiopians and Salvadorans are
regularly denied refugee status in Europe and/or North America because
they have not sufficiently demonstrated to an immigration official that
they fear individual persecution for the specific reasons stated in the
refugee definition, if returned to their countries of origin." Ultimately,
judgments as to who is a refugee prove subject to the influence of
geography, national interests, ideological preferences, and the capacity to
shape international policies.
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Present Treatment of Refugees

Clearly many refugee groups have received warm welcomes in this
century, not only on humanitarian grounds but also because host coun
tries had political reasons for admitting them; e.g., the Cubans and Soviet
Jews who sought refuge in the United States during the 1960s and 1970s
helped Americans score major ideological points against Communism.
But, as the Cubans who arrived after 1980 found, a once-generous wel
come could cool at a time of concern over immigration and inadequately

controlled borders and when other political points were to be made.
People today are driven by violence, repression, war, and politically
induced misery to leave their countries, as has always been the case. But
two characteristics of refugee flows in the late 2C)th century distinguish
them from the past: First, today's refugees are less often the result of
short-term political emergencies and more often the results of political
transformations that are permanent in nature, such as in Southeast Asia
and Cuba. In Africa, where the refugee flows of the 1960s were usually
resolved by repatriation at the end of the liberation struggles, there are
today Ethiopians who have been refugees for a decade. Second, refugee
movements from the south increasingly are coming directly to the
industrialized north. In this flight, the politically motivated refugees leave
at the same time as, and often alongside of, the economic migrants. The
latter, no matter how hopeless their prospects for economic survival at
home, have no claims to admission, protection, or status in other
countries.

Governments, including our own, speak of the ongoing refugee migra
tions as situations of crisis. Commonly, governments tend to exaggerate
the crisis proportion of movements that bring to their territories
unwanted groups or even the national entities for which they have strong
sympathies, if they come in very large numbers. Nevertheless, today*s
refugee flows do pose major and largely unprecedented problems for
host countries both north and south. These may be summed up as
follows:

(a) Emergency relief and assistance: Cambodians who streamed to the
Thai border were unable to enter the country; Ethiopians moved from
their own drought-afflicted regions into drought-afflicted Sudan and
Somalia; Guatemalans fled into the remote Lacondon jungles of Mexico.
In all these and other emergencies, the capacity of the international com
munity and/or host governments to respond has proved far from ade
quate. In these situations, many people died before the mechanisms to
help them were put in place. Even where there is a will to respond, and
available resources to do so, it has proved difficult to deal with refugee
emergencies, the more so in a world of universal budgetary constraints
and widespread xenophobia.
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(b) Long-and short-term solutions: The accepted solutionsto refugee
situations, in order of traditional preference, are repatriation, settlement
in place, and resettlement in a third country. In this century, the third
option, resettlement, has been largely reserved for specific national enti
ties selected by governments in the United States, Canada, Australia,

New Zealand, and, to a lesser extent. Western Europe. Repatriation, the

preferred solution, is, or should be, limited by the non refoulement prin
ciple which prohibits involuntary repatriation.
Settlement in place has been and continues to be successful in many
instances. For example, there is a longstanding tradition of territorial

asylum for political exiles in Latin America. Furthermore, refugees
throughout Africa have settled in other countries; Eastern Europeans
have been integrated into WesternEuropean countries; and so on. Butas
more and more people move, as resources and jobs are exhausted, the
willingness to settle refugees, much less to resettle them, diminishes.

Inevitably, pressures increaseon refugeesto repatriate, raising the ques
tion of how voluntary the resulting repatriations may be.
(c) Restrictive policies and mixed migrations: The Central Americans,
Haitians, Middle Easterners, Eastern Europeans, Southern Asians, and

others who arrive in North America and Western Europe are leaving
countries with well-documented human rights violations as well as

serious economic problems. The extent to which they are refugees,
economic migrants, or both, is a matter of much controversy in all the
host countries. This question is supposed to be resolved by means of
case-by-case political asylum determinations, but in nearly all countries
there is widespread dissatisfaction with asylum procedures. There are
complaints from refugee advocates about abuses and discrimination
against certain groups. Government officials contend that frivolous

asylum claims are made by economicallymotivated migrants who wish

to circumvent immigration restrictions. The large number of asylum
seekersadds to pressureson governments to further restrict entries, by
means of visa controls, heavily guarded borders, detention centers, and

"accelerated"asylum procedures. Such measures may successfully deter
entrants but tend to work at the expense of legitimate refugees and
economically motivated migrants alike.

(d) Temporary status for long-term refugees: Palestinians of the third
generation remain in refugee camps. While no other refugee group
approaches this dismal record, there are many living in, but not inte
grated into, countries of first asylum, and for whom no long-term solu
tion is in sight. It is obviously inhumane to oblige people to live
unproductivelives in refugee camps. Proud and independent peoplesin
refugee camps from Central America to Thailand have been rendered

demoralized and dependent by virtue of living for years on an interna
tional dole. But alternatives are not easily found. There are already ten94

sions in many places where local populations believe that refugees are
benefitting from more resources than are available to citizens. If, in addi
tion, refugees are given full freedom of movement and access to jobs,
these tensions might become explosive. Where refugees are denied
freedom of movement and access to jobs, international agencies do
attempt to design and implement productive projects, but the success
rate on these projects has not been promising.
The problem of temporary status is not limited to places where
refugees live in camps. Cuban and some Haitians in the United States
were assigned a newly invented "entrant" status in 1980, and only later
were Cubans (and still later Haitians) able to adjust that status to perma
nent residence. The provision of extended voluntary departure is an
extremely important option for groups in need of temporary protection,
but it allows for the provision of so few rights or services that it becomes a
hardship for groups that remain year after year. There are thousands of
people here and abroad whose presence is tolerated "under cover of law"
but who have few rights and little hope of resolving their situations.
Refugee Movements, Present Needs, and Future Directions

It is essential to maintain the possibility of refuge for the politically
persecuted. There seems to be a consensus on this point, even where
governments and private groups are proclaiming the need for more
restrictive immigration and greater control over illegal entries. There is
strong support, but not a consensus, on the need to provide a safe haven
for the victims of war, civil strife, and general violence. The most visible
evidence of this support in the United States is in the growth of the Sanc
tuary movement for Central Americans.

Regarding economic migrants, the debate is more complex. A few
advocate expanding the refugee definition to incorporate persons who
have been denied economic rights; more often, advocates propose that
greater weight be given in refugee and asylum determinations to
politically motivated violations of economic rights. There is a clear moral
dilemma here. One cannot help feeling uncomfortable before a system
that assists persons who fear political persecution but expels those who
fear starvation. Nevertheless, migration is not necessarily the only option
for the poor; whereas for genuine political refugees it may well be so. If
the protection presently available for such people disappears or is
seriously diminished by entry restrictions in host countries, the world
will be a much worse place. Yetbroadening the refugee definition—even
to the extent that it has been broadened by the OAU in Africa—would
risk endangering the willingness of governments to protect any refugees
at all.

Refugee protection at the present time is threatened in many places.
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There have been military invasions of Salvadoran camps in Honduras
and of South Africans in Botswana, private attacks on Vietnamese boat
people off the coast of Thailand, and forced repatriations and displace
ments of Banyarwandans in Uganda. An essential ingredient in refugee
protection, access to the political process, has been diminished and
denied in the United States by various practices, including the interdic
tion of Haitian boats and policies associated with long-term detention.
It is probable that immigration restrictions will be further tightened in
the near future, not only in the United States but in Canada and Western
Europe as well. Whatever the restrictions, people will succeed in migrat
ing. And because there is a consensus on the need to preserve some
forms of refugee protection, individuals will continue to apply for and to
be granted refugee and asylum status in these countries. But restrictions
on visas and attempts to restrain illegal entries will make it increasingly
difficult for people who have to leave their countries of origin to find
places of refuge. It will also become more difficult to establish one's
credentials as a refugee, especially for people who come from countries
where there have been economic migrants in the past, who cross borders
illegally, and/or who come from countries whose governments are allies
of the host country's government.
Regarding the massive refugee flows to countries too poor to support
their own populations, the international community has supported the
programs that have kept these people alive. But stronger commitment is
required. At a minimum, the commitment should include (1) support to
creative national development plans that incorporate refugee settle
ments and (2) greater overall assistance to host governments willing to
admit refugees, so that they do not have to sacrifice the needs of their own
citizens in order to economically integrate the refugees. The rich coun
tries ought not to depend on the poor to bear the costs of dealing with
refugee flights and must accept a greater role in what the refugee assis
tance community calls "burden-sharing."
Ultimately, however, important as international protection and assis
tance are for the refugee population, the best solution is to focus on
removing the reasons for refugee flight. Clearly, the most effective way to
stem the flow of refugees is to work for improvements in respect for
human rights and for economic development policies that promote
higher standards of living among the poor.
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Notes

' United Nations Economic and Social Council. Question of the Violation of

HumanRights and Fundmental Freedoms in any Part ofthe World withSpecial Reference
to Colonial and Other Dependent Countries and Territories. E/CN. 4/1503 31 Decem
ber, 1981, paragraph 79.

^UNHCR Fact Sheets for March, 1987; Refugees Magazine, July, 1987, October,
1987.

' Until 1987, the only way a Central American could obtain refugee status in the
U.S. was by arriving and applying for asylum. In 1987,for the first time, the U.S.
developeda program to processrefugeesstillin CentralAmericaforadmissionto
the U.S. refugee program. Although Canada has done so for years, and taken a
large number, the U.S. refugee program up to 1987 had been targeted solelyfor
Cubans. But Cubans were not admitted either, because of the political standoff
between the U.S. and Cuba over Radio Marti.

First asylum protection is by no means automatic in the refugee host coun
tries outside of the major industrialized nations: e.g., Mexico denies asylum to a
large number of the Guatemalans. Nor have many Salvadorans or Nicaraguans
been granted asylum there. Thailandrestricts entry and accessto refugee camps
of Cambodians. Tutsi and Hutus have been driven out of Uganda, Rwanda, and
Burundi.
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POETRY

Hank Lazer

The Hang of Telling Time
I would not have been

a poet in Homer's time.
My memory is no good;
besides, I distrust what
is memorizable. Which

is not to say I have

placed my faith in books,
though my grandfather
told me ever and again
we are a people of the book.

Three summers ago 1
took afternoon drives down

Highway One south of Carmel.
Every day for two months
1 saw them: two men

in plain orange robes.
They would take three steps,
kneel, bow down, touch

their foreheads to the ground.
I saw in the paper where
they were pilgrims, buddhists,
who'd made a vow to journey
this way up the entire west coast.

They had already gone four hundred miles.

Too often what 1 forget
about the Jews' forty years
wandering in the desert
is that the Lord

did sustain them.
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When I was five I saw

a boy from up the block
boost himself up over
a fence but his foot

slipped and he tore open
his stomach when he fell.

My senior year in college
I sat once or twice with

a zen group. An hour,
cross-legged, in complete
silence. I remember,

other than the pain in
my ankles, when the priest
reached over to adjust
the way I held my hands.

Twenty-seven years after,
on vacation, I drove by
that same cyclone fence.
The time in between
is unthinkable. I feel

my foot slip when I try to.

From elementary school
most kids went on

Tuesday afternoons to
religious ed.
The words they came back with,
purgatory, sin, catechism,
went right by me,
who stayed behind and read
or got to go home early.

Row, row, row your boat
Gently down the stream.
Merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily.
Life is but a dream,
which is the first round

a child leams to sing.
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When I was growing up
we had a dog
whose testicles never descended.

The vet advised against surgery.
He was wrong, and cut out
a three pound tumor
six months before the dog died.

I remember the name

of the boy who hit a softbaU
over the fence and into the street,

the faces of the two boys who
chased me home and beat me up,
and the moment when

a very smart girl began
to cry in front of the whole class
because she couldn't get the hang
of telling time.

On a gray humid day
I watch a few cars

rumble by the window.
I estimate how much they cost,

and make up lives for the drivers.
It is a dream in texture

only, the same way
the merrily's tumble by
in the child's song,
as if the stream weren't

moving, as if you
and 1 weren't going anywhere.
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Lars and Mary's Daughter
Now I realize that the way I grew up
was no way to live,
even if our house

was out there in the valley among our roses and walnut trees,

the gnarled oak and mist of wild asparagus,
with the cyclone fence, and the locked gate, and
the crying at night, and Lars and Mary each
shouting from different ends of the house.
Whether it made a profit or not, and even if it did
send me through nursing school, their faces

keep returning to me, sometimes in the drugstore,
or late at night. I always assumed they did it
because they were patient and fair, and because

they had some love and compassion to give.
But they were never tender,
and never with each other,

so that caring for the five or six

who came here to live (and every one to die)
was not a sweet, charitable business.

They hated when members of the family would visit.
In the long run, and that was always Lars and Mary's vision,
the excitement and hope, the stimulation of memory
and familiar names were never good.
And the lies the patients told
about Lars and Mary.
I remember Mr. Heppe who raved about his taxes
and then stuck a knife in his mattress,

and Miriam with the collapsing spine
who sat all day sniffling, dabbing at her dry nose
with a pink kleenex, crumpling the tissues into neat piles,
and Regina, my favorite, who for three midnights running
roamed the halls knocking on all the doors shouting:
"wake up, wake up, it's morning,"
and died in her bed the next day.
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God, the air in that house, and the heavy

drapes. It wasn't until a year or two ago,
and I'm twenty-five now,
that I began to love
the texture of the air

everywhere else, long night rides alone
in my new convertible .. .

Lars and Mary like it here. The land and the house
are paid for. Now, they keep only three,
and take pride in their waiting list.
Yesterday, an heiress in Pacific Grove called
begging them to take her mother.
Death doesn't frighten Lars and Mary any more.

They swear it is a simple event; they just leave them
tucked in bed until someone from the funeral home

comes to get them. Lars and Mary
know they will never have to leave.

1 can't stand it there any more, not even for visits.
1 only seem to upset them.
They used to take vacations,
sometimes back to Sweden,

and once to the Galapagos Islands;
When 1 was little, Lars

would talk to me about the giant tortoises,

how graceful they became when they left the land.
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Harold

Because he was a dentist,
did his business well
back when it mattered to have

a strong wrist instead of
new machines, but because

he hated his job, wanted
to hit children who cried and whined,

because he hated being cramped
in the old Saint Claire building
eight floors above First Street,

Harold bought a large bam
out toward Morgan Hill and began
building a great salmon fishing
boat. Summers he built

and planned the boat, did
his own refrigeration, welding,
the works. One Sunday
my dad and I drove out to see

how far Harold had gotten.
I put on a welder's mask
to stare at the blue flame

that Harold held and not go blind.
Eight years later he'd
finished the boat. Then he cut back:

six months dentistry, six months
on his ship. I was one of the children
he hit for crying. His third year
of fishing Harold and two friends
were off of Seattle and ignored
Coast Guard warnings about
a storm. No one found boats

or bodies, though three ships
disappeared. There is some
of the same strangeness in Harold's
brother and sister. None of

the three ever married. Harold's

sister and brother live together in
a mobile home. She is one woman

on this earth who would say
that Harold was a kind man.
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Lighting the Room
I had been waiting all day
for that old vatic elevation.

Found none. 1 was bom in San Jose,
the son of a shoe salesman

and a young woman from Brooklyn
hot to fuck. No one

ever told the story that way.
Today it would be so different
it would make you laugh.

A lemon bush, a cherry tree,
an orange tree and an apricot

My first dog, a ghost gray
hunting dog, must be grazing silently
through a hillside of milkweed
and foxtails. Now there are houses,

four per acre.

Small amounts of light
were howling all about me.

I crawled at my mother's parents' home.
I have a vivid memory of all
the heating vents. A few years ago
1 could have told my memory to them
and we would have laughed about
such stupid clarity. Now
there's neither of them to laugh with.
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I am in Alabama

staring out a third story window
onto a gray day.
Oak leaves go through their damp

change of color slowly.
About now, two thousand miles west,

my other grandmother, eighty-two, in sunshine,
walks from the delicatessen over

to Rory's Market
and back home.

If there is

intelligent life in the universe,
I wonder what ifs doing right now.

He was sixteen and unable to maintain

the boring veneer of selfhood.
At his aunt and uncle's, he said

loud dumb things with passionate
conviction.

At death, all ascend.

So why not wait?

I gave up faith in
a reasonable world early.
A street near my house,
Richland Avenue,

kept its name while running
at right angles to itself.
What should have been Richland
continued on as Berkshire Drive.

Often I stood on the corner

wondering how this had happened.
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Such rubbish. Such truth.

He had been reading a little
Kierkegaard, and getting laid
hardly ever. He wrote,
'1 am more dedicated to

truth than to happiness."

We have lost, I lamented,
the old Heracleitean tactic:

to contain something large in a fragment.

"how shall 1 light
this room that measures years"

The individual life does not matter.

Coming and going of patterns, vast
stretches of seemingly random time.
Only now and then
someone seizes

a thread, a line, a vector,
rides and records

one particular story.
We know the beginning.
We know the end.

"Only through time time is conquered."

I picture myself
at some future time

caved in and cowering under
a great wave
which breaks over me.
In the next frame

I am calm, and have

embraced an orthodox religion.
Maybe it is the fringe of
a prayer shawl I hold nervously,
rolling the strings between thumb
and forefinger.
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Sonia in Santa Rosa
Sonia tells me she is not afraid of death

but that ifs pain she can't stand.
So she spends each day
in her mobile home (but no one

could move it) trying to find
the right papers for the accountant.
Subsisting on a diet of coffee,
cigarettes, apricot jam and toast,

she drifts from pile to pile shuffling
and reorganizing the papers
while she listens half-heartedly
to the television.

Some days dizzy and confused,
she thinks she is still in San Jose.

When I visited her, just before
her seventy-third birthday,
I spent a late evening in the back bedroom reading
science fiction, of a man passing through
a black monolith, a door in space
which allowed him to travel

but no longer as a body
through time and other galaxies
witnessing the birth and death
of entire stellar systems.
In the morning Sonia showed me
her new copy of the Rubaiyat of Omar Khayam,
each page with a color plate from a Persian painting.
The book fell open to verse sixty-seven:
"Strange, is it not? that of the myriads who
Before us pass'd the door of Darkness through
Not one returns to tell us of the Road,
Which to discover we must travel too."

Anyway, it is not the blurred
present which concerns us.
Instead, Sonia and I spend the morning
dissecting an irreducible saying or two
from Yiddish. And in the afternoon

I leave her so that I can go hiking
in the mountains above the vineyards.
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Stories

My stepdaughter, seven,
tells me about the lightning
we watch from my study
window, tells me ifs electricity,

so stay away from lights
and the phone; ifs some of
the electricity God needs
to keep him alive. I send
Julie out of the room
so I can write, some

of the lightning
that keeps me aUve.
I can tell a story or two
but I cannot, for example, do
justice, in words,
to the woman's body

I sleep beside each night.
You know the story of Jacob
and Leah, how Jacob labored

seven years so he could claim
Rachel for his wife.

After seven years he is given
Rachel's older sister,

Leah. It takes seven more years

before he's given Rachel.
In my story Jacob

is a poet. He labors
seven years, puts down
his pen and listens.
I cannot yet

carry that story
through. The other one
is about my grandmother.
Her entire story follows
from one event. At age twelve
she held the flashlight
while border guards
gangbanged her best friend.
This was in Russia.

This was because

she, herseK, was less
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developed than the other girl.
You can imagine grandma's
next sixty years.

I have seen nearly thirty
of them. That event

reaches through all others,
a vein that twists

all the way up
from foot to groin,
a bolt of lightning that hits.
She taught me some Yiddish.
Langer loksh (a long noodle)
her name for me as a skinny kid.
In my own story I am
going somewhere. I can not

stay here in Alabama.
Where I go is like
what I know in Yiddish.
From here to there isn't clear.

And yet, for the story to go on
there must be a next place.
So my grandma
finally left Russia.
She lived in Montreal,
went to school there,
moved to New York,
married, went into business,

woke up most nights
with bad dreams,

the trolley cars in New York
sound too much

like the flat bed carts
that carried the dead
out of the town

where she grew up.
I was bom in California.

Not the California everyone thinks of.
I was talking to a poet friend.
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the name doesn't matter,

when I finally realized
my California was a ghetto.
The landscape was California,
the people all Russian Jews.
Grandma's story gets played out
in San Jose where she

got to her husband, maybe
all men look a little

like border guards, then
nursed him with devotion

bordering on masochism.
So back to Jacob,

the way grandma
annoys us all
by switching stories.
Jacob gets Leah,
whom he likes but
doesn't want as
a wife. He feels
screwed over but
also relieved.
He had made

no tangible plans
for him and Rachel.

The next seven years,
while he labors

(and ignores Leah),
he plans and plans.
My current scheme
is to move with

my second wife
and stepchild
to New York.

I have to hear

those trolley cars
for myself.

Ill

FICTION

"America, America!"

Kichung Kim

//•pi IDN'T you teach at the university here before you went to
JL^ California?" His friend asked.
"Yes, nearly 20 years ago," Han said. In Honolulu to attend a seminar
over the Christmas break, he was having a drink with a friend he'd not
seen since the Korean War 30 years ago.
"You must know the Cha's, then. The husband teaches at the univer

sity." His friend, a high school classmate, had come to Hawaii ten years
ago and now had his own private practice.
'The Cha's? I'm not sure. ITs been so long ago. What are they like?"
"Dr. Cha is a small man with piercing eyes. And Cindy, his wife, sort of
tall and handsome, she's very nice. Very smart, too. My first Hawaiianborn Korean patient. His second wife, I believe."
"Cindy? Hawaiian-born? How long have they been married?"
"About ten years; they were married during my first year in Hawaii. I
even attended their wedding. But it was not a happy occasion."
"Why? What happened?"
"Well, I thought it was pretty ugly at the time, maybe because I'd just
come to Hawaii. But you mean you really haven't heard about it
already?"
"No, I haven't. What happened at the wedding?" Han asked.
"Well, it was to be a small wedding in a Presbyterian chapel conducted
entirely in English because even the Korean guests understood very little
Korean. Of course, thaTs when I first met Dr. Cha, a small youngish
looking middle-aged man with piercing eyes. In fact, except for his eyes, I
couldn't see what Cindy saw in him.
"As they stood side by side, she looked at least 20 years younger,
radiant and lovely in her white wedding gown and much taller, too.
'T was sitting alone, mainly looking at her and dreaming about my wife
and children who were coming over from Seoul in two months. It

happened just then. Just when the minister was asking for the rings,
somebody dashed up to the front from the back of the chapel, screaming
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in Korean. I heard a loud crack followed by a muffled cry, but almost
Immediately, whoever had interrupted the ceremony had already
vanished through the side door behind the altar. I said the fellow
screamed something in Korean, but I'm not absolutely sure. I thought 1
heard, 'You son of a cur! Worse than a curl' or something like that as he ran
up the center aisle to the front.
"Being a doctor 1 reacted automatically, because from the sound of it I
knew there'd been a nasty collision up front and that probably somebody'd been hurt pretty badly. So I rushed up. It was a mess. Not only was
blood streaming down from Dr. Cha's broken nose and cut lips but blood
had splattered all over Cindy's white wedding gown.
"Cindy was holding Dr. Cha up. I to ok him from her, sat him down on a
chair, and called for a towel and basin of cold water. By the time I'd
cleaned up his face with cold water, the bleeding from the nose had
become only a thin trickle, and I stopped that, too, with a bit of balled up
tissue paper.

"Cindy wanted the minister to finish the ceremony as soon as Dr. Cha
could stand up, but first she had to hush everybody, because some people
wanted to call the police and go after the assailant. While I helped to prop
Dr. Cha up the minister hurried through the ceremony. As soon as it was
over Cindy, Dr. Cha, and I drove over to Kaiser emergency to take care of
Dr. Cha's broken nose and lips.
"Neither Cindy nor Dr. Cha said anything about the assault or who the

assailant was, and I didn't ask either. After a quick clean-up—for Dr. Cha
wasn't hurt too badly—I walked them back to their car and saw them

drive off on their honeymoon, Cindy sitting straight up in her bloodsplattered white wedding gown and Dr. Cha with his hugely swollen
nose and mouth slumped down in the back seat.
"Not until months later did I find out the assailant had been Dr. Cha's

youngest son. There was some talk of reporting him to the police, but of
course nothing came of it. Both Cindy and Dr. Cha absolutely refused to
talk about the incident, and I later heard Cindy even denied anything like
that ever happened at her wedding.
'Tor an entire year after that, I did not hear from either of them beyond
a short 'Thank you' note in the mail the day after the wedding. I saw
nothing of them all that time, neither Cindy nor Dr. Cha, although I did
hear a lot of ugly things about Dr. Cha, but now of course you surely
remember the whole story about him," his friend said.
Yes, it all came back to Han now.

It had been his first full-time teaching job. So with an M.A. in history,
two small children, and a young wife, Han had flown from Los Angeles to
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Honolulu in late August to begin his three-year stint at the university.
Because housing was so expensive while the beginning salary so meager,
the university had sectioned off a few World War II army barracks into
temporary faculty housing for new arrivals with family. The compound
had been a crude, makeshift affair: five rows of long rectangular wooden
boxes perched on stilts, located in the back of the classroom buildings,
each row containing four or five apartments. The most attractive feature
about the place had been the greenery surrounding it on all sides: tall
coconut trees, leafy palm and banana trees, and bright poinsettia and
hibiscus bushes just outside the kitchen door and bedroom windows.
Han and his family were assigned a two-bedroom apartment next to
the end unit in one of the rows, and to their surprise the family in the
apartment across from theirs in the next row tumed out to be another
Korean family. They were the Cha's: Mrs. Cha; Bess, 16 years old;
Richard, 14; and John, 12. Mr. Cha, on a two-year leave of absence from
the university, was at Yale working on his doctorate in math.
During that first year Han and his wife became quite close to the Cha's,
Bess and sometimes Richard baby-sitting for their two small children. But
they also saw that even though they could become good neighbors to
Mrs. Cha they could never become her friends, because she had
remained too much a traditional Korean house-wife and mother, while

Han and his wife had become too Westernized. Of course, they saw Mrs.
Cha's many good qualities: her kindliness and total devotion to the
family. Still they could not help noticing that she looked old and drab like
an elderly aunt visiting from the country. As they sometimes whispered
to each other guiltily that, if they'd not known differently, they could have
easily mistaken her for the Cha children's grandmother or family servant.
Yet in actual age Mrs. Cha could not have been more than ten years older
than Han or his wife.

While Mr. Cha was at Yale, the family must have been entirely on its
own, for everyone including the youngest had a job. Mrs. Cha worked
fulltime in a beancurd factory, Bess—already a junior in high school—
worked in a department store besides baby-sitting now and then, while
Richard worked at a gas station and John had a paper route. Occasionally,
talking with Han and his wife, Mrs. Cha would hint shyly in a word or two
how she and her children all looked forward to the day Mr. Cha would
return with his doctorate.

She celebrated her husband's retum with a big feast given in his honor.
Han and his wife were invited. As he surveyed the long table piled high
with mounds of Korean delicacies, Han wondered how much Mrs. Cha

must have labored and skimped to get up such a feast. As for Mr. Cha,

whom Han met for the first time tjiat afternoon, hesat silently next tothe
minister, a faint smile playing on his face. Now and then he would call out
to the children to have them bring in an additional dish or drink for the
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guests, and Han could see the striking resemblance especially between
him and Bess. But whenever Mrs. Cha came into the room, affording Han
an opportunity to observe the wife and husband together, he was
shocked to see the glaring disparity in their appearances. Neither could
have been much more than 40; but while the husband looked no more

than 35 with his small compactness and boyish face, his wife looked grey
and aged; and when they stood side by side, Han could not banish his
guilty thought that Mrs. Cha looked more like Mr. Cha's mother than his
wife.

For nearly half a year after that, Han and his wife saw very little of the
Cha's. The door to their apartment was seldom open; no voices came
from within; neither Bess nor Richard were available forbaby-sitting; and
the few times Han saw Mrs. Cha, she either averted her face quickly or

stepped inside her apartment closing the door tightly behind her. Han
and his wife were a little mystified, and wondered if they'd done any
thing improper out of their ignorance of things Korean. But preoccupied
with their own life, they soon forgot about their Korean neighbor, find
ing other baby-sitters for their children.
Then one night, as they were just settling down to their own work,
having put the children to bed, they heard a soft tapping on the door. It
was Bess standing outside the door, sobbing. She wanted them to come
over and look in on her mother.

In the dark livingroom Han found Richard and John huddled in a
corner crying soundlessly, and a brand-new table lamp lay smashed
against a full-length mirror on the wall. He stood still in the livingroom
until Bess motioned to him to follow her into the bathroom. Next to the

toilet bowl, sprawled on the floor was Mrs. Cha, her eyes tightly shut, her
face streaked with tears, totally oblivious, moaning repeatedly, "I should
die, I should die...."

"Let me help you, Mrs. Cha," he called out, resolutely approaching
her.

'TTs no use, it's no use, ifd be best for me to die," moaned Mrs. Cha,

waving him away.
He stood, helpless, looking at Bess.
"She just weeps, saying the same thing over and over," Bess said,
bursting into tears.
"Maybe you should get your father," he said.
"No, never," Bess said, shaking her head vigorously, "ifs all because of
him."

Entering the room just then, Han's wife ran over to Mrs. Cha's side, sat
down on the bathroom floor beside her and began whispering to Mrs.
Cha, at the same time grasping one other hands in her own. Bess, too, sat
down next to her mother and started massaging her neck and
shoulders.
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Leaving the women crouched together on the bathroom floor, Han
returned to Richard and John in the livingroom. He put his hands on their
heads, murmuring, "Don't cry, John, it's going to be all right. . . don't cry,
Richard. ..Only after the boys had stopped crying did he cross over to
his own apartment to check on his sleeping children.
The sound of his wife tiptoeing into the bedroom awakened him. He
looked at the bedside clock. It was half past five in the morning. She
slipped quickly into bed.
"Have you been sitting by Mrs. Cha all this time?"
"We all fell asleep on the bathroom floor. So I've slept quite a bit."
"How is she?"

"A little calmer. Bess and I finally put her in bed just a while ago. She's
sleeping now."
As they lay in bed awaiting the first stirrings of their children, his wife
told him haltingly the unhappy tale of the Cha family.

At the start of the Korean War, Mr. Cha had been an unaspiring young

bank clerk who was already the father of three children. The war changed
all that, however. In the short-handed bank during the war, he'd risen
rapidly, becoming a head-clerk in two years, but by then he'd also seen
that he wasn't going to rise much further unless he got a university
degree. And so the year after the cease-fire, he'd arrived in Honolulu to
enroll in a local high school. His original plan had been to remain in
Honolulu for no more than five years altogether: the first year in high
school while he learned English and the next four years in college, after
which he meant to return to his old bank as a member of its professional

staff. And during those five years, Mrs. Cha would manage somehow,
living with the parents-in-law in the country and taking care of their three
children.

But once he was in America, things hadn't gone as planned. Instead of
just one year he needed two years to qualify for the university; but once
admitted to the university, he so much impressed the mathematics faculty
that he not only received both his B.A. and M.A. in four years, he was
asked to stay on. And so it was six years after he had left them that he sent
for his wife and three children, now aged 14,12, and 10 respectively.
The children had never felt close to their father because the/d never

really known him, and, besides, as soon as they arrived in Hawaii he left
them again for another two years. But, persuaded by their mother, the/d
begun to look forward to his return from Yale because they too had come
to believe happier days awaited his return. But when he finally returned
they discovered he was not the man the/d waited for so long with so
much hope; for he neither knew them nor wanted to know them; he
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neither liked them nor cared for them. From the very first day of his
return, he showed how unhappy he was to be with them, especially with
his wife, unhappy not only with everything she said or did but with her
very being. Even though he tried to mask his feelings, it gradually became
obvious to everyone that he could not stand the very sight of her; her
presence offended him so much that he found it painful—literally
unbearable—to be in the same room with her. Little by little during the
past six months he had stopped talking to her, avoided looking at her,
refused to be seen with her outside their home, and a couple of months
ago he had moved out of the bedroom; now he slept on the livingroom
couch, muttering something about his breathing better in the
livingroom.

To all this Mrs. Cha had made no protest, and to the children's dismay
she would merely weep soundlessly. In outraged shame, Besstold Han's
wife howhard her motherhad worked alltheseyears to supportnot only
the children but the husband,who had never sent a penny home to Korea
to help support the family, and even while he was at Yale her mother had

sent him money now and then out of her meager wages at the beancurd
factory.

Of course, her mother had aged, Bess said, of course she looked ten
years older than her age. Yes, Bess had heard people whisper that her
mother looked more like her father's aunt than his wife, but wasn't that

because her mother had worked so hard for the last 20 years, takingcare
of his parents and his children both in Korea and America, while he'd

lived alone and carefree in a land where people seemed never to age, at
least in their outward appearance?

And now when he'd all but finished his doctorate, even though he felt
deeply obligated to her, he wanted to leave her because he no longer
cared for her, because the/d grown so far apart, because they now lived
in totally different worlds. He would, however, support her and the

childrenfinancially, but whatwasthat to Mrs.Chaand the children?They
had always managed without his help, even in Korea when the children
were little, and now in Americawith the children grown up, money was
the lastthingtheywanted from him. Hisaffection, hislove, was whatthey
reallywanted,the one thinghe could not givethem.It waswhen the boys
heard their father offer financial support to their weeping mother that
Richard hurled the table lamp at him, hitting the mirror on the wall
instead, Bess said. She and her brothers would never forgive him, Bess
saidover and over,even iftheir mother could. Theirmother,according to
Bess, kept telling them it was all her fault; for it was all because she looked

so old and had no education while their father looked so youthful and
was about to become a doctor.

Because the Cha's moved out of the university apartments soon after
wards, Han and his wife did not see them again until their last summer in
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Hawaii. A month before they were to leave the Islands, Bess came by his
office to invite them to her wedding which was to take place the following
week.

"It seems a little sudden," Han said after congratulating her.
"Yes, we decided only last week."
"Who's the lucky fellow? Do I know him?"
"Oh, no," she replied, looking very pale. She didn't say anything for a
while. "You and your wife will come, won't you?" she asked anxiously.
"Yes, of course," Han said.

"Mother will be pleased. She talks about you often. Actually he's—my
fiance, I mean—he's a Mormon missionary. You remember those neatly
dressed young fellows who used to come around on bicycles, don't
you?"

"Yes, I do. So you've become a Mormon, too, Bess?"
"Yes, I have. I love their church and their fellowship. They're so close,

so loyal, and so loving. The)?ve taken me in as family," she said.
"What does your mother say about it?"
"She doesn't approve, of course, because she wants me to marry a

Korean. Do you know why? Because, she says, I'll be happier with a
Korean. I've told her thafs a laugh. In fact, one of the things I like about
my fiance is he's not Korean. He and his family, not only are they all so
supportive of each other, they're not so dazzled by the material things
and surface prettiness like we Koreans are. They don't believe what looks
good on the outside is as important as whafs inside. My fiance loves me
even though I'm not pretty or sexy—andI know I'm not—he loves me for
what I am inside, for what I am as a person," she said warmly.
"How about your father? What does he say?"

"My father? Why should I bother about him? ITsnone of his business. I
haven't even told him," she said bitterly.

After Bess had left, Han sat for a long time looking at the ornately
printed invitation, wondering what comfort, caring, and love Bess had
found in the Mormon Church during the darkest days of her family's
turmoil and unhappiness.

"Shall we go to dinner?" His friend's words brought him out of his
reverie.

"What time is it?"

'TTs after six. Where do you want to go?"

"Any place you like," said Han.
They walked across the Ala Moana Boulevard, moving away from the
Waikiki.

"You've been awfully quiet," his friend said, peering into Han's face.
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"Anything wrong?"
"No, I've just been thinking about the Cha's, Mrs. Chaandthe children.
I mean the first Mrs. Cha. And also of another wedding here 20 years
ago."

"You knew the family well, didn't you," his friend said.
"Yes, you could say that, I suppose. We were neighbors for more than a
year."

"Whose wedding was it, the first Mrs. Cha's?"
"Oh, no. It was Bess's, their daughter's."
Han and his wife had arrived late. As they entered the hall, they noticed

that the ceremony before the altar had been interrupted, and there
among the angry crowd milling about the white-veiled bride and
tuxedoed bridegroom stood the minister telling everyone to get back to
their seats. As he approached the front after seating his wife in the back,
Han saw Mrs. Cha weeping, pleading with Bess while the minister was
shielding a small man by putting his arms around him.

"All I want is to attend my daughter's wedding," the small man kept
repeating to the minister. It was Mr. Cha.

"You're not wanted here. If you won't leave on your own, I'm going to
throw you out!" screamed a tuxedoed young man, trying to get at Mr.
Cha. It was Richard, Mr. Cha's oldest son.

"Ifs your own father, your own father," Mrs. Cha kept saying, tears
streaming down her face.

"Mother, I don't care. Just stop crying. I simply won't have him here to
ruin my marriage," Bess said fiercely to her mother. "I just want him out of
here, 1 don't care how."

Finally, after Mr. Cha was escorted out of the hall, the minister, wiping
his brow and blinking his eyes in obvious agitation, hurried through the
ceremony.

Han and his wife were among a handful of people who stayed behind

for the reception, Han and his wife lingering for a chance to say goodbye
to Mrs. Cha and the boys, for they didn't think they would see them again
before leaving the Islands. Mrs. Cha was sitting flanked by Richard and
John. Although she had stopped crying, her eyes still shone with tears as
Han and his wife walked up to her.
'Thank you very much for coming, both of you. I'm so sorry for the

disturbance," she said, grasping his wife's hand and starting to cry
again.

"Everything was fine, Mrs. Cha," his wife said with tears in her own

eyes. "Everything will be fine now, Mrs. Cha; Bess is married and the boys
are all grown up. Everything will be fine now," she repeated.
"Yes, everything will be fine now, Mrs. Cha," Han, too, said. "Just look at
what fine young men Richard and John have become, Mrs. Cha."
'The boys and I will miss you. Bess told us you're leaving soon."
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"Yes, we're leaving in two weeks. I'll come with the children to see you
before we leave," his wife said as Han and she hurried away.

"You blame Dr. Cha, don't you?" his friend said as they were sipping
their after-dinner tea.

"Do you think so? Maybe. But if I do, it's only because I knew Mrs. Cha
and the children very well, while 1hardly knew Dr. Cha. How about you?
You've known Dr. Cha and his second wife, do you sympathize more
with them?"

'There's no question Dr. Cha was in the wrong,"said his friend, "even
he admitted it the only time he ever talked to me about his first wife. But
he seldom mentions her or the children; it must be an awfully painful
subject. Yes, 1feel for him, because 1think 1understand how miserable he
must have been."

"He was miserable? How about his wife and children? Speaking of
misery, wasn't it perhaps misery that drove his daughter Bess to
Mormonism and an early marriage?" Han said, sounding a little vehe
ment; he felt injured somehow.
"Calm down now," his friend said, smiling, "Of course 1 didn't mean
only Dr. Cha suffered or he suffered the most. Maybe his first wife and
children suffered more. Still, it musfve been awful for him, too. For just
imagine, how guilty he musfve felt in deserting his first wife. Not only
had she taken care of his parents and children all those years without a
word of complaint while he was educating himself, she'd even sent him
money now and then, however small the amount; she'd literally devoted
her whole life to him, waiting for him all those years, yet now he couldn't
stand even looking at her. And certainly he couldn't blame that on her,
could he? Can't you just see how he must have felt for treating her so
badly? I'm sure he tried to overcome his revulsion, which probably stole
in upon him. I'm sure he tried very hard. But can we ever do anything
about our loving or hating? We love where we ought to hate and hate
where we ought to love. Maybe thafs why he waited ten years before
remarrying. I'm sure he did not mean it to happen."
When Han made no response, his friend continued.
"1think it was Dr. Cha's success that ruined his marriage, that took him
away from his wife and family. Had he not been such a success at the uni
versity, it might have all turned out quite differently. How could we blame
him for succeeding? In a way he was as much a victim as his first wife and
children were. Because all he ever wanted was to try to better himself and
who could fault him for that?

"Instead of working all his life as a lowly clerk, lorded over by all those
university-educated numbskulls even though he was ten times smarter
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than they were, he grabbed the first chance he got to come to America,
and put himself through college without anyone's help.
"And just once he told me how difficult his first years in America had

been. Going to high school while workingat whatever job he could get,
busboy, dishwasher, janitor, while in school a 30-year-old foreigner
among teenagers, all this time living alone in a tiny room the size of a

closet, skimping on everything to save up money for college,and he said
he didn't suffer much from loneliness because he was too busy and too
harried to feel lonely.

"And after two years, when he finally got into the university, he went
from one success to another, each success removing him farther and
farther from his original goal as well as his original world which he'd
shared with his wifeand children in Korea. For, at first, he'd not planned
on getting an M.A., let alone a doctorate, but success seemed to trap him
in its own current, channeling him into quite another career, another
world, and another way of life less and less like what he'd once shared
with his wife.

"And, don't you see, all this had simply been the consequence of his
trying to better himself. I doubt he'd ever dreamt that by bettering him
self he'd grow away from his family. In fact, I believe, the changes had
stolen in upon him without his even realizing them, so that when he met
his wife and children at the Honolulu airport six years after their initial
separation, I'm sure he was devastated by the gulf that had already
opened up between them.

"Whose fault was it? Was it his? His wife's? Or anybody's?" asked his
friend, his words trailing off in a whisper.
"What about Cindy?" Han said after a long silence.
"Cindy?"
"Yes, Cindy, Cindy Cha, his second wife, I mean. I understand what

you're trying to say about Dr. Cha, his success removing him away from

his first wife and family, but 1 was just wondering—only just
wondering—if there'd been anything else in his leaving his first wife,like
another woman," Han said.

"Cindy had nothing to do with it, as far as 1know," his friend replied
hotly. "Of course thej^d known each other ever since they were students
together at the universitv, but they didn't become close until Dr. Cha had

been separated from his first wife for many years. As I've told you, they
didn't marry until ten years after Dr. Cha had left his first wife."

"I see,"Han said,"Sohe didn't leave his firstwifefor Cindy.But, do you
think, maybe, getting to know someone like Cindy had anything to do
with it? Did it perhaps offerhim a glimpse,1mean, a glimpse of what his
marriage might be? A different sort of wife, a woman more of his own

level and world? For 1 was just wondering..."
"What?"
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'7ust wondering ... as committed as we are to the dream of our own
personal fulfillment and happiness as the supreme achievement of our
life, how can we stay married to a person we find unattractive? Moral
obligations or guilt feelings can never compete with such a dream."
'Thafs just it," his friend said. "What happens to a marriage when its
success or failure depend so much on the personal satisfaction of each
partner? Thaf s why I think Dr. Cha's first marriage was bound to fail; for
the husband and wife had now become creatures of two very different
worlds.

"But theirs, I suppose, was neither the first nor the last of such family
tragedies. There must have been hundreds of similar breakups among
men and women coming to America or returning home from
America."

"Could anything have prevented their breakup, the Cha's, I mean,"
Han said.

"Had Mrs. Cha been a ravishing beauty or an heiress to a huge fortune,
maybe..."
"1 mean seriously."
"So do I."

"What an ambiguous journey coming to America so often turns out to
be," Han said. "In a way you and I have been lucky, damned lucky," he
added.

"Lucky? In what way?"
"Lucky in our marriages and when we came to America, I mean."
"But you and I came to America at very different times. Youcame when
you were 18 and I at 36," his friend said.
'Thafs what I mean. I came here before I could've started a family so I
married a woman much like myself, while you came here long after you
were settled in both marriage and career. But Dr. Cha got caught just in
between. When the Korean War started, he was already married with
three children, and when he got his once-in-a-lifetime chance to come to
America he either had to come alone or not come at all."

"Yes, we were luckier than Dr. Cha, but I wonder if we, too, are not

guilty, if only to a lesser degree," his friend said.
"Guilty? Guilty of what?"
"Of similar desertions, I mean. For haven't we also broken our bonds to

old friends and kin folks? Working our way up, as you and I have, haven't
we also broken or abandoned many connections in the old world? We're
all guilty, I think. The only difference between Dr. Cha and us is that we've
been a little luckier," said his friend.

"Maybe you're right," Han said. "By the way, is the family—I mean the
first Mrs. Cha and the children—are they still here?"
"I only know what I hear from other people. The daughter and her
Mormon husband have left the Islands. As for the rest of the family, I don't
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know. You could find out easily enough, I suppose. You're not thinking
about looking them up, are you?" his friend asked.
"Of course not. It was such a long time ago, and it would only bring
back the old pain," Han said.
"I don't suppose you'd want to see Dr. Cha again either," his friend said
with a smile on his face.

"See Dr. Cha? Why would I want to see him?"
"Well, you see, every year the Cha'sgive a New Year's Eve party at their
hilltop home, and I thought maybe you might want to come along. I'm
sure I could arrange it."
"I don't know. I'm not sure Dr. Cha would want to see me again.
Anyway, let me think about it. I'll let you know if I decide to come," Han
said.

"O.K., whatever you decide. It's a smashing party always, and they've
got a splendid view of the entire Honolulu harbor," his friend said,
grinning.

"O.K., I'll think about it," Han said, trying to see in his mind Dr. Cha and
his youthful wife in their hilltop home standing side by side in front of a
large picture window gazing out on a sweeping view of the entire
Honolulu harbor.

"I wonder if Mrs. Cha is still working at the beancurd factory," Han
mumbled to himself.

"What did you say?"
"Oh, nothing," Han said looking out into the dark night outside.
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